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T LANGUAGE

WINNER

A

DI FFERENT L ANGUAGE

Kare Leary

A mother a nd d aughter sic in a cafe in Bilbao, in the Basque
regio n of Spain. They're waiting for their cour guide, who is
supposed co meet chem any minute now. The mo the r, C la udia,
is fo rty-six. She wears gray tailored wool slacks and expe nsive
black leather pumps, but they're hidden beneath the cable. H er
blo use is simple, m ade fro m black silk, a nd a red scarf is artfull y
w rapped a ro und her neck. H er shining dark hair is pulled rightly
into a large chigno n. panish black pearls dangle fro m her earlobes.
H er skin is c reamy and sm ooch, her fi gure slender, her posture
erect. H er makeup is applied co make it seem as if she isn't wearing
an y. T he exceptio n is her lip tick, whi ch is a luscrou burgu ndy.
T he daughter, Andrea-o r And y, as she prefers co be calledis twenty. he wea rs a blue wool swearer tha t is screeched in all
directio ns and unraveling at ch e cuffs. H er righ t thumb sticks
th ro ugh a ho le in her sleeve. H er Go re-Tex rai ncoat is c rum pled
next co her o n the booth . he has lo ng hair d1ac is curly and dark
li ke her father's. Ic's looped in a ponytail ho lde r, in a m essy sore
of bun chat he redoes freq uently. Her pants are elascic-wa i c and
black, her shoes reel-coed and cl unky. he is maybe cen pou nds
overweight but she's call, so ic doe n'c how much . he would
have made a hand o m e man, but a a you ng wo man she eems
over ized and ill ac ea e. Her elbow is o n die cable and he's
slumped over her cafe co n leche, hredding her empty ugar
w rapper.
C laudia li fts her cup of black espresso using o nly her thum b
a nd fo refin ge r and cake a sip. T he tiny silver spoo n lies next co
her sauce r, unu ed. T he wo ma n at die cour agency cold her chat
th e guide is young and ha nd o me, widi wavy hair d1at is a little
bit coo lo ng. he shared chis info rmatio n wi th A ndrea earli er, in
an attempt co create a moment co giggle over cogedier, bur Andrea
UMMER
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simply nodded and looked bored.
Andy is playing a gam e. T he ga me is char she is crying co see
herself and her m other as they might appear co th e to ur guide
when he enters. She's in tent o n being ho nest. Bur last sem ester
she rook a Shakespeare class, and it is undo ubtedl y the influence
of this class char leads her co add so mething figurative co the
tableau. As she, in th e bod y of th e tour guide, opens the door,
she sees, just for a moment, identical pairs of cartoonish red horns,
like tho e depicted o n po pular re presentatio ns of the devi l,
a ncho red co the heads of both mo ther and daughter. T he horns
a re the onl y cha racteristic the two share. he blinks and the horns
a re gone, bur she knows why they appea red . Ir's a sign char they're
c uckolds; chis word i so m ething el e she picked up fro m
hakespea re. She' using it inco rrectly, because ir's supposed co
refer co a man whose wife has been un fa ithful. She has o pted co
use it a nyway, becau e she can't find a word char applies co a
woman who has suffered the am e injury. While she is ruminating
o n the ho rn and half congraniJacing herself for being sophisticated
e no ugh co conjure chem , a man who muse be rhe ro ur guide
e nte r , reclaiming hi body.
Lovely is the wo rd char both Andy a nd C la udia land o n co
describe him. C laudia chinks it because ir' the word she invariably
uses when something pleases her. Andy beca use her m o the r has
aid it o often it' difficult not co chink of it, though she would
like co eradicate it fro m her vocabulary.
C la udia likes the c ur of his long brown wool coat, the way it
swings at his feet when he walks. And when he looks up fro m
the do ed, dripping umbrell a in his hand and scan the cafe for
chem , she sees his thick black eyela hes from impossibly far away.
Andy no tices char his eyes are a rich brown, and chat's when
• she rea rs her eyes away from him and looks at her mo ther.
C laudia o pens her mouth, bur can't sercle o n the right greeting,
an unfamiliar se nsation. When he reaches the table, C laudia
breaches in the wee wool of hi s coat. H e is, she guesses, in his
mid- twenties.
"You are C laudia?" he says, his voice swoo ping high co make a
8
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question mark. H e smiles, a nd a dimple appears in his left cheek.
C laudia rises, smiling sli ghtly. "You must be Ra m6 n . Ir's nice
to meet you. " She extends her hand, and he take it, giving it a
soft press, just enough for he r to feel that it's wet from the rain ,
bur warm, coo. he shiver , then wonders if either of them noticed.
"This is my daughter, Andrea," she says. Ra m6 n cums his gaze
o n Andrea and C laudia wa its co ee what she will do-if she'll be
open co him, or even nice. A ndrea extracts her thumb from che
ho le in the leeve of her ho rrible wearer, ticks o ur her ha nd li ke
a boy, and smiles, but laudi a sees chat he's embarrassed , and
che mile i omechi ng she feels he has co do. laudi a looks a t
the back of Ra m6 n's head , at his hair, which is indeed coo lo ng,
a nd form inco ringlet a ro und hi ea r . H e's licked it back w ith
some gel, but it' on ly partly ucce sful at co ntaining the c url .
His ski n peeks between hi collar and his hai r. he wacche Andrea's
face when Ram6n grasp her hand- her eye as they o pen a little
wider, her lip , which part lightly-a nd wo nder whether they
have th e ame ta ce in men after all.
he ch in ks it might be nice if Andrea and Ram6n hawed
ome inte rest in each other. It might be good fo r Andrea co receive
some po iri ve attention from a man, e peciaJ ly an attractive one,
after whatever hap pened with th e break-up. he will her co cand
up traighr.
"] apologize fo r the rain," Ram6 n ay and Andy ch in ks how
funny it i that if you pend eno ugh m oney, yo u can gee people
co apo logize fo r the weather.
Bur her m othe r accept hi apo logy gracio u ly. "Ir' January,"
he ay . "What can we expect?"
H e lead th em in co the rreet. It' rain ing lightly, and tl1 e air i
raw. A11dy k11ow her curl a re co iling righ ter in th e m o i cure,
a nd oon he r hair wi ll be a en ele tangle. T hey waJ k on a large
pede rria n waJkway of mooch gray cone rhar's Aa nked by lane
fo r ca r . T he rreer i lined with cores, all of which di play ign
in both pani h and the Ba q ue la nguage. A ndy cops co ta re at
them. he d oesn't unde r rand either language, but the Ba q ue
word are mo re alien- full of Xi and Ks. Ram6 n cop fo r he r
UMMER 2005
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and points co a shoe score sign.
"The Basque language, Euskera, is not related co any ocher
language in the world," he says. "le is alone. Every other language
is related co at minimum one ocher."
Her mother asks him if he speaks it.
"Oh yes," he says. "They teach it in school from the time you
are small." H e hesitates. "Bue during Franco, yo u would go co
prison if they catch you speaking Euskera. Jc was almost lose.
Bue people are crying co save ic. "
Andy pulls her raincoat dosed. T hey've already spent one week
in Madrid, but now she feels as though she's in another country
entirely. Even che people look different. They're shorter, darker,
and some of che men have jaws chat jut out aggressively. She
wonde rs what it would be like, co live in a place where you could
be arrested for speaking your native tongue.
Andy and her mother are only staying in Bilbao fo r one nightju t long enough fo r her mother co check che new G uggenheim
off her list. he ha already checked off the Prado and the T hy en
Bornemi za, which they visited in Madrid lase week. T hey are,
her mother said the Mee and MOMA of pain, re peccively. In
Barcelo na, they'll ee the Picasso mu eum, and the Mir6, and of
cour e all the Gaudi building . Bue the G uggenheim Bilbao will
be the centerpiece of the visit, the one co lord over the ocher
ew York museum hounds, the people her mother calls friends.
Her mother volunteers one day a week at the MOMA instead of
having a real job. le' o mething for a bored, wealthy wo man co
look forwa rd co Andy upposes. Andy is ick of museums. H er
friend Tanya i cudying abroad at the university in Bilbao, and as
oon as this Guggenheim thing is over, he'll meet up with Tanya
and they'll go out. he's planning co gee drunk. he hasn't had a
chance co gee drunk since she di covered Ben with the other girl.
T hey come co the river, and the murky, industrial look of it
surprises Claudia. T he water is dark and sludgy, and debris is
lodged against che concrete banks. An old warehouse is being
demolished . Ram6n points co a rickety footbridge.
"You will see our new bridge," he says.
Published
by The Open Repository @ Binghamton (The ORB),
2005
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Across the river, tall concrete buildings stand next to old, sooty
ones. A few display banners that feature maps, with words in
Euskera. The city does not seem quite ready for tourism.
"It is to free Basque prisoners," Ramon says, but the rawness
of the spray painted words frightens Claudia, and she's sure he
has translated the most innocuous one. T here are Basque nationalise
terrorists, she knows, who are responsible for bombings chat have
been going on for years. T hey wane to be free co govern
themselves. T hey wane their own country. She looks fo r Andrea,
a safety check. Andrea is lagging behind, as usual. Claudia cries to
determine what she's looking at, but she seems to be squinting
in to the clouds, when there are so many other chin gs co see. She
considers aski ng, but knows icwould go wrong somehow. Andrea
would cake ic as an accusation.
he knows Andrea is in pain, because she broke up with her
boyfriend, or he broke up with her. She's nor clear on it, and
can't bring herself co ask for derails. he' not ure when he missed
her chance to be the sore of mother a daughter could talk co
about important things, and she wishes there were something
she could say or do to turn it all around. he only knows char the
relation hip lasted rwo years, which muse seem like a long rime
co Andrea. Andrea has been monosyllabic ince the trip began.
he has not taken care in dres ing, and ha showered only once in
the past three days. laudia is panicked because she doesn't know
if this is how Andrea normally aces, or if ic's a re ulc of che breakup. A mother should be able co cell che difference. But fir c,
Andrea wa in boarding school and only home fo r breaks, and
now he' in college and only home fo r breaks. Even when he'
ac home, ic' easy co go for days without peaki ng co her, in that
big house chat ceven hardly ever bother co come home co.
Bue on this trip, Claud ia and And rea ear every meal together,
and sleep in the same hotel room. T he day before Andrea returned
home for hristmas break, Claudia di covered ceven's latest affair,
and she arranged the trip in a fie of drama, chinking co cure both
Andrea and herself.
They turn a corner and an arching white bridge with cables
UMMER 2005
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comes mto view.
And
y chinks chey might nor accual ly walk on ic because ic's
more like a sculpture tha n an actual bridge, bur then they do.
The bocrom is frosted plexiglass, slippery in the rain.
"This one is nicer, don't you chink?" Ram6n asks, gesturing
proudly at the bridge. Andy's mother la ughs at exactly the right
vol ume, for exactly the right amount of tim e.
It is by Santiago C alacrava," he cells chem . The way Calatrava
rolls off his tongue ma kes Andy chink of kissin g him .
"Ir's bea utiful ," her mother says.
Andy watches his mouch and wishes he would say Calatrava
again, on ly co he r, and chat makes her blush, a nd chen she is
angry with herself for caring about chis man simply because he's
good looking and as call as her and vaguely eligible and his mouth
seems acrobatic when he says some architect's name. Ir makes her
feel bored, or boring. She re moves her ponytail holder and cries
co run her finge rs through her hair co foe ic, bur the rain has made
it impossible. She gathers it as well as she can.

,

C laudi a picks up her pace when she sees the G ugge nheim.
They've com e at it from the cower side, wh ich is not ideal, not
the angle of any of th e photographs in th e Frank Gehry boo k she
has ac ho me. Bur the sculpcura.l cower, which she knows is the
fin al problem Gehry olved, is a rounding. Ir curves outward, o
char it seem co be in front of he r and above her at the sa me rim e.
Beyo nd it i the Puente de alve, and ~eyond cha r, t he titanium
pa rt of the mu eum looks like the prow of a fucuri tic ship,
saj ling around a bend in th e ervio n River, just as che boo k says.
he wi he he could co me up with he r own way of chinking
abo ut th e building, without falli ng back o n othe r peoples' words.
Bue the be c he can d o is chink that che whole thing is larger,
mo re do minant, than it seem ed in the photographs, a nd when
they pa beneath the bridge she cop right unde r the rower a nd
cra nes he r neck up at it. Then she seeps to the side, so she can see
Published
by The Open Repository @ Binghamton (The ORB),
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the flower-like struc ture ac che museum's ce nter. The tita nium
shimmers in waves and mirrors the sky's storm iness, intensifyin g
ic so mehow. T he whole assembl age seems alcogecher impossible.
She knows, of course, exactly why ic is poss ible. She's seen the
computer model s. Bue chis -the way it nestles into che hills
around che c ity, th e ali veness of th e m a te ri a ls, its s hee r
magnitude -is a revelation. She can't unravel it, or figure o ut
how the structure might fie cogecher as a whole, or imagine Gehry
ho lding it all in his head. She fill s her lungs with the cold, wee ai r
a nd cosses her head back co look at Andrea, ready co share her
triumph , ready co share, perhaps, a transcendent mo me nt in the
face of such an accomp lishment, or at lease read y co agree on
something. Bue Andrea is looking down, pulling on a piece of
yarn o n the sleeve of her sweate r, which is poking o ut o f her
raincoat. The failure of the mo ment makes C laudia's comach
dro p.
he find s Ram6n, a coupl e o f seeps behind her. His eyes are
o n che building, hi head tilted back. His eye are roving. She
knows chis is because the structure has clean lines and an irresistible
sen e of move ment, what Gehry called a n all pervading energy
flow, a nd char' pa re o f wha t m ak es it great. Ra m6 n's mouth i a
lirtle o pen, li ke Andrea's was, earli er, when she shook his hand.
H e can't eem co stop looking at it, even tho ugh he mu c see it
almost every day. o me things-great thing - never beco m e
mundane. H e catches her eyes and she ees in him what she wanted
from Andrea. he mile a nd m ove do er. he mell a waft of
wee wool again, and hare che moment w ich him in read. T heir
appreciatio n ee m co fill che pace berween chem .
The rain begin co fall in ea rnest, and Ram6n place his hand
o n laudia' elbow and ceers her around che edifice and into the
mu eum o naturally chat he doesn't notice hi couch until he
lee go, and che n he feel its ab e nce.
Bue Andy, trailing behind chem, lo hing through puddles
chat they avoided effo rcle ly, noticed . he noticed and he was a
little relieved, now chat she knew where Ra m6 n's inte re c lay.
Bue al o, her throat t ig hte ned.
UMMFR
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They enter a small gallery, and it seems as tho ugh they're staring
at a blank white wall. C laudia trusts that there's som ething, but
looks at Ram6n for reassurance. H e hung up their coats earlier,
and he's wearing a chocolate brown suit with a navy silk tie. She
doesn't know the Spanish desig ne rs, but it's a good suit, without
bein g fl ashy, and it fits him well.
"Wait," he says.
T he light on pare of the wall changes. T he colors shift,
imitating a sunrise, and it's clear chat chis light is not being
projected o n to the wall, but is so mehow shinin g from within it.
C laudia walks up co the wall and ex tends her hand , hesitating at
the lase moment co look at Ram6n. He nods and bites his lip as
if crying co contain his excitem ent. he reaches in further, and
her hand goes ch rough the wal l. he sticks her arm in, up co her
elbow, and smi les, caught in a mo m ent of pure su rprise. Ic's not
a wall, after all, but a room w ith rounded edges instead of the
expected corners, an elaborate trompe l'oeil.
Andy watches Ram6n smile, coo. H e looks like omeone who
has just given a fab ulo us present and received exactly the reaction
he hoped for.
Andy t icks her hand through the wall and wiggle it aro und
in the light. he understands char they've been caught a lesson
about perception. Things aren't always what they eem. le'
di appointing char so meone built an installation piece co ay
omething o obvio u .
Andy found o ut in the dramatic way: she walked in o n chem .
he turn ed t he doorknob co Be n' room and aw him, naked,
atop a sm all girl who e feet poked ou t on either ide of h is knees.
T he feet were tiny, and for whatever reaso n, pointed. O ne of
the toes had a ilver ring on it. The toenails were painted pink.
T he pointed li ttle feet the toe- ring, and Ben's ass, clenched with
the effort of pumping away at the girl, were w hat Andy cook in
before she do ed che door. Outside, she leaned aga inst the door
14
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and, for a split seco nd, undersrood w hy her mother prete nded
her father didn't fuck other women. Ir wou ld be so much easier
than starting from scratch with so meon e else.
Bur Andy didn't pretend. She co nfronted Ben. H e cold her
who she was, that it had been go ing on for som e rim e, a nd that
he had been try ing co tell Andy bur was afraid of hurting h er.
''A sorority girl?" she said . "W e hare sorority girls."
"She's different."
"No," Andy said. "She's nor diffe rent. Tm differe nt. She's rhe
sam e." She said it w ith great certain ty, though she knew it m ade
no sense at al l. She had begun daring Ben a month inro their
freshman yea r of co llege. H e was the first boy she had sex with,
and she picked him partly because he seem ed the opposite of her
fat he r- nor interested in money or appearances. Inte rested ,
instead, in making th e world better. She'd thought they agreed
o n things, had an understanding abo ut whi ch people were
worthwhi le (Ben a nd Andy), and which people weren't (Andy's
parents, sorority girls, and the like). When she thinks abou t it
now, it all seem s entirely predictabl e. H e r mo th er warned her
chat it was n't a good idea to jump inro a relation hip right after
o rientatio n, char it might be bette r co make her own friends and
c hoose her own acrivirie without tangling her life up with his.
Bur Andy ha never listened to he r mother. he obey her when
neces ary, bur he never really listens. Ir has to do with he r mother's
co mplete lack of credibili ty.

One of the galleries i devoted co rime-lapse phorograp hs.
The sam e vi ew, take n every day for a yea r, o r every ho ur for a
day, or every minute for an hour. C laudia tries to see the po int.
Ir's eithe r how slowly things change, or how different the same
thing can appear depe nding on when you look at it. Bur the
differences in most of chem are barely discernable, and she doesn't
care co search for them . Andrea is in another corner of the gallery,
absorbed in a photograph. Despite Claudia's hopes, Andrea has
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said barely anything co Ram6n since they entered che museum,
and seems almost co be avoiding him. He cums co Claudia and
nods at a phocograph.
"I admit I find these not so interesting," he says.
Claudia laughs, relieved. Ram6n laughs, coo. She couches his
fo rearm lightly, before she has a chance co chink better of it.
Once her hand is there, though, she can't help chinking it would
be so easy, so natural, co slide her hand inco his and clasp fin gers.
he knows Steven is probably off somewhere with his mistress,
ca.king ad van cage of his temporary freedom. Holding hands with
chis cour guide would be nothing in comparison-a few seconds
of warm human contact, which she has been mi sing fo r years.
Bue she lees go.
Andy has been listening since she heard the alco laugh, a sound
she associates with the dinner parries her parents ho red when she
was little. T he laugh was always warm and genuine-never
shrill- and it in pi red laughter in ochers. She u ed co neak out
of bed co ee what wa o peccacularly funn y. he would crouch
at the bend in the cairca e and watch everyone, bu r mostly her
mother, who alway eemed co be che most important per on in
the room. H er mother's job wa co ho c lovely parcie , co look
beautiful, and co acecharming for her fa ther' as ociaces and client
and their wive . he was good ac ic, Andy know . he was bo rn
fo r it. Bue ic didn't add up co anything. H er father probably
cheated from the very beginning, he chinks now. Jr's che way he
i . he had alway en ed omething was wro ng with her pa.rent '
marriage, bur he didn't know her fath er cheated unti l she wa
eleven and overheard chem fi ghting.
he ee the way Ram6 n lean coward her mother, after che
couch. He' already fallen for her laugh, and he knows that next
h e will notice how long and hiny her hair is, and he will wane co
couch ic. T hen he'll ee how mooch her kin i , how craighc her
nose is, how large and blue her eye are. How her lips resemble a
mall, perfect heart. Of cour e, her mother wo n't have any of ic.
he prefer martyrdom and Aighc co Spain.
Andy sidles closer. T hey're ma.king smal l talk.
16
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"I spent a year in Washington, O.C. in high school," Ram6n
says.
"Have you been back sinee?" her mother asks.
"Just once." Ram6n looks down at che fl oo r. He seems
embarrassed. "After I graduated from university, I did not know
what co do. Fine arcs degree," he shrugs. "What can you do?"
Make art, Andy wanes co ay. Bue maybe he does, when he
goes home, and chis job is only for money. Maybe ronighc he'll
go to his studio and paint.
" o I went to Martha's Vineyard and waited cables fo r the.
summer." Andy searche for area on for his embarrassment, and
can't decide between che face chat he waited cables, o r th e
probabi lity that he worked illegally. Maybe he's afraid her mother
will chink less of him.
" ounds fun ," her mother say, and he looks re lieved.
Andy ha been co Martha' Vineyard. he knows what a
ensacion Ram6n muse have been on an island crawling with
WA P girls who had nothing co do al l summer but wo rk on
their can and their bodie and comb the beaches for men co
wa ce time wirh. he wo nder if he chose just one of chem, and
then she wonders why in che wo rld he would have.
he cride coward chem, and they move apart when laudia
hear her heavy seeps.
"I need a cup of coffee," Andrea ays. "I' ll ju c go co the cafe I
aw down cair ."
"We'll come with yo u," laudia says.
" o," Andrea ay . " o, I'll go alone," and laudia Ii ten .
T here i ome kind of wa rning in Andrea' voice, and even her
hair, which ha welled from rhe rai n, look angry.
"We are almost fini h," Ram6 n ay . "We'll meet you in the
big gallery. You will know it when yo u ee ic."
" ure," Andrea ay . he doe a nearl y perfect about-face in
her big, military hoes and pracrically sromps our of the gal lery.
laudia feel reprieved, though she knows she should feel
concerned or ome ocher, more maternal emotion. Bur when she
and Andrea are in a room rogether, it' as if the air is pressurized,
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and all che unsaid chin gs, all che questions they wane co ask each
other, close in o n chem. Do you know?Claudia wanes co scream.
Do you know about the affairs? A nd: What do you think of me?
Bue as soon as Andrea disappears around the corner, as soo n as
the sound of her shoes is no lo nger audible, C laudia fee ls as if she
can breathe again.
C laudia found o uc in the c reeping, gradual way: the evidence
simply accumulated until she could no longer ignore it. T he
damning piece was a receipt for a pair of diamond earrings C laudia
never received. It was the fifth dalliance chat she knew of. She
had fou nd o ut about each o ne in basically che sa m e way, though
the first had been the hardest blow. T his time, as was her custo m,
she accused him; he confessed; she threatened co leave; chey both
knew he wouldn't, but he allowed he r co storm off co pain
with Andrea anyway. It was her privilege. The fir t time, they
had both thought she might actually leave for good. But Andrea
wa o nly rwo m on th o ld, and laudia was in no co ndition co
leave. She has never caught him in flagrante deficto, a her own
mother wo uld have put it, and she thinks so mething like that
might have made a difference.

"You will love thi ," Ram6n ay , and cocks his elbow. C laudia
slide her arm inco his and wo nder whether chi i unusual
behavior for him, or just . pani h courtlin es . They're perfectly
in ync, and they look good, he knows, walki ng together. But
he a1 o knows it's because she' making little adj ustments fo r
him, a hab it he can't break.
T hey pass into cl1e atrium, ac tl1e center of the tita nium flower,
and look up. It's like being in a cathedral, or in heave n, w ith all
the w hite a nd the light screaming in from the glass wall and che
skylight. His arm tightens, and she cakes a ciny step closer co
him. H e's not afraid co m ake eye co ntact. "Ca n you believe this
is no t the best part?" he says, without blinking. he can't help it.
She t ilts her head up co look ac his face. H is ch eeks are beautifully
18
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round, and beneath o ne eye is a mole, a delicate beauty m ark.
And then they're moving again, into the largest gallery. The
light is dazzling o n the white walls. T he ceiling is high and open.
Buttresses and catwalks crisscross it in layers. Again, the eye is
drawn upward. From the o utside, she knows this is the extensio n
that looks li ke the ship. She's heard the ceiling compared to the
spine of a n immense fish, which firs, tho ugh she feels more li ke
she's in the belly of a whale. Gehry is obsessed with fish .
"Can you see it is like a fish?" nRamo asks.
She nods and is suddenly conscio us that their arms are still
linked . "M aybe you could give me back my arm ," she says, her
to ne teasmg.
H e raise his eyebrows, and his smile expands so he shows his
teeth. " Of course," he says, releasin g he r a rm. H e takes an
exaggerated step back and gestures co the sculpture in the middle
of the room.
"The snake," she says.
"Good . By?"
"Richard erra."
" Vt-ry good."
It's three enormo u heecs of ru ry looki ng reel that undulate,
creat ing two passages char people can walk ch ro ugh. They muse
be at lea c twice as call as he is a nd over a hundred feet lo ng. he
walks ch rough the wider of the two passages, but it cricks her and
narrows in the m iddle. he run her hand along the ro ugh reel.
T hrough che cop, he can ee th e wh ite ex panse of the ceiling.
Ramon is waiti ng on the o che r ide.
"We are at the e nd, " he say , looking genuinely sad. "You can
look a rou nd ac erra' oche r c ulpcures." T hey are caree red
abo uc- giam indu trial culpcure made of American reel.
C la udi a nods. "Andrea ho uld be here 00 11 . "

Andy finds her way from the cafe co che gal lery. Alread y, her
head feels better fro m t he caffeine, less muddy. She overheard an
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old co uple speaking Euskera in the cafe. She's almost certain it
was Euskera, because it didn't sound like anything else she's ever
heard. le was softer chan she'd expected from the signs. Lots of
chs and lisping and gen tl e ks, so chat it almo c ounded like
whispering, as if they were celling each ocher secrets. he wonders
if it was always chat way, or if it became that way when it was
outlawed and people have been unable co gee over it. She chinks
she might ask Ram6n . He's not so bad . Even ifhe does chink her
mother is pretty, nothing will come of it. le doe n'c matter.
She enters the gallery and it is spectacular. She looks co see if
anyone is watching, and places her cheek against the steel of an
enormous scul pture in the middle of the gal lery. It' cold and
rough and reassuring.

Ram6n looks down and up aga in, then pu rses his lips. He
puts his hand on one of the scul pture's walls and lea ns into it. "Ic
i a pleasure co show the museum co omeone like you, who has
a knowl edge of arc."
Claud ia smile , Aarcered. Her abili ty co appreciate arc and
archiceccure is a modest calenc, but sciII, it's the only one he has.
" I goca degree in fine arcs coo," he ay , "a lo ng rime ago. Thi is
al l l use it for. " he doe n'c wane co cell him chat one day a week,
she cakes schoolchi ldren through the MOMA. le might ound
amaceuri h.
He make a gentle clucking ound with hi tongue. Hi kin
looks supple and crubbed, as if an old layer ha ju c been peeled
off "] don't bel ieve it was so long ago." He remove hi hand
from the sculpture and place hi hand on her arm, and hi intent
i unmistakable. He' hi tti ng o n her. he mu c be nea rly twenty
, year his senior. He's probably younger than whomever ceven is
leeping with, and she mile at the thought. he wonder if ceven
would even bother co be jealou if he coul d ee chem.
"You and Andrea have plan fo r ton ight?" he asks. he scares at
hi hand. His finger are long and chin, and he ha no hangnai ls,
20
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no peeling skin.
"No," she says, discracced. " Her fri end is studying here. She's
meetin g her for dinn er and they're going ouc. To clubs or
something."
His fingers cighcen around her forearm. She meets his eyes,
realizing what she's just said .
"Oh," he says, and blinks several times. His lashes Aucter
luxuriously. "You wi ll eac dinner alone, chen?" He lees go of her
hand, reaches inco his pocket, and pulls ouc a business card and
pen. T he card is from che cour agency, buc on che back, he writes
"Home," and chen his phone number, in a pattern of digits and
dashes chat she's noc used co. "Maybe you will call me," he ays,
and she cells herself ic's a profess ional courtesy, or he wanes a
bigger cip, or perhaps he genuinely like her and wishes co discuss
Frank Gehry furth er, buc chac' all. Bue he presses che card inco
her hand and holds on a beac too long, and trails his fingers down
her palm when he releases it. Her heartbeat quickens. She could
call him, she chinks, and blushes. he cakes a cep clo er co him.
What if she called?

Andy walks through th e narrower passage of che sculpture.
When she's almost all the way ch rough, he ees her mother and
Ram6n, randing close cogecher. he cacches her breath and cops
and watches her mother seep away, waving her hand and laughing
nervously, Andy would ay, if he could believe her mother capable
of such a thing. H er mother ricks omeching mall inco her
pocket, and walks away co another culpcure. Ram6n cake a
deep breach, relea e ic, and runs a hand ch rough his hair.
Andy continue through the passage, and meets Ram6n' eye .
Hi head jerk from her co her mother, and chen he puc on a
fake smile. he lea ns against che edge of the culpture, next co
him.
" he ay .
"You got your cafe?
She nod .
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His face relaxes. "Your mother says you are maybe going to
clubs later?"
"Maybe," she says.
"I know o ne th at is OK. A little silly, maybe, because it is a
disco. And a terrible name. Discoteca Rock Star."
Andy cracks a smile, because it is a terrible name. The kind of
name that is supposed to invoke America, but that Americans
would laugh at.
"In the old town. I go there sometimes. Probably not tonight."
"Thanks," she says. H e doesn't move away, and she sea rches
for something to fill the silence. "I was wondering how many
people speak Euskera. "
Ram6n smiles sadly. "T hey think maybe one millio n at most,
but not all those people speak it very well. Spa nish is the first
language most of us learned. "
"Oh," she says, and because it's genuinely sad and she sees that
he cares about it, she tries to give him a sympathetic look. But
she can't resist the chance to make him pay fo r whateve r she just
witnessed. "D o you speak it well?" she asks.
"I am better at pan ish," he says. H e looks over her head
wistfu lly and ay : "The o ld men you wi ll see with berets. Those
are the real Ba ques. Born befo re Franco rook over." H e shakes
his head and mile , and then seems to notice hi hand o n the
culprure. "Thi i done by Richard erra," he says, in full tour
guide mode. " Ir wa designed specifically fo r th is space."
Andy nod , knowing he has aid the same words hundreds of
rime . 'Tm going to look at that o ne," he says, and point to the
cul prure that i the far the t away.

In the ho tel lobby, as Andrea looks at the gift shop display
window, C laudia pu lls the card from her pocket and tosses it
in to a wastebasket before she can change her mind. he' never
cheated, and she's not going to start now and lose the mo ral high
gro und, tho ugh she would like to go co bed with a ma n who
HARPUR PALATE
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chinks she's intelligent, a man who is genuinely beautiful. And
she'd like co run her fingers through chat hai r just once. Bue th at's
how Steven thinks. T hat's how he ruined cheir marriage.
Andy wa its for her mother co cum the corner and call the
elevator, then reaches into che wastebasket co retrieve che card.
She knows it muse be what Ram6n gave her mother. he shoves
it into her pocket just as the elevator dings.

While her mother is in the bathroom, Andy looks ac che card.
A lump rises in her throat when she sees che writing on che back.
he cries co swallow back her jealousy. She promised herself she
wouldn't ch in k about men in chat way until she'd figured our
how she al lowed Ben co crick her. She thinks of her mother, the
eternal victim, throwing the card away. She'd like ro ee her mother
do so mething, fo r once, even if it's o nly getting laid by a goodlooking panish man half her age who knows about arc. he
chi nks omethin g like that might be enough co propel her mother
into a more radical so re of action such as leaving her father, so she
props the card up on the nightstand, right next co the TV remote
co ntrol.
H er mother emerges from the bathroo m.
'Tm rayi ng at Tanya's conighc," Andy says.
"I know."
"I wo n't be back until lace. Noon, probably."
"OK. Our fli ght's at three." With her hair down and her face
scrubbed, her mother looks tired, imperfect. Andy is not sure
her mother understands what she's trying co cell her, but she doesn't
know what else co say.

Ac 2 A. M. , Andy is drunk and dancing at Discoceca Rock Scar
with Tanya and some of her friends from the program . She's
wearing a great deal of makeup, some of it sparkly, and clothes
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she bo rrowed fro m Tanya: a eight black sleeveless top, a black
miniskirt, and boots chat come up to her knees. She isn't d ressed
li ke herself-she's dressed more like the so rority girl Ben is fucking,
or maybe making love co. She's not sure whi ch. She's nor even
sure which he was doing to her. T he balls of her feet are startin g
to hurt, and she's parched.
"I'm getting a Coke," he yells to Tanya. "Want one?"
Tanya shakes her head. She's dancing with a slick lookin g
panish guy. Tanya has always been the kind of fri end who will
di tch you fo r a boy. It's understood.
Andy rru ggle th ro ugh the roiling crowd and squeezes in to a
stool at rhe bar. he o rders a Coke and wivels her stool so she
can look our at the dancers. T he way she's sitting, her stomach
fo rm in to rwo clearly visible ro lls, and she wishes she could
lea rn co like Diec Coke. H er hair, which he wa hed and blowdri ed straight at Tanya's, is frizzy again and sti cking to her neck
and he ha lo r her po nytail holder. Despite all chi , a man
approaches her.
" o habla Ingles," she says.
H e rrie pani h.
" o habla Es panol," she ay , and laughs. Ben would have
thought that wa funny, an d as much as he hares him, she wishes
they co uld laugh about it together. he wive! back, and the
bartender hand her the oke, which he ucks down quickly.
omeo ne raps her on th e hould er. he swivels around and ir'
Ram6n, dres ed down now, in gray slacks and a gree n collared
shirr.
he wa nes to a k him, very ca ual ly, why he' here when he
ought to be having ex with her mother. O r at the very least, why
he isn't making arr. Bur in read she ays: "l thought you aid you
weren't coming here."
"I changed my mind," he says. "M y fri ends co nvince me." H e
gesture ar a group of people who are scrunched at the end of the
bar. O ne of them wave . Ram6n turn back to her and hrugs.
"Bilb;io is nor so big," he says apologetically. "Nor many places
open at chis rime." he can cell, now, char he's been drinking,
24
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coo. It's on his breath, and in his sweat.
He clears his throat. T his is when she ex pects him co say
goodbye, tell her to have fun , and go back co his friends.
"You changed," he says, moving his eyes down her body.
She looks down at her chest, then back at him. His eyes Aicker
away.
"You look nice," he says, and she can't cell, quite yet, if he's
really going co try chi .
"You, too."
"Which one is your friend?"
Andy looks out at the crowd, but can't see Tanya anymore. "I
lost her."
"That' not good," he says. "You like co dance? Maybe we will
find her that way. "
Maybe he's just being kind, try ing co rescue her from sitting
alone. "OK," she says.

C laudia has been lying awake for hours. he tried her Yoga
breathing exercises, but when he heard herself, she sounded as if
she were gasping fo r air, so she stopped. After on ly a week of
sharing a bedroom with Andrea, she misses the sound of her
breathing. Andrea falls asleep easily, and her slow, even breaths
are reassuring, easy co follow into sleep. Usuall y, Claudia sleeps
alone. She hasn't shared a bedroom with Steven in years. Usually,
her Yoga breathing does not sound desperate. She worries about
And rea wandering around this foreign city at night, with some
girl Claud ia has never met. They're probably drinking coo much.
If she had called Ramon, she could be having sex right now,
instead of worrying about Andrea. Steven rarely bothers with her
an ymore, and she has n't really missed it. But she th inks sex with
Ramon would have been different. She thinks he would have
cried co make her feel special, made some kind of effort co woo
her.
Claudia turns on her bedside light and reaches for her book,
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bur something flutters off the nightstand. Ir's probably nothing,
but she swings her feet out of bed and plucks it from the carpet
anyway. She feel s chat it's a business card, but doesn't believe it
until she brings it to her face and sees Ram6n 's handwriting. For
a moment, she thinks it's magic, or fare, or she's lost her mind
and on ly thinks she threw it away, and she is thrilled to have it
back, thrilled to have the chance to decide differently. But then
she realizes it must have been Andrea, that Andrea knows Ram6n
wanted to see her tonight, knows Steven cheats. Andrea knows,
and she has never said a word. It is unbearably sad, and she feels
her throat constrict, her body preparing to cry.
Andrea wants her to call Ram6n. She is giving permissio n or
something.
Or it could be that Andrea is simply mocki ng her, waving the
evidence in her face, threatening to cell reven of her flirtation .
Maybe Andrea doesn't know at all. She looks at the phone
again. he wants to know what Andrea meam- not because she
would call Ra.m6n, but because she wanes to know Andrea better.

Ram6n leads Andy to the dance floor by the hand, which
seems li ke an odd, old -fashioned gesture for the setting. During
the fi r t ong, they do exaggerated moves and make faces to show
they're not being erious. During the eco nd song, he puts his
hands on her back and pulls her clo er, o he can't even ee his
face anymore. he never dan ed w ith Ben becau e he hated
dancing, hated clubs. he wonders how it would have felt, and it
eem trange that now he i pressed up agai n t chi stranger, and
she can smell his sweat, can feel it eeping through his shire. Even
though she knows it shouldn't, it makes her think about sex. he
pres es her head into his shoulder and thinks that she could go
home with him instead of with Tanya. Maybe if she didn't expect
anything more than one night, he wou ldn't be able to hurt her.
She could have sex with him and it would be different than it
had been with Ben. Ram6n could reach her things. They wou ld
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both pretend her mother hadn't been his first choice. In the
morning he would brew thick coffee o n the stove and po ur in
plenty of warm milk and tell her more abo ut Basque culture and
history. H e would teach her some wo rds in Euskera. H e wo uld
give her precise directio ns back to the ho tel, where she would
meet her mo ther as tho ugh no thing had happened, and they'd
fl y o n to Barcelo na. H er father gets away with it all the time, so
why sho uldn't she?
Ram6 n places his hand o n the back of her head and pulls her
face close to his. H e turns it so her ear is at his mo uth. "We
sho uld get a drink?" he asks. H is lips graze her earlo be when he
straightens up.
She meets his eyes, which are hooded now. His who le face is
languid, as if he has just finished having sex. Everything turns
hazy. he fee ls her eyelids lower and her mo u th soften, and then
she is leaning forward, in to h im, o r m aybe being pulled. But he
puts his free hand o n her face at the last moment and stro kes her
cheek with his thumb. he wants to moan.
"And rea," he says, rolling the R, so that her name sounds
Spanish. He removes his hand from her head a nd grins slyly. H e
wraps his arm around her waist and leads her back to the bar. he
wishes Ben could see her. Ram6n asks what she wanes, and when
she tells hi m a Coke, he takes his arm away and pays for the
dr inks with her mother's money, she real izes. Really, it's her father's
money. When she cakes a sip, there's ru m mixed w ith the Coke,
and she feels a su rge of anger.
"You like Bilbao?" H e gestures to che crowd and laughs. He's
bei ng elf-deprecati ng and she wants to tell him to stop it, because
it's a beautifu l place. A place tha t still means someth ing and he
kn ows better than to tal k about it that way. She fi nishe th e
d rink q uickly and puts it down o n the bar. he burps, but Ram6 n
doesn't notice. He puts his arm arou nd her, and his hand brushes
her breast, and she t urns to him and sees o n his face that it was
not an accident. She closes he r eyes and sees, against her w ill,
Ram 6 n brushing her mother's breast in the same way. But he
would n't have do ne that to her mother, exactl y. H e would have
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altered his game a little. Eventually, though, his hand would_have
m ade its way co her mother's breast. Andy opens her eyes and
really looks at his so ft, damp face. He returns her gaze, but it is
so clearly an act that she wanes to scream. She hates him for
seeing the sam e possibilities in her that he saw in her m other. She
hates what Ben did to her. T he rum and Coke boil up in her
stomach, and she has to swal low a vom icy burp. He pulls her
closer, but she slips away.
"My mother didn't call you?" she shouts over the crowd, aware
chat she could puke o n his shoes at any moment.
His face goes slack, and then he shakes his head and smiles
slightly. "No. She did not cal l."
She would like co cake him by the sho ulders and shake him
and cell him he's blind if he can't see chat she and her m o ther are
so fucking different, they hardly belong to the same species. Bur
it doesn't even sound true when she says it in her head. And
anyway, she wanes to leave before she's sick. le occurs to her chat
maybe in a very lon g time, this will be som ething to laugh with
h er mother abo ut, but she can't imagine herself getting the sto ry
o ut.
"I have co go," she says, and he nods, unsurprised. She reclaims
h er coat and finds Tanya and cells her she's going back co the
h otel. She stumbles o utside, and on the corner, a bunch o f old
men in berets are sitting on a flight of stone seeps, singing a song
in Euskera with gusto. The language d oesn't sound so gencle
anymo re. T he words explode from their m o uths. T hese are the
men Ra m6 n was talking about. Some young people pass ing by
start singing, coo. At least everyone knows the song, even if they
do n't real ly know what it means. Andy thinks, for a moment,
cha if she could throw back her head and sing along in that
ancient language, everycl1ing would make sense. Bue instead she
throws up o n cl1e sidewalk and hai ls a cab.
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IFFERENT LANGUAGE

When Claudia wakes to the sound of the door opening, she
thinks, at first, that it must be Steven, and then she thinks Ram6n.
But instead it's Andrea, silhouetted against the light from the
hal lway, incredibly call but hunched over.
"What's wrong?" Claudia says, a reAex. She's surprised when,
instead of ignoring her, Andrea closes the door and says: "I don't
know." She's even more surprised when Andrea cakes off her
boors and pads around co the other side of Claudia's bed and
slides between the sheets and curls into a ball, still wearing her
bar cloches. T he roo m has two beds. Andrea smells like smoke
and booze and vomit, but Claudia places her hand on Andrea's
back and feels chat she's shuddering. She knows, then, to slide
closer co her daughter and fit herself against her back, and reach
around to smooch the hair away fro m her forehead. And after a
while, she feels the precise moment when Andy relaxes into sleep.
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SO RT ING T HROUGH TH E RECORDS

Jack Rid!

''I'll coss che o nes I'll n ever listen co,"
m y mother says, "or give chem co Grace
who'll sell chem ac che Lutheran Home."
I can see my mother dusting each record,
setting aside che o nes she doesn't rem ember,
finding ones chat cak e her co the dance fl oor
where she jitterbugged, fo x trotted , slow
d anced with my father. "I can still see us.
D ancing co ' Polka Do cs and M oonbeams.'
My d ress had polka docs. I know chat's du m b."
It was 1940. T he war was wa iting
fo r my fa ther. H e graduated , the next day
cook a bus co boot camp, became the captain
of a black company and slogged thro ugh the mud
o f France and Belgium, then into the jungle roe
of che Philippines. T hrough Basic, he ace, slept,
bathed with the white soldiers, used the w hites o nly
toilets, drank fro m the fo untai ns just fo r whi tes.
Ac the day's end, he salu ted h is men,
then dismissed them co their sergea nt. "1 though t
that's jusc the way it was," he said only once,
his brow furrowed li ke the rows the ranks cue deep
in the camp d ust. Every week, he wrote my m o ther
ending always with the same P. . "I know this war
will n'ever end. " Sh e waited. O ne ew Year's Eve
he sent her violets fro m France. She pinned them
o n her coat, stood outside, listened co che clang
1
and clamo r of midnight. To night she' ll play
Fra nk Sinat ra singing " I Bought You Vio lets
fo r Your Furs." Later in the week, she' ll go
co her line dance lesson with some fr iends.
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THEO TOLOGY OF D OGS
Jack Ridl

Our dog cannoc overcome
his happiness. The birds
around our ho use peck along
the gravel walks. H e sics,
looks o u r across the back field. H e
sleeps, his great head turned left
over his paws, sics up when
a rabbit or sq uirrel runs past
th e window. H e loves his wa lk,
loves smelling the same smells
rising from the mud, hanging
alo ng the leaves, sticking co che seems
and trunks. W hen I come home,
he meets me ac the door,
his rail wagging, his back ide
wiggling. H e pushes his head
between my legs, snores, then
nudges me coward his basket
of biscui ts. When I give him
one, he carrie it co th e door.
I lee him out. He pees.
H e lie down in the call grass.
I imagine how his good nose
leave u all behind.
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G JW-IT
C T RA EY

] OH

W HE

GARD ER MEMORJAL P RJ ZE

Ho

ORABLE M E TIO

CHARA TER DI E

G rant Tracey

N ick Patterson is starti ng co think that hi s cha racter isn't go ing
co be a ro und next easo n. H e plays hris wado , head of
U T O (U nited
ar io ns T h eat re of pecia l Ops), a
counrerrerro ri t o rgan ization that protects the globe from arrack.
T hi i the th ird yea r for the serie Hard Rain, a nd wados i
dying from exposure co a nucl ear isorope. pecial Agent Rick
Furey i earching for an antidote, bur rime's running o ur.
" Man, I wish they'd serve French fries with gravy," says Colin
Dewars, who play Furey, the se ri es star.
ick smiles as they ear in the Fox com mi a ry, a few blocks
down fro m o und rage twelve, where t hey fi lm mo t of th e series'
interiors. Colin always mis es Ca nada.
" lr'II m ake you far. You're better off." T he co mmissary is fu ll
of lo ng table , long lines of crack lights and quiet caterers dishing
up everything from low-carb yogurt moothies co burri ros as bi g
as your head and pepperoni calzones the size of footbal ls.
Colin hrug and si ps Michelob fro m a fro ted glas . His hair,
chin and high o n his forehead, looks like a wee mu krar, b ur his
face is chi eled and he has that low " nake Plissken" voice that all
action heroes seem co have since Escape from New York. ick by
contrast is heavy, his shoulders sag with fo rty-something anguish,
a nd sa t and pepper stubble dots his chin. His cheeks, fro m a n
age-o ld battle with teenage acne, look like overcooked lentils,
and his voice, full of Regis Too mey a nd Ja mes Stewart, lacks
military roughness. N ick has played small parts and second leads
for fifteen years and Swados is the ro le of his ca reer. The lollipop
c ho mping UNTSO head is lo ud, pass ionate, and admirable. In
th e first season he was administratively ambiguo us- an always-
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by-che-book suit ac odds with Furey, a nd viewers wo ndered ifhe
were really a spook for che Slobodon Milosevic-backed terrorises.
T his year he is much more lovable, crying co reconci le with his
seventeen-year-old so n and his ex-wife, while secretly barding
radiation poisoning. Only Furey kno ws Swados has ic. If his
superio rs knew, Swados would be removed from duty.
"T hat scene coday in che office was fucking great," Colin says,
his bright eyes narrowing. "Your intensity gave me a loc co play
on. "
"Thanks." T hey shoe two-eighths of a page, abo ut four ho urs
of work. T hey're now having a lace lunc h. N ick enjoys hanging
with Colin. They both li ke hockey- Colin had go ne co high
schoo l with Wayne G retzky in Brantford, Ontario-and they
are boch fans of the Method style, carving o ur die inner lives of
their cha racters. Swados hares cies, even though he has co wear
one, and before working ac UNT 0, he wiretapped for che FBl.
His favorite color is blue, he loves dogs, e pecially yellow labs,
and he li kes women co be o n cop during sex. "I don't wane my
character co die," Nick blurts, embarrassed, feel in g like he were
seven again, and playing war in the backyard of his parents South
Dakota home. H e had overheard che writers calking between cakes
abo ut next year and Swados was never mentio ned.
"We'll find a cure. H ell, I'm Rick Furey," Colin beams as he
sics back in his chair. " Relax, pal. Relax."

In seventh grade, Nick Patterson watched Mrs. Wedge c ry.
H e can never remember all the details of how they broke down
his English reacher- images and motives disappear like chalk lines
in che rain- bur he remembers che guile in his eyes and shoulders
and across his chest as M a rk Gunnerson and Danny Heritage led
che coup. Mrs. Wedge had a wide expressive face and as she cri ed
it somehow narrowed, che emotions caving in on her inne r self.
The boys laughed after she left the room.
Mrs. Wedge was attractive, and chat's what makes it all seem
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so weird: You'd think the boys would like her. Also a girls gym
teacher, Mrs. Wedge often wore slacks and a black Danskin top
and Nick saw the outlines of her aureoles, at least that's what he
rem embers. And rwenty minutes a day, she read books co the
class, including S. E. Hinton's The Outsiders, and , when a church
burned and the greasers cried to escape from a collapsing roof
and splintering wood, a sudden sadness filled her. Reading was
the only time she appeared completely at ease. Hinton's words
transformed her.
Ni ck was surprised co find out years later that S. E. was a girl.
She knew boys so well, and Mrs. Wedge's voice, reading Hinton's
prose, was unlike any voice he had heard in South Dako ta. It
didn't sound Scandinavian or have that drawn-out lilt. H er cadence
was more clipped and direct. And she had a high, intellectual
forehead, window-framed glasses, and light brown hair with some
blonde underneath. And her smile-it started at the eyes and
moved ourward and always made Nick smil e. She liked him,
and said char he had a great sense of humor, especially when he
did forensics, and a seri es of impress ions like Bruce Lee reading
Poe' "The Rave n" with accompanying yells, punches, and kicks,
John Wayne singing " Be-Bop-a-Lu-La," and Jimmy Stewart
crying to explain co a fo ur-year-old where babies co me from.
Ir's episode nineteen of Hard Rain, and ick drinks iced tea
berween rakes. H e and Furey have tracked an atomic device co a
small airport in rhe Arizona desert. ome of th e exteriors were
photographed in Bronson Canyon , where in the 1930s Mascot
rudios fi lmed many B-wesrerns around the area's caves and dry
sa nd and Universal's Flash Go rdon fought on Mars. The sky in
Bron on Canyon looks bleached like a bo ne and the hot sun
ha'ngs high li ke a contact lens shimmering in colored cleaning
solution . ick prefers th e co ntroll ed remperarure of rhe
soundsrage, and he's glad that the art crew can make number
rwelve pass for a desert. Colin, the sleeves of his commando
swearer pushed up above the elbows, is playing with his prop
gun, slapping a clip in and our, as arc lights glint along the metal
34
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frames of his sunglasses. The actors gee directions from Leonard
Hall, a twenty-five-year-old wunderkind. The writers, the Bukay
brothers from Modesto, in collaboration with Hall, develop the
script as they shoot, and Nick has no idea what's happening next.
"Keeps everyone on edge, fresh," says H all. "This series is about
expecting the unexpected, and we wane chat from o ur actors,
coo. "
Great way co justify chaos, Nick figures, but he's no t mad
about ic- he doesn't have time co be. Instead, his mental energy
for the past two weeks has been filled with blurred images,
montages of memory: Mrs. Wedge. Somewhere between the third
and fourth time she cried in front of the class, Nick decided co
help. He wasn't very strong- he never sac in an aisle by a window
out of fear chat he'd be asked co open one and wouldn't be able
to-but he was go ing to speak up. Danny and Mark were
slouched carelessly in the hall by a fountain. It was lunch ho ur,
and they were talking about Playboy and wanting co bury it in
the "field" of a Playmate from Bakersfield. They were always
gross, but Nick walked over, his head down, hands heavy at his
sides with his binder a nd lunch box. "H ey, guys. Why don't you
cake it easy o n Mrs. Wedge? She's okay. She's never -"
Mark shoved N ick hard into the lockers. Mark's dad was a
cop, so he muse have caught him if you're going co push someone
aro und make it matte r, and N ick's chest and the front edges of
hi s collarbo nes were suddenly sore, his courage perforated. "Why
don't you mind your own fu cki ng business, huh ?" Mark's eyes
carried a twist of anger and guile and they looked like the borcom
of a dirty po nd. Danny, his hai r rightly curled, and his upper li p
jagged with a cold sore in the corner, leaned over Mark's sho ulder
and watched N ick stagger co find his nerve.
"What did you say, faggo t?" Danny asked, his words tangled
up, sparking like fallen telepho ne lines.
"Nothing."
" H ey check out his lunch." Danny grabbed Nick's Emergency
lunch pail and held it aloft. 'The fag carries a lunch box and a
thermos."
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''A thermos," echoed Mark, sweat dotting the upper edges of
his lip.
"Yeah. T har's coral faggy. It's downright salt, man, sal t."
"Loserville," M ark said.
Everyone in seventh grade carried sack lunches but Nick's Mom
still packed him hot chocolate or hot dogs in a thermos. Nick
didn't want co chan ge. While his friends spent money on .45
records and clothes-platform shoes and wide bell botcomsN ick still enjoyed Strat-0-Maric baseball and playing with his
Airfix army men across his green bedspread .
"Come on, give me back my th ermos," he pleaded , and then
Mark pushed harder, sending Nick sprawling. As he hit the floor,
edges of notepaper fell from his black binder and his elbows
hurt, and Danny, arms shaking like he were King Ko ng, jumped
up and down on Nick's thermos. T he plastic yielded and the
thermos's fragile center cracked .
In the early morning, before Susan would drive him to Fox
studios and Nick would get the day's call sheet-two pages, twelve
o r so ho urs of work-he rubbed up against his wife in bed, his
insistent hard-on pleading against her left thigh.
"N ick, what are you doing?"
Susan's face was down in a heavy pillow, her auburn hair spread
in adjacent directio ns, as his hand reached under her teddy for a
breast.
"I've got to get co wo rk-and it's been a while-and it's the
morning-and- "
''And yo u're ho rny."
"Well, yeal1."
She rolled ove r and smiled at him. She coo was an actress,
o nce, but now worked as a publicist for Paramount. " Maybe
conighr. I don't feel like it right now. But the snuggle was nice,"
she said .
" Sure. " T h e headb oa rd b ehind h e r was lig ht brown,
contempornry with missio n accents, and the small slits along the
co p looked vaguely Asian. Nick was scaring into the slits. H e
36
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ex.haled lightly. "Bue Jessica will be up lace. It'll be impossible co
m ake love." Jess ica was their seventeen-year-old daughter. She
would be a senio r in the fall and she often had fri ends over, boys
and girls eating Dori cos and watching 1 A.M . reruns of the Outer
Limits and The Twilight Zone. H e sat up.
"We'll just have co be quiet."
N ick smiled , his e rectio n ebbed. "I chink they're writin g me
out of the show."
"Well, who has ever come back fro m radiatio n poisoning?
N obody t hat I know. T his is kind of a no brai ner, N ick." Dimples
formed at the edge of his wife's lips.
"Well quit being so practical, huh ?"
Hard Rain was in the cop twenty and Nick would gee residuals
o n,
so it wasn't abo ut the mo ney.
once the show went into syndjcati
T hey had already do ne close co six ty episodes, so he'd make a fai r
chunk. H e just loved the show, and the crew, and wo rking with
Colin even tho ugh he was a pain in the ass and fo und wayslicde bits of business-co steal a scene. "It's che first thing in a
lo ng time chat I've do ne that makes me cool co Jessica and he r
fri ends. They watch the show."
"They watch th e show for Rick Furey. Colin is cute, o r ' hoc,'
as the kids today say. Face it."
"Yeah." Colin was having an affai r w ith M idge Reynolds, who
played Lauren, a double agent. Colin had o nly been married seven
mo nths.
Susa n pacced Nick's w rist. " Bue you're cute to me."
"Thanks." H e shrugged, drinking the water he left lase ni ght
at the side of the bed . "I keep thinking abo ut M rs. Wedge. It's
weird."
"Yo ur seventh -grade E nglish teacher? T he o ne d1ac melted
down in class and left the school after o ne yea r?" Susa n was now
siccing up, he r teddy scooped low aro und her neck. She had a
thin crease alo ng her forehead and between her eyes that see med
m o re prono unced after just waking up.
"Yeah." He placed the glass back o n the end cable. "We're
filmin g and I see her. Between cakes she's o n my mind. I- "
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"Maybe she's your muse."
"No." He paned his wife's thigh. "You are."
She disagreed, saying how she was getting heavy in the legs
and her boobs were sagging. "Mrs. Wedge had great boobs. You
told me."
"I like your saggy boobs."
'Tm not sure that's a compliment."
He smiled. "I better get to work."
She scooched toward him on th e bed, her feet hanging over
the side. "Nick, there will be other roles-Steve Soderbergh wants
you to read for a new film he's working on."
"Yeah. And the script's good, too. Damn good."
"H ey-"
"Yeah?"
She rolled back on the bed, the pillow propped behind her
neck. "Lock the door. I've changed my mind."
SeveraJ days after Mark Gunnerson and Danny H eritage beat
the shit out of Nick's thermos and roughed him up in th e hall,
Mrs. Wedge asked Nick co stay after class. English was the period
before lunch. She sat behind a desk piled high with red and blue
folders and a purse, with rwo large rings, anchored upright in
front of her. le was a large purse. It looked like you could fie a
typewriter in it. Mrs. Wedge touched her lips and chen adj usted
her glasses. "I heard that Danny and Mark gave you a hard rime."
"Yeah ." ick felt puzzled. How did she know?
"Mr. Halkec told me."
The history reacher. "I went to the library to check out the
Outsiders but-"
"Sit down."
' ' -it was gone. So I'm reading Perry Mason and In the Heat

ofthe Night."

Behind Mrs. Wedge hung faded portraits of the Presidents
and in ve ntors like C harles Richard Drew who did something or
other with plasma and bloodbanks. Nick cried to read the fine
print under Dr. Drew's name.
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She nodded and opened her purse. Nick cried not to lookthe purse seemed such a private thing- but he hoped he wo uldn't
glimpse a deck of cigarettes. He didn't want Mrs. Wedge to die
fro m cancer or an ything. T here were no cigarettes, but he saw
some Kleenex and wondered ifshe had been crying in other classes,
too. "I just wanted to thank you, and let you know I'm okay.
I'm a little emotio nal, and I let some of the kids get to me when
they're mi sbehaving."
" D o you like teaching?"
"Yes, I do."
Nick nodded . H e wa nted to tell her that he liked having her
as a reacher.
"You know. I just have a hard rim e with disappointment.
When I was a kid if my dad said we were go ing to do so mething
a nd then we didn't, I cried ."
"You mean like going to an amusement park?"
"Yes. Coney Island ?A pro mise broken like that. Rides. T ilt-aWh irl, Bumper Ca rs, Ferris wheels. T hat would be hard to
overco me." She reached in to her purse fo r her lunch, a brown
bag. he peeled back the plastic w rap o n a sandwich . T he crusts
were al l shaved off. he offered ick half. " H ere."
'T han ks." H e slid his chai r back fro m the desk a li ttle. H e
didn't want to get any crumbs o n it.
She pulled o ut a therm os. "T his is coffee, so I do n't know if!
can offe r you any."
"I like it."
"Well, a li ttle b it of coffee won't hu rt. " he gave him the top
cup to the therm os to drink o ut of while she po ured coffee into
a black mug that sported a gold treble clef. "O ne t ime, Dad
promi ed to take us to thi posh restaurant near the waterfro nt.
I'm fro m ew Jersey. O riginally. Anyway, I had my menu al l
planned , Z uppa Toscana soup, spinach ravioli, and even that
spa rkling water fro m Italy, San Pellegrino, I think, and we d rove
by and there was a huge line and Dad was hungry a nd didn't
want to wait." She wiped specks of crumbs from the co rners of
her lips. "So we went to a fish and chips place and I cried, thinking
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about what I had looked forward co." She shrugged .
The coffee had a dark Aavor. " Do you gee sad when you read
books coo, like when the characters d o things you don't wane
chem co?"
"Oh, yes. Many novels never end right or t hey cake a wrong
turn half way through. T hat makes me sad . And I cry when
characters die, especiall y those I love."
"Like Johnny in the Outsiders."
"Like Johnny."

Seven years after M rs. Wedge left M itchell Junior High, Nick
was in a college roots rock band, doing a blend ofJo hnn y Cash
a nd rockab ill y blues. N ic k played rhythm guitar and sa ng
occasionally. One of his songs, "Pony Boy's Blues," was a tribute
co his seventh-grade English teacher. H e mentioned her by name
co the smoke-fi lled hall o n t he campus of South Dakota Scace,
mumbling something about how some people were gold a nd
some weren't and she was, and as he sang, "Johnny killed Bob
Sheldon he was one mad soc I then he rescued kids from a burning
church / died broken back he was Gone with the Wind I ' Why
should I li ve,' was all that he said," he imagi ned Mrs. Wedge,
o lder, standing agai nst a back wall. H er face was lo nger, the Aeshy
pare of her upper cheeks thinned, he r mouth still a firm but
sensuous line, and she was reluccancly smiling, as if she were afraid
of upstaging the singer. T he song slowed co a mild military rac-atat, and N ick's sho ulders hurt and his eyes were cindered with
sacJ.ness.

'

"Okay, N ick, are we read y?" asks Leonard Hall. H e has a full
face a.nd small dark eyes. "You got your lo llipop?"
"Goe it." Swad os loves co chew o n lo llipops, especially the
fuzzy stick when the shards of candy grit are worn down. H e
breathes d eeply. Nick just read th e scene, and studied the lines.
T here is no antidote. H e dies.
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The director goes over it again. Rick Furey knocks out some
communist pilo ts, the Oravec brothers by way of Yugoslavia,
commandeers their plane, and, unable to defuse the bomb, decides
to save Los Angeles by crashing the Cessna into a barren stretch
of Arizona's desert. But C hris Swados has also scolen his way
onto the plane, and he co nfro nts Rick, encourages him to jump
free, whil e he sacrifices himself. After all "radiatio n is a one way
ticket, a fin al taxi," Swados says.
"It's a great mo m ent. ]e's going co make you famous." T he
direccor rushes his words, his breath full of Po lo mints. H e shakes
N ick's sho ulders. His hair never looks combed .
Nick is disappointed. He's never asked fo r more mo ney, never
showed up lace, and his colleagues consider him an accor's accorat lea t tha t's what he read in last year's TV Guide. Colin D ewars
by co ntrast is di fficult. H e shows up lace, drinks coo heavily, a nd
is moody when fall ing in and o ut of love with various scarlets.
O f course Colin's rhe star- he was o n the cover of TV Guide,
arms fo lded across his chest, Ro lex watch glinting with privilege,
and Colin's blue eyes, embued with menace and charm, tared
co nfidently in co the cam era. H e was aJ o buffed, having shed cen
po und off his first-year phy ique. Colin Dewars: sex bo mb.
Colin gently slaps ick o n the shoulder. " Hey, sorry partner.
I really tho ught I was going co find that antidote."
"Yeah." ick shakes o lin's hand. H e' no t sure why-he just
does ir.
"Co me o n. Lee's kick ass o n this scene, now. T his is go ing to
be your mo ment." Colin po ints at him a nd the n hugs hi m
ro ughly around che neck. ick can feel the ridged edges of che
Ro lex, and he tries to suppres a laugh alo ng the inside of his
upper lip. Furey always punctuates o rde rs with a "now.""] need
it, now." "Ger it, now." " I'm going in, now." And here' Dewar
indi c riminarely th rowing a Fureyesque "now" into this intimate
mo ment. Let's kick ass, now. C haracter , acto rs, they meld a nd
mix, raking o n each other's personalities and perso nas. N ick does
the sa me thing with Swados.
Colin pro mises co let the po int of view, the sym pathy facco r,
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be all Nick's. "No Shatner moments here, pal. I'll be understated.
This'll probably win you a fuck.in' E mmy."
Nick smiles. He was nominated nine years ago in a supporting
role for playing H enry Morgenchau in a biographical mini-series
on Franklin Delano Roosevelt and America's culpabili ty during
che Holocaust. Colin is a two-time Golden-Globe winner for
best actor in a dramatic series for Hard Rain.
T he director, with dust veiled over the edges of his riding
boots, leads them co their places, a m ocked-up, cutaway interior
of a Cessna o n soundscage twelve. Hall wants co do a lot of
hand-held with the sceadicam for chis sequence. Usually he uses
a celephoco lens an d sics far away from the accors, like in another
co un ty, but today he's goi ng co be up close. Ac first the distance
and Hall's telephoto bothered N ick- it lacked intimacy-but
today, Hall seem s roo intimate. "Ir's so incense. T he scene
demands it." He kn ocks back two mo re Polo mines. Hall is from
C hicago but he spent three yea rs at Oxfo rd, and has a penchant
for all things English, including reading P. G. Wodehouse, eating
scones a nd clotted crea m o n the sec, and wearing jodhpurs as if
he were about co dash off co an eq uestri an meet.
N ick breach es deep. The soundstage lights seem extra heavy
coday, sending out wh ite bright arc glares. T his is goi ng co be
N ick's lase scene fo r the seri es. H e checks the ma rks and knows
where co gee o n what line. T he lase scene. " Rock o n, dominate,"
he says, co say something. Some of the tech people, key grips
and gaffers, nod at N ick, knowing chis is it. Paul Bass, a directo r's
assistant, fresh o ut of film school, smiles feebly fro m the ocher
side of the actor's marks and gives Nick a thumbs up.

It's hard leavi ng a character behind. That's what Nick cold
Susan a few days ago, as they sipped ice tea on their back patio
and watched the Saturday sun dip behind the Pacific. It was an
odd day co have free from work. le wasn't a religious Sabbath
thing-Dewars just insisted on surfing Big Sur and so the sec
42
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was shut down.
" I mean, I've lived with Swados for three years now. I know
him. I like him."
Susan adjusted her sunglasses, the red of the sky catching in
the lenses. "I like him, coo." She patted Nick's hand and recalled
how much che character grew in sixty plus episodes from a stuffy
by-the-book suit co a compassionate man. Susan's favorite episode
was three weeks ago, when Swados had a warm reconcilia tio n
with his son. T he son at first was standoffish, "you can't be out
of my life for fourteen years and suddenly be back in-it just
doesn't work like chat," but Swados pleaded softly with his
eyebrows. "You do chat so well. T hat eyebrow thing."
N ick demo nstrated, bending his head co the left, and arching
che eyebrows down like forlorn cats draped o n a backyard fence,
and then he shrugged-his tea, caramel swirls in a glass.
"Bue I knew that you knew chat Swados wasn't coming back.
T hat was a scene of a d ying man . The emotion in the eyes, che
desperation- " She tugged at her white shores and rubbed che
back of her legs, which were so re from sitting o n a lawn chair.
"They haven't cold me an ything. T he w riters are keeping it al l
hush-hush. T he final four episodes. No leaks. Surprise, surprise."
H e placed quote m arks around the lase fo ur words.
"Well, yo ur character knows the truth, if you don't."
"Yeah. Swados has kind of suspected it." N ick chuckled over
how ofte n C hris Swados e nters his co nsciousness. "You know
how he likes lolli pops? I don't even eat lolli pops, but twi ce now,
at Safeway, I've bought lolli pops and eaten chem on che way
ho m e. Me, N ick Patterson . And I even use so me of Swados's
express io ns li ke ' rock on, domin ate. ' I just throw it In to
conversations, mindlessly."
"Ar least you haven't become a Republican like he is."
"No. T hat's true. Bur there's al l these little things char were a
part of Swados char are now a part of me. T hey both li ke their
ties loose around their necks with one shirr button undo ne."
Swados is also a Lakers fan and Nick has becom e one, coo. H e
listed the team's field-goal percentage from last night and the
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scoring averages of the starting five. And Swados hates bottled
water. H e won't pay for water. He drinks strictly from the fountain
o r tap. "You noti ce I haven't been buying Evian lately?"
"No wonder you're dying from radiation poisoning," Susan
said.

It wasn't a smart decision, but Ni ck felt he had no choice.
After Mrs. Wedge cried twi ce more in fro nt of Gunnerson and
company, and Principal Leland had to come in and give them all
a talking to, and Danny snickered into the dingy shoulder of his
football jersey, Ni ck cook action.
H e stol e Mrs. Wedge's purse.
She had left it on the d esk after English class to run some
ditto co pies and Nick cur back from lunch and cook it. H e dashed
down the halls, and th en hid it in his locker and cold Abigail
S mith , th e b es t girl in E n glish wh o wrote th e longes t
co mpositio ns, and she cold so mebody o r other, and Nick was
called out from math class and asked by the principal to open his
locker. T hey found the purse. His locker smelled of chewing
gum and wet gym towels.
His parents were called in and he was suspended for three
days.
When he ca me back to school he was called the "purse perv."
M ark started it, and it las ted fo r several weeks. "H ey, purse perv,
you got any tampo ns o n you ?" They also called him ' Tampo n
Boy."
Tru ~h was, Ni ck didn't intend to look in the purse, but he
wa nted to make sure there weren't a ny cigarettes in it, and as he
peered between che rings, he thought o f Mrs. Wed ge's face, the
wide, expansive eyes, and the breasts behind the O anksin, and he
kind of got excited by it all. H e found a box of assorted C hiclecs,
Kleenex, lipstick, keys, French perfum e, a pocketbook, a check
book, two tens (which he didn't take), and two tam po ns. H e
, confessed to all that in the principal's office. H e didn't confess to
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grifring two of the Chiclecs, a red and a white one.
"What possessed you to do chis?" Principal Leland asked,
dumbfounded, his hands folded in front of him . He was bald
with two half bowls of black hair on either side of his head.
Nick shrugged and Mrs. Wedge sac far to the side of him. She
wore black slacks, and a Danksin top, covered with a chincrocheted jacker. Nick's parents looked at their shoes. Nick didn't
cell chem, but he wanted to divert attention from Mrs. Wedge co
himself- if he looked weird, maybe they'd just quit picking on
her. The plan worked and for six weeks, N ick cook a lot of
ridicule-shavings in gym lockers, two more broken thermoses,
a black eye, a split lip-and then during the lase week of seventh
grade, after gym, in the showers, Danny H eritage popped an
excruciating boner and all chat negative energy and anger was
displaced to him and Danny would be marked as strange
throughout the resc of his public-school life.
"Well what have you got co say fo r yourself? Are you sorry?"
N ick nodded.
"I believe he doesn't know why he did ic," Mrs. Wedge said .
She looked over at Nick and he wanted to cell her why, but ic
wouldn't be the total tru th. He also stole che purse because he
had wanted to, and why he wanted to was a little unknown. Bue
he could see forgiveness in her eyes, a murky understanding. "He,
we, like The Outsiders, and smdent
s
develop crushes on their
reacher ."
"Bue a pur e," ick's fat her said, his voice angry and
exasperated.
"A purse is a ve ry feminine thing," Mrs. Wedge said.
N ick felt his face Au h and ears tingling. He looked at his
hands. He really did like Mr . Wedge, more than just a teacher,
and he loved her even yea rs lacer, and he never could cell usan
about the purse and the Chiclecs.
"It's perfectly natural."
Principal Leland didn't agree. He pointed to the filin g cabinets
behind him . They were full of the records of the misbehaved.
ow N ick would join chose ranks. T he Principal hoped N ick's
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escapades weren't going co continue. 'Three days. Suspension."
He gestured back at the black cabinets behind him.
"Nothing was taken from my purse," Mrs. Wedge said in
Nick's defense. "And I'm not angry, Nick. Do you believe me?"
"Yes."
"Well, I'm angry," said Nick's father, who worked for the DOT
and studied road form ations and gradations, and made sure that
the minimum amount of illumens was being emitted by various
highway lights. His life was ordered, rational, and he didn't have
time for anything abnormal, and a boy stealing a woman's purse
co get a charge, that was chaotic. "I didn't raise no son co go
looking in women's purses."
"It's just a heal thy curiosi ty," Mrs. Wedge said . "Seventh grade
boys are curious."
"C urious," Nick's father sm acked Nick on the back of the
head . "That's what curious will get you. You understand me?"
Nick said nothing.
"Do you understand me?"
"Will yo u please, please, please just scop," Mrs. Wedge said in
a sad, quiet voice "Just stop."

ick' final scene cook twelve hours and twenty-seven minutes.

Jc wa two pages lo ng and H all ran it once with a point of view

on wados, and then did a turn around with a po int of view on
Furey. T he series often used multiple split screens for dramatic
impact, and Hall in i red on tons of coverage shoes and a whole
lot of hoc-head steadica m work. But twelve hours felt like only
cw~ hours. Damn, it was fast. And Nick felt alive the whole
nme.
H e now sips Evian and the directo r and the res t are giving
him a moment by himself, by his chair. The special effects fellas
will make the background look like a nuclear dawn and the crash
will be spectacular. T he final scene was quick-hell, three years
on Hard Rain felt quick, and Jessica's going co be chinking about
HARPUR P ALATE
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colleges in the fall, USC-Davis probably, and he'll be watching
her films some day. She doesn't want to act, she wants co write,
and the SF material she's shown him is really good. le relies less
on pyrotechnics and action and more on relationships and the
border crossings between human beings and machines. A question
of souls.
The boccie's finished and he slinks back in his chair. His eyes
are heavy and he wanes co cry, but he doesn't wane anyone to see
him. Twenty minutes pass, and some of the crew, having observed
his privacy, now approach Nick, including Paul asking for an
autograph. Nick obliges, smiling. "So it looked pretty good?"
"Awesome." Paul's hair is parted in a central wave, and the
upper pares of his cheeks are hard and bright, and then he tells
Nick the highlight for him.
"Rick Furey, sweat splotching his forehead and hands, heads
the Cessna co the desert sands, and then yo u confront him, and
you're right in his face, barn!, and the dialogue is so Chris Swados.
Something like, 'You've had a hard-on co die since yo ur wife was
killed. Well, chis doesn't make you a hero. Living for your daughter
does. Think of her.' Great beat change there. Rick's face registers
what you're saying and then you give the best line of the show,
'Now get out of that damn chair.' I love chat line. 'Gee out of
char damn chair.' Awesome. "
The rest of crew around Nick agrees, nodding. Swados is che
ulcimace hero, putting Furey's famil y first. "What about the
lollipop?" Nick asks.
"Oh, classic. Totally," says Paul.
After reluctantly sliding out of the chair, and scrapping on a
parachute, Rick punched Swados twice in the right shoulder and
then, in a grand gesture of friendship, cook che lollipop from
Chris's mouth, wiped it on his own shirt and placed ic in his
pocket, a memento, his eyes brimming over. "That wasn't coo
much?" It wasn't in the script. Jc was purely Colin Dewar's
mvenaon.
"No. It was couching. I mean, it humanized you even more,"
Paul says.
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N ick isn't so sure. Colin probably just won himself the
goddamn Emmy. It was a brilliant moment, but it seemed co
pull focus, making a Chris Swados scene into a Rick Furey one.
"Well thanks everyone." He opens another Evian. "I think I
just want co be alone for awhile."
"Sure." Paul nods, his gray eyes dim with emotion, and a few
pat Nick's shoulders and then move off the set. T he grips shut
down the lights and unplug cables and cords. The crew will be
back on the soundstage tomorrow. Maybe Nick will drop in and
say hello. He sirs there for awhile. Mrs. Wedge left the school at
the end of the year. For a long time, N ick fea red the purse incident
pushed her away, and he carried heavy guilt through eighth and
ninth grade, but in his twenties he knew or felt that she really
knew why he did it- a combination of sexual curiosity and
gen uine compa sion fo r a woman that he reaJly cared about.
Maybe he eventually got a gig teaching nerdy gifted kids, the
kind that could really appreciate her. Aw, hell, one can hope.
In forty-five minutes, Susan and Jessica arri ve by the studio
parking lot in their fami ly Cressida. N ick doesn't say much as he
approache the car, but he can tell that Su an can tell by his
houlders and low amble that Chris Swados ha died . Jessica
climbs out of the front seat. "Dad, you can sit in front," she says.
he know coo.
" o sweetheart. T hat's okay." H e its in back and miles
awkwardly. T he way his face feels-the jaw hanging loose, jutted,
the lip lightly parted- makes him chink he looks like an
embarra ed Henry Fonda in the Lady Eve or The Male Animal.
" o-' u an's hands clutch the cop of the teering wheel.
"It' eight and we haven't eaten supper. Where wo uld yo u like co
go?" he smells of strawberries.
N ick hrug . H e momentarily chink about Zuppa Toscana
soup, but opts fo r hamburgers.
• "T hat' not good fo r your ticker, Daddy."
"Okay. How about low-carb pizza? Half the fat, half the
cheese?"
"Pesto pizza, yo ur favor ite," Susan says. "We can afford the fat
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and the cheese."
" Pesto pizza, then." Nick sm iles feebly and looks out the
window, envisio ning soundscage twelve and a row ofklieg lights
shut down, traces of boom-ti re tracks silted in the makeshift
sa nd, and the remnants of a heavy airplane interior being carted
away.
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J OHN SMELCER

D REAM W ALKER

John Smelcer

Silas Carries-a-Dream was spinning
the hoop of his young dreams with a stick
along a crumbling edge of highwayhearwaves melting the uncertain road ahead.

It was a good dream as dreams go.
He was rolling his dreams
rolling his dreams
coward a dark and crumbling ho rizon .
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NIKJTA KH RUSHC H EV B UYS SH EETS

Nancy T ho mpson

T ho ugh o ne were co live a hundred years witho ut
seeing the rise and passing of things, the life of a single
day is better if o ne sees the rise a nd passing of things.

Dhammapada (1 13)

Still unable co bear the tho ught
of king o r queen,
he chooses full ,
dream s of bigger;
co ntemplates Egyptian
co tto n, finally lifts
a lock-step knit.
H e checks the labelMade in C hinasnubs the red ,
selects an inexplicable check.

Juse fo r a mo ment, he wishes

he could have it al l backSpurni k, the Berlin Wall,
al l the glo rio us subterfuge ...

Maybe, he thinks,
he sho uld buy
a com fo rter, coo.
H e fingers the fa bric.
Too soft, he reckons,
sliding pillowcases
coward the register. Too soft.
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J OH N GARDNER M EMORlAL PRI
ZE
H ONORABLE M ENTION
TH E PAYlNG G UE T

Shivani Manghnani

T he first room you rented was on Marine Drive, in a fl at that
belo nged co a new divorcee. She spent her days in a ma rble-fl oored
bedroom , shouting at her ex-husband on t he telephone. Her
children looked at you like an intruder when you first occupi ed
th e front room , which was their old playroom. Bue you left
your door open and asked their names. You lee the boy sift through
his old coys that were sco red in boxes in your closet. T he girl was
heavy, with dark circles like half moons und er her m etal-colored
eyes. T he mother was always forcing he r o n a diet, scolding her
w hen she reached for the extra chapati or spoonful of sugar in her
cold coffee. One afternoon you cam e home in a eight dress and
che m o ther was p inching the daughter's cheeks. -Don't you
wane co loo k like her? The mothe r had dem a nded hysteri cally,
poin ting at you, ch rowing the biscui t tin o n the ground. -Don't
you? Don't you?
The children cried when you left after o nly two months. T hey
hugged your kn ees whe n you finished packing up suitcases chat
did no r include your perfume, yo ur m ost expensive, creamiest
lipsticks, your laciest bras. An opal necklace given co you by your
father when you turned 16. Yo u didn't cell them th eir mother
h~d stole n these things from yo u, chat you had co leave quickl y
becau e yo u'd been in her bedroom whi le the cook was sleeping
co steal everything back. You stole so me things of hers cooFrench body lotion, rose scented bath cubes, a lavender cami sole
with pearl burrons, and wrapped everything together in a shoebox
that you handed co the girl before you left.
- Keep this under your bed, you said, like you were giving
her treasures, the answers co he r questions. - Make sure no o ne
ever rakes an ything fro m you.
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The next room you rented was on AJcamount Road, and the
day you came to see it Mrs. Dutta studied you like a circus an imal
or a parcel from a mysterious sender. You made it a point to dress
flamboyantly, in printed pants chat skimmed your knees and a
wide necked, eight fitting blouse. You wore long, shiny earrings
and propped sunglasses on your head. You cold her yo u were
from Texas, the most American of all states, and chat you were
an English tutor. Your students were spread all over Bombay.
- I will be gone a lot, yo u declared .
Mrs. Dutta said her son also lived in America, said "San Jose"
like it was Paris. Bue he would be living here for a few months,
through July. - I wish h e would stay longer, Mrs. Dutta
confessed. H e worked in the room at the back of the house,
where he was making a documentary, she said.
-On wh at? You were determined to seem fri endly.
- Me.
You smiled. You said yo u loved her movies though you hadn't
seen any of chem. You as ked your aunt rhe night before about
Mrs. Dutta, fo und our she was an industry favorite in the 60's.
She married a director who swindled away crores of her rupees
and slept with countless leading ladies before dying. You rattled
off a few movie rides your aunt had mentioned . - j ewel in the
Crown was my absolute favorite, you said . he led you to the
mantle, held up each little picture frame capturing her o n the
arms of politicians, actors you faintly recognized from your
parents' old videotapes. - Here's Roshan, she said, my son,
pointing to a li ght-skinned teenager in a hooded sweatshirt. Ir
was the only photograph in colo r. - H e's much older now, she
said, almostforty. She lowered her voice like it was a secret. In the
photograph Ro han's eyes darted sideways, deep er and half open.
You liked his face, his overconfident smile.
After Mrs. Dutta went over the renc- 200 dollars, and the
rules- no boys, pay for your own laundry soap, tip the sweepershe as ked if you had relatives in the city. You didn't want co cell
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her about your trusty doctor aunt, your old uncles in the suburbs,
your newly married cousins. Instead, you shook your head as the
servant sec down a tarnished silver tray with two teacups. Without
aski ng, Mrs. Dutta dropped one sugar cube into your cup of
milky tea. You couldn't cell her why you were spending so much
to be alone.

You didn't come here to teach children to read , to vaccinate
vill ages, help women leave their hu s bands or co ndu ct
archeological digs. You like train rides through the countryside,
rivers the color of pea soup. Mosely you hope the men here will
like you-you couldn't m eet any in yo ur Aunt's house, where
you were expected co be home by 8 and in bed by l l . T he divorced
woman on Marine Drive wouldn't even give you your own key.
She asked che watchmen what rime you came and went, if any
boys cam e to see yo u. You wane co find someone to drive you
through the pa res of the city you're scill afraid of, co m ake you
ear things char normally, you wouldn't couch.

•

You move into Mrs. Ducca's house on Holi. You've watched
the celebration befo re, played in college, at home, with your
cousins on pas t t rip when yo u were small and scared of India.
Growing up in El Paso, your parents gave your nanny instructions
o n how co handle holidays when they were not present, which
wa6 often. For yo ur first Holi , yo ur nann y in vited th e
neighborhood kids, freckled and loud, and brought her own
daughter with her on a dusty bus from their colonia in Juarez to
teach yo u and everyone else rich Hindu tradition. Your father
had sent for color packets from India, and as you all threw handfuls
of powder into the air, you heard so meone say, I had no idea
Navajos were so much fun!
This Holi, you decide, should feel like the first time. You seep
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into the living room where Roshan and his mother sit reading
the paper. He lowers it, brings it back to his nose. The white hair
swept behind his ears reminds you of waves. You ask why there's
a tent set up outside the building, wh y boys are fillin g balloons
with colored water. You do your best to loo k amazed, as if you
are really learning, as Mrs. Dutta details the arrival of spring, the
death of a demoness.
- You should wear white, Roshan instructs, with no emotion.
You are glad to change into something transparent. U ndressing,
yo u think of Roshan's reddish lips, his wolfish, gray stubble.
Walking co the courtyard you stay a few steps ahead of Roshan
so he can admire the soft slope of your hips. He warns you- the
colo r will stay o n your skin , stain your scal p for days, no matter
how many showers. -Don't let it get in your eyes, he says, very
serious. You bite yo ur lip as a young boy th ruses packets of color
in your hands.
T he courtyard extends from the lobby all the way to the street,
and under an o ran ge tent women shuttl e trays of food down a
lo ng table. Roshan keeps a safe distance from a group of boys
anacking some gi rls in white kurtas with water balJoons, watching
bright pink explode across their bodies like juice from crushed
pomegranates. You decide you don't need caring for and leave his
side. A boy aims his water gu n at you and you don't move away.
Soaked, you wai t under th e tent with o ld men who sit o n lawn
chai rs, their clothes clean and d ry. T he drums start and you expect
Roshan to suddenly run to you, smear you with fistful s of colo r.
Instead he gently sprinkles your hair with orange. It trickles down
your face like dust and stings your eyes. H e dips into the purple
and like a painter deciding his final stroke, brushes your cheeks.
You can see around his mouth those deep lines your mother has,
pulling her face down. You open your first packet and hold out a
palm of royal blue. Roshan shakes you by the shoulders, and it
spills on the grass, now so wet the powder forms a small, frothy
pool at his feet.
-This stuff is pretty dangerous, Roshan says, this time more
playful. He wiggles his toes in the grass. Turquoise seeps between
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them. -There's mercury in it. He tugs at the bottom of your
shirt. He can see your nipples, the dark dip of your belly button.
Streams of water cascade from a young boy's hose. When Rohsan
leads you up the stairs you think he's taking you back to the
apartment, but you climb past the fifth floor until you're on the
roof. You squint, bend under a drooping clothesline, shoo away
mynahs. You gaze down onto other people's terraces. Some of
them have swings, herb gardens. Rosha n presses on your
shoulders, signaling you to sit on a bench. The chunks of color
em bedded in the backs of your knees, your fingernails, the inside
of your ea rs feel suddenly hot.
- I have someone else, he says flatly.
-A wife? You ask. H e nods. You wonder why there are no
signs that she exists.
-She's not here, he says. H e wants you to know that he's left
her in America, like a winter coat he has no use for.
- It's okay, you say, because no o ne has ever looked at you
like this. Like they needed you.
Peeling off your heavy clothes, Roshan tells you how lost you
looked that afternoon, holding bags of powdered colo r, afraid to
throw it, as if you could hurt someone. You look over his shoulder,
at the buildi ngs srreaked with black stains. Pots clang, a bicycle
bell rings, so meone muse watch through the windows.
- I like how yo u felt when I smothered you, he says, lifting
you by th e hips so your skin doesn't couch the bench. You are
shocked by your lightness.

T he first days are the harde t. You wonder about his wifeyo u picture her as so meo ne who wofks with clay, who wears
ponytails and chun ky turquo ise. T he type that likes boys from
third world countri es. You ask her nam e.
- Marian, Roshan whispers, like she's right around the corner.
T he way he says it makes her sound Persian, which you hope she
is not'. They are the most beautiful women o n earth. In bed is
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not the best time to imagine her. You pull the covers up to you r
nose so your voice muffies.
- Is she white?
He nods. -Do you have to say w hite? It sounds so bad w hen
you say it like that. She's Irish.
You apologize, yo ur body loosening. You would feel worse
stealing an Indian woman's husba nd . Maybe you wouldn't even
try, you tell yourself, yo u're better than that.
In the morning you make su re to leave the house with a wide
shoulder bag and a serious, rushed look on your face. You have
students to see, you lie, overdressing in crisp cottons that w ill
melt and soil the moment you step outside. You hurry down the
road until you can't see the building or the curious watchmen,
and hail an air-conditioned cab. You hop from o ne expensive
hotel to the next, drinking cappuccino and writing interesting
observations in a leather diary.
You aren't beautiful, just different. Your hair is cu t sho rte r
than m ost girls o n the street, your aunt says you walk with large
steps and swingi ng a rms; that you always look angry. You ger
whistles from cart owners and shopkeepers, occasionally a college
boy who you rower over in platform sand als. T houg h ir is
difficult, yo u step daintily ove r corncobs and cow dung. You
wander through districts you've read are historic and especially
vibrant without pretending to have a purpose, buying chocolate
bars to hide in your new drawers.
In ocher ways, the first days are the easiest. It is fun to dart
Mrs. Dutta, to wait for her to cake na ps o r leave the house ro
play bridge. Ros han bursts into your room where you appear to
be reading o r writing postcards but really, you're just waiting for
him to invite you ro his side. You've reapplied your gloss at least
three times and are wearing a fresh blouse and floss-like panties.
You have to come across as though yo u've been pretty all day.
He leads you into his room , which is twice the size of yours
with slanted ceilings. It's in the back of his mother's so he puts
his hands over your mouth. You make your body mummy-like,
and the bed and floo rs squeak softly. Afterwards you are entwined,
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curved like letters. He stares at you incredulously.
- What are you doing here? You're a college graduate, you
explain, you have an excuse co be aimless.
- Marian wants a baby, Roshan says and covers his face with
his hands, like he wants to hide. You don't even have pets.
In San Jose, Roshan makes wedding videos. He whips out a
peach toned business card, this proof of his other life, and tucks
it back into a drawer because he doesn't want you to see his phone
number.
-That's funn y you say, reassuring yourself that you are not
the rype co call ex-lovers. He looks hurt. -No, I mean, I just
never met anyone who actually does that. You squeeze his arm.
- I think it's wonderful.
Roshan wanted to be a filmmaker but his mom wou ldn't let
him. Still, he dreams of directing a love story berween a maid
and a high roller set in a Las Vegas hotel built like the Taj Mahal.
- T hat's a great idea, you say, though you hate Vegas. You ki ss
him sweedy and make sure he is bread1ing deeply before sneaki ng
back down the hall. Under your carefully rumpled sheets, your
hands linger berween your mighs, your face burns from his cheeks.
T hough you don't shower befo re breakfast, at the table you
coo than ks yous and pleases to Mrs. Dutta and refuse me offer of
a second fried egg. One is really enough, you lie. You d on't ask fo r
a seco nd cup of tea and carry your dishes co m e sink. Yo u make
yo ur bed and offer co help with dusting when the maid comes.
T hey born laugh, Ofcourse not! Silly!
You wan t co appear independent, a hard worker. Every now
and then, Mrs. D utta checks on you. he brings coffee co your
room in me afternoon when you pretend co plan lessons. arayan,
servant, usual ly brings me coffee, but maybe Mrs. Dutta wants
to show you that she is a hard worker too.

'
One night Roshan insists you sleep together in his king sized
bed. - Are yo u sure? You ask, several times. - I mean , are you
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sure sure? H e rolls his eyes and tugs at your bra strap.
-Movie stars are used to this kind of thing. You assume he
m ean s adultery. You have never met a family like this. Yours has
neatly arranged marriages, consults astrological charts befo re
naming children.
You squirm wh en his mother blasts Pachebel's C ano n in D ,
just as he casually ties your arms to th e bedposts wi t h his
undershirts. You wiggle your pelvis side to side, open your mouth
to protest. Roshan keeps a fin ger to his lips.
When you run into Mrs. Dutta in the hal l, you're wearing her
son's t-shirt and white drawstrin g pajama pants. You avert yo ur
eyes whil e she gives you a q uick once ove r. -Morning! She
shouts, patting your back like you've just wo n a race. She starts
humming, maybe a song from one of her movies where she played
the heroi ne. She's still singing when you hurry to your room to
shower. You keep your face under the hot, trickling water. Putting
o ne hand o n the wall, you wish t here was a window to open, to
breathe.
You and Roshan ea r breakfast alone. T he two of you wake up
late, boldly lazy. Wh en you hear M rs. D urca's keys jingling as sh e
shu ffles to the bath room , rhe clatter of dishes being washedyou wal k hand in hand ro the dinin g room .
T he house is quiet. T he servants are tucked safely in the kitchen,
frying eggs and bo iling mil k fo r their own morn ing meals. You
remove clean plates fro m the cabinets and wipe down place macs.
Roshan toasts slices of fres h b read. You're still a little nervous,
reaching in to the fridge for the orange marmalade. At any moment
you expect so meone to barge in and call you kutti.' You can see
the servants eyeing you like a thief. When you mentio n chis to
Ros han he calls you paranoid, a nukrawalli.
When the table is set you eat the leftover halves of the omelets
M rs. D utta keeps covered wi th an upside downed plate. Yo u
poke at the soggy can taloupes, the brown edged bananas she didn't
fini sh. M rs. D utta likes you. - She chinks Indians are better,
Roshan says. You had hoped it would be more complex. You
hoped she would think of yo u as a daughter, that eventually, you
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wo uldn't have co pay for your laundry soap, or tip the boy who
sweeps your roo m.
You drink lukewarm tea and feel sorry chat Mrs. Dutta has to
eat alo ne. M aybe you have a sad look on your face, chinking of
his mother, because Roshan narrows his eyes. - Yo u wane to
steal me, d on't you? H e says. You sip water lo udly, swishing it
back and forth in your mouth. Yo u imagine him older, and you
becoming the kind of wo man he wo uld wane to massage and
feed . You shake your head , roll your eyes.

You're sitting up in bed , watching two crows balance o n the
peeling paint of the outside sill.
- Aren't you curious? Roshan asks, sliding a palm under your
hips
- About what?
- H ow different you a re.
You face him, hair in your eyes. Mo re than anything, you
need to know what she looks like. Yo u make yourself yawn.
- I mean, your bodies. Roshan smirks. H e wanes to upset you.
- H ow different they feel.
Yo u could cell the first time o n the roof, the way he kept
kissing yo ur knees and your ankles, chat you were very new. Sci II,
it is hard not to imagine Marian's red hai r, clover eyes. You wonder
how she wraps herself around him .
Roshan clea rs his throat, as if o n the verge of divulging
something very impo rtant. You throw a n empty water boccle at
the wi ndow and the crows fl ap away. T he bottle bounces off the
ledge and rolls no isily under che bed . T hat's the closest you'll
ever come co throwing a tantrum. You do n't want co seem worried
, abou t what Roshan might say, but you don't wa nt to disappo int
him either, so you cry your best to look concern ed , like a doctor
listen ing co a patient rattle off symp toms.
- H er breasts are much bigger, he says. - I mean, I like yours.
His eyes sea rch yo ur face fo r reacti o n. Yo u pat his h and
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encouragingly. - But I like hers a lot.
- I understand, I really do, you insist, because wo men
with C a nd D cups look so very burdened to you . You grab your
breasts with your hands, squeeze chem together.
Roshan places an index fin ger under the left o ne. H e draws a
circle, slow and careful , like a child learning shapes. - D o n't get
me wron g. I like yours too. They're like little apples. If you were
honest, you would tell him that rwo other men have told you
this. But yo u want him co believe chat he is the first to do
everything right.
- What does she d o anyway? You ask. Roshan won't tell you.
H e thinks you'll harass her. Yo u laugh. -She must be rich if all
you do is tape weddings, you say. - She must have a really
important job if she couldn't come with you. Roshan pinches
hard o n your breast until you howl, slapping him lightly on the
arm.
- D on't ever do chat, he says, releasing his hold, pushing you
down until you are fl at o n yo ur back. Finally. You have hurt
him .
- I've been stalked o nce, you lie, suddenl y wanting him to
think others have wanted you.
Roshan rolls away, gees up fro m bed . H e touches his toes,
bends back. His body is loose around the middle, he's covered
with wi ry, whitening hair. Porcupine shades. You get up to smoke,
which his mother hates, especially if you leave the butt on the
sill. He wa rns you abo ut throwing things out th e window, as if
you might toss the pillows, the barbells he o nly lifts when you're
watchin g. O n the floor, you fo ld your legs under you, suck deeply
o n the cigarette. All o f a sudden Roshan laughs, which is mo re
like a sno rt, and quiets himself. T his is your cue co ask what's so
funny? But you do n't. You're t rying no t co indulge him coo much.
You are so rry it has to be like chis. Yo u give in.
Roshan once dated a Muslim gi rl in college, but chis was no
scandal in the movie star fa mily. H er name was Taslim. - She
had a body like yours, he says, lo ng and stretched out. Meaty.
You Ainch at chis description, but only inside. -Tas-lim, Roshan
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says her name slowly, drawing out the last syllable. She could
really go for hours, in the stairwell, the elevator, in the sleeper of
a deluxe coach they took to Goa. You try not to wonder if you
have this kind of stamina.
Roshan raises his arms over his head, then leans to one side.
You pick up his barbells, they're not heavy. Slowly, you do bicep
curls. -Tell me something, he says. You don't have any stories
about prowess or conquest.
-Once, I had an affair with a Russian who liked to pin me
against his oriental rug. I was his reading tutor at the local
community college. If you wanted to tell the truth you would
have stopped there. - I loved him, you offer. -Even though he
turned red in the summer. H e said he couldn't live without me.
-Are you serious? Roshan asks.
When he gees in the shower, you wonder why he didn't ask
you to join him. Standing in front of his mirror you pinch the
skin around your waist, pull back the fl esh of each thigh until
you see a space between them. You go through his drawers, his
closet, looking for photographs, a love letter, a journal. 39-yearolds don't write in journals, you remind yourself. You are frantic,
pulling at his socks, his stack of white t-shircs, like someone
throwing open the kitchen cupboards, digging into fridge drawers
for food. You feel like yo u have been told nor to ear.
When you hear the showe r stop yo u perch on the ed ge of his
bed, scaring ar rhe co mputer. You are afraid. Ir's hooked up ro a
video camera, a big metal drive. You settle, remind yourself of all
your acco mplishments-you were valedi ctorian. You've interned
with Vogue. You can speak three langu ages.
Still, you rifle through the thin stack of papers on his deskreceipts, spreadsheets with phone numbers, scribbles: interview
mom at the Bombay Club before rainy season. Otherwise TOO
• HOT. You can't picture Marian in this heat. M aybe she is more
the temple and tomb type. She wants to see marble palaces built
for dead lovers. She dreams of belly dancing for men with long,
curled mustaches, pink palaces with pagodas and fountains.
You wonder what she loves about Roshan . It must have been
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the way he said her nam e.

Roshan's bed is covered with magazine cutouts, tapes o f uncut
foo tage, digitally remastered class ic collections where his mo ther
is the scar. H e gives yo u the task of sifting through the sepia
toned photographs, offinding the most fl attering. Yo u pinch the
edges delicately with your fin gern ai ls, afraid to couch.
Yo u d on't chink it's so impressive that M rs. Dutta can cry on
demand, which, Roshan informs you, is her specialry. Together
you watch hours o f scenes capturing this wonder-Mrs. Dutta
so bbing at t he foot o f bellbocco m ed co-stars, tea rin g up
dramacicalJy durin g a careful wal tz down a staircase in the clouds.
When you come to a clip of Mrs. Dutta in a nurse's uni fo rm ,
c rying over the co matose body of the film's hero, you ask,
-Didn't yo ur dad make this? Roshan clears his throat. H e
pours himself a whiskey. You stand behind him, put your pal ms
gently o n his sho ulders. H e swallows quickly, pours ano ther.
-What was he like?
-Lee's get our o f here, he says, pushing t he chair back.
Roshan knows you're afra id of the roads here and races down
the hill, nea rl y crashing in to a juice stand, a young girl selling
mogra, a couple on a motorcycle.
- I'm hun gry, you say, because he made you leave befo re
dinner.
T he car makes a q ui ck left and you are in what looks li ke a
maze o f smal l huts, no lights. H e jerks over bumps in the road ,
shi fts gears to slow.
-Lock your doors, he says, a slight smile spreading. You think
you may be buying drugs. T hen you see the women--<lark, small,
standing in doo rways, bellies drooping over thei r saris. T here
aren't red lights in the w indows as yo u've heard. O ne steps ro
your side of the car, ba rely a teenager. She slaps the glass by your
head , leaving a smudge. You bend d own and cover your face.
-Look, he says, just LOOK. T hat's al l I'm asking you co do.
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Lacer you will fo rgive him. Roshan's father used co bring home
ocher ladies. Sometimes he made his wife cook for chem.' You
remember chat from your Aunt's stories, just as you will always
remember these women- their nose rings like fishhooks, the
way the girl who came up co the car glowed, full of hope.
Afterwards Roshan is proud char you didn't cry. He cakes you
co the coffee shop at che Taj Hocel- che onl y place where you
would eat and use the bathroom when you were liccle. - Order
anything you wane! He says, tossing the menu co you rhe way
rich people throw down bills. You wane co vomit but devour a
club sandwich and slurp through a chocolate milkshake. H e holds
your pinky under the cable and reminds you of the rules.
- Be nice co me, he says.

You sic next co Roshan on his green couch, watching cricket.
You have no idea who's winning or playing-yo u just fo llow the
running bodies in white unifo rms back and fo rth across the huge
field . Mrs. Dutta walks in front of the T.V. dressed in a yellow
robe with mirrored embroidery around the collar, carrying a cray
with cwo cups and a jug of limejuice. She asks why you aren't
couching che place of potato wafers. T hey lie on the place like a
pile of petals, glistening with oil. She's sprinkled red chili powder
on them, but not much, she says, she knows you can't cake coo
much spice.
T he phone rings and che servant brings Roshan the cordless.
- Aap ki bibi, he says, grinning at you. You know the word chat
means wife. Even before saying "hello" Roshan rises from the
couch.
You do your best to keep your expression blank. Mrs. Dutta
emerges from the kitchen with a papaya and a cutting knife. She
lifts up her robe and sics next co you. You picture Roshan in his
room, unbuttoning his jeans, putting his hands just below his
navel. T his is how he relaxes.
Mrs. Dutta places the papaya on a place and draws her knife
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quickly through the middle. When yo u hear Roshan laugh you
shift like you have to use the bathroom. You could barge in on
him, yank away the phone, shout He's mine he's mine! into the
receiver. Mrs. Dutta would probably let you. She scrapes away at
the orange insides, spilling a few black seeds. She holds out a
spoon of sun colored fruit. -This will be good for you, she
says.
You lean forward and chink you hear him making kissing
noises. Be strong, you think, swallowing, looking for the seeds
o n the gro und, bending your head between your legs like
someone about to fai nt.
When Roshan finally returns he pars his tummy like he's
scuffed. You hate how happy you are to see him again. His mother
shakes her head as he pulls you off the couch, your knees shaking.
- I want to go fo r a drive, he says, voice cal m. -Let's get yo u
changed. He holds your hand and takes yo u co your room, where
he sifts through the cloches in your closet. Greedily, he fingers a
salmon colored, silk shift with straps even you think are coo chin
to wear here. He watches you put it on while rolling a joint of
hash and tobacco. You shake your head because yo u don't want
any, but he places it between your lips, coaxing you.
Outside Roshan hail a cab and cells the dri ver, -Gateway.
You have always wanted to go there. Pulling up to the brick
archway on the border of the Arabian ea, the cab scatters a flock
of pigeons. Ro han scraps his camera bag across his shoulders,
then hugs it against his stomach like a shield as he pulls you up
from the car. You are drowsy, watching lovers scroll under
umbrellas and children cossing popcorn co the birds.
You move to the coastline where droves of men crowd along
a wall, hanging on each other like clothes on a drying line. Some
hold hands. - We call them the lookers, Roshan says, pulling
you closer. -They come co watch foreign ladies in shorts. He
laughs.
-Stand over there, he says, nudging you away. You pull up
the straps of your dress. He gestures to a spot on the wall where
you can sit. You hear men chuckle. In the hear, a chick line of
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sweat collects above your lip. You hunch your shoulders as if to
fold. -Go on, he says, pushing you towards the wall.
The men make clicking sounds with their lips when you sit.
Roshan ho lds up the camera.
-Ok, but hurry, you say. T he sun is in your face. A boy
carrying postcards stops to watch as Roshan brings the camera to
his eyes.
- Move to the left, just a little.
- Hurry, you say.
- Ok, stop right there.
- Hurry, you say again, and then he clicks. You are angry
with Roshan for making you wear this dress. You jog over to
him. You press his palm into you r side.
-Let's go.
-One mo re thing, Roshan whispers. H e pats your hair, runs
his finger softly over your cheek. H e looks at th e row of men on
the wall. They are clapping.
-Kiss me, he ord ers, parting his lips.

When you're together you look for people yo u think the other
might like. It's a game. You sit at H o tel Sea Rock, on red plastic
chairs, looking out over gray water. A large bottle of Kingfisher
between you. Roshan picks the bones fro m his fish when a broad
sho uldered man walks past yo ur table.
-That's your type, isn't it?
- You're wrong, you say, watching the man take out a slim
cell pho ne. H e speaks loudly, as all men with new electronic
gadgets do. -You're wrong, you say again, because the man looks
a little flushed, like Roshan, with bristly cheeks. A pointed nose
that you call "regal" when he co mplai ns about its length.
You don't think any of the women here are Roshan's type. H e
dangles a prawn in front of you like bait. H e bites off the tip and
rolls his eyes.
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- I wish you would talk more, he says. - You never say
anything. Even Mom thinks so.
You wonder if Mrs. Dutta complai ns about you. Lately, you've
been trying hard co appear rustic when you are at home. Ir's July,
and you don't even need the air condi tioner to sleep. You wake
up sticky and dress in Roshan's pajama pants and worn undershirts.
Like the servants, you walk without house chappals until your
feet blacken.
You find Mrs. Dutta in her room, dyeing her hair, and suggest
the two of you throw a surprise birthday parry for Roshan. She
beams. You nod enchusiascically co her menu choices of boti kabob
and go/ guppa and volunteer to pluck chickens. She laughs.
-I'm so happy you're here, she says. You already know char
the chickens come cleaned. Even if you go down to the coop to
pick chem our, someone else, a poor person, a man, does che
plucking.
Mrs. Dutta has made a guest list and you have selected the
invicacions- chey are white with red balloons, with Fantastic
Forty! written in black cursive across the middle. You wonder if
Ro han is nervous about his age. He seems obsessed with yours.
Every rime you refuse to bring him water, or argue about where
co ear dinner and what movie co see, he says, that's because you're
He says your age with annoyance and a bit of
just twenty-two.
pride. You imagine him at home, exami ning his body, running
his hands over the places where he is sagging, or spotting. Where
the hairs turn silver. Against him you muse be radiant.

When he picks up the phone and his voice turns babyish,
you're already on the ocher side of the bed- bur nor before
hearing her voice crackle through the line. Roshan's hand slides
under the covers and you curl like a fist. If she had n't called in the
middle of the night, you may have slammed the door, stomped
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down rhe hall. Bur you rise lightl y from the bed, pad softly back
co yo ur room where yo ur heart po unds like som eone about co
fi ght. Rosha n com es minutes lacer, kisses your neck. H e makes
you stand facing rhe open window-your palms gripping the
bars. You wonder what he said co her as you inhale rhe scent of
mustard oil and petroleum . Ir's dark o ur. You can see right into a
living room where a yo ung woman sics with he r feet in a bucket
of water. She clutches he r belly and her husband stands behind
her. T he husband presses into his w ife's sho ulders with both hands,
his fingers kneed rhe sleeves of her blouse. You wond er if she's
pregna nt while Roshan rakes his hand and slides it between your
knees. He wra ps an arm around your middle, clutching your
thickening sides. You've become swollen since arriving at this
ho use. He thrusts into you, harder than before, and you feel you
could fall. H e puts his mo uth over yo ur ear.
- I want chem co see us. U nder bright lights you would have
cringed. You've done a good job of displaying co nfide nce w ith
Roshan, like the thirty-som ethings you see at the gym, moving
easily about the locker room in candy-colo red thongs. Often
you strut around his roo m in hi gh heels, bending forward and
back, avoiding the mirro r.
In your bed, you don't put your hand over his chest. As the
sun rises you chink, / can't remember the last time I woke in my
own room.
- The best birthday I ever had was m y ninth, Roshan says,
squinting at the ceiling. - I had a pool parry. I spent the whole
evening cryi ng co lift my aunt's sa ri . He c huckles. Finally, Roshan
cells you, his aunt rook him co her bedroom. She pulled him so
rou&hly by the arm the other child ren tho ught she was going co
beat him. le was July, whe n the heat makes everything crooked.
T he aunt closed the doo r. Slowly, she unraveled the layers of
" blue silk. H e still remembers lying down o n the pile of soft, cool
fabri c she left on the bed . His a unt lifted up the petticoat, she
pulled down her chick, white unde rpants. Roshan was glad she
showed him.
-Now, he cups your chin with cold ha nds, tell m e something
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chat happened co you when you were small.
You talk quickly, a litcle desperate. As if this is your last chance.
You grew up in a desert. An old couple who lived down che
block became your parents' first American friends when the
neighborhood objected co your father's acce nt and the cloches
your mother wore, che smell of cumin char always seemed co
drift from your doors. The old man kept an eye on the house
when che family cook winter trips co India, co see grandparents
you couldn't speak co or understand on your own. You saw them
so rarely, your mom cold you co call che e new friends "grandpa"
and "grandma." Grandpa held you in his lap and gave you silve r
dollars, and grandma brought over fruitcakes and caught you r
mom co make hoc dogs and chicken potpie. As a vegetarian
determined co raise you right, co make sure you never felt rufferenc
,
your mom bought a turkey and cried as she shoved ic deep in the
oven. Your new Ame'rican grandparents came over co celebrate. le
was a real Thanksgiving, and you were che real Indians. You wore
your Halloween cosrnme-a pilgrim's oucfic your mother had
sewn because you had just read about the MayAower and were
fascinated wich the Puritans: cheir bonnets, cheir buggies. The
grandfather called you adorable. H e winked at you and cold your
parents char they ben er watch out- you were gening quire a
figure. You were ten. While you r father poured wine, while you r
mother showed grandma the new upstairs wing, the old man
pulled down your kirr. Ha ha! he said, like ic was a joke. You
remember his glassy eyes, cl1e quickness of his breath as he slapped
your bare behind and said goodgirL, goodgirl when you remained
sci II.
This scory doesn't make Roshan wane co be with you. You
sound so rehearsed, like yo u wane the pare coo badly.

The night of the birthday party, you circle ch rough the house
like che help. The servants hiss when you enter the kitchen and
shout at them co make more ice. They are not used co ca.king
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orders from you. You made sure co dress simply-in a cotton
salwaar and jeans. You only go the living room co offer drinks
and refill trays of pakoras. You feel full, watching everyo ne eat
and dance. No one asks what your name is or who yo u are. You
make sangria and nachos and arrange the flowers guests hand
you. In the center of the living room you created a surprise
centerpiece using Mrs. Dutta's favo rite picture. In it she and
Roshan stand in front of a swimming pool lined with ciki torches.
W hen Mrs. D utta first saw it the rears were quick, just like in the
movies.
Roshan winks at you th ro ughout the evening, especially when
he is cal king co ocher women. Mose are much older than you but
wea r sequined shirrs and right fitting pants. A dimpled one with
hair like a triangle tal ks co him the longest. You smile back at
Roshan an d clear emp ty places as he leans in closer to hear her.
She keeps a polished hand on his shoulder. Tossing lipstick stai ned
cups in the trash, you wish they we re glass, so they could shatter.
After M rs. D utta leads everyone in singing and cutting the
black fo rest cake you made but were disappointed with- the
humidity made the frosting sweat and the middle droop-Roshan
links away fro m the table and waves you into his roo m. He
pushes you against the closed door.
- C lose your eyes, he says. - O pen your mouth. You feel
him shove a piece of cake between your li ps, caste the slighcly
burnt flour, the over-sugared cherry sauce. He smears your nose
with frosting and yo u cringe.
- Ir's cold, you say.
- Ic's a sign of love, you know, it's what couples do co each
ocher on cheir wedding night. He says the word "wedding" with
a sneer.
You're a good spore. You wipe che stickiness away, make him
lick your fin gers. Roshan pecks your cheek when you hand him
the card and the chin package. -You were great our there, he
says. Like chis is a play.
He opens the present first, which is a fram ed picture of yo u
outside the Gateway. You are blurred, your hands pasted co your
70
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sides. A half smile. -God I love ch at dress! He says. -Oh baby,
I'm sorry. I can't bring this ho me. Even tho ugh I wa ne to, to
remember you. Your arms ti ghten around his waist as he opens
the card. Silently he mouths the lines of the poem you've copied
on the inside.
- Wow. H e nods his head up and down . -This is good.
You're really good . H e sounds shocked.
- You like it? Yo u do n't cell him so meone else wrote it.
- I can't believe you did al l chis. Wh y did you do chis for me?
H e asks, suddenly desperate, crushing you. When yo u pull back
it's as if he's seeing you fo r the first time. H e smells like whiskey.
- I could stay here fo rever. Couldn't you?
It's impossible to bel ieve hi m. You've been working so hard ,
wi th no foo d or water all nigh t.

You cake a taxi co your Aunt's house, in a dusty co rn er of
Bombay cramped with fishermen and C hristians. T he servan t is
in the driveway to car ry your luggage to th e room next to your
Aunt's, which never belo nged to anyone. She's kept a smal l shrine
there fo r your grand fa ther, who disowned her once she started
her abortio n clinic. H e looks so much like yo ur mother, who
still sleeps o n her side of the bed , refusing to bel ieve that your
father has left.
Ir's a good th ing you left that ho use. Your Aun t has put new
sheets o n rhe bed and there are cu rtains over the windows. SriII,
it smells d ank. T he rain has started , at night it fal ls in needle like
sheers over the city. When your Aune comes back fro m her clinic,
which is attached to the flat, she looks drawn, chinner. Even her
eyebrows have wh itened . When she emb races you, you smell
bleach. -You've put o n! She exclaims, patting your sto mach.
-Enjoyed ? She asks, like you've been to Goa o r the Maldives.
When you pulled away from the building on Alea.mount Road,
no one was standing in the driveway. Mrs. Dutta shook your
hand in the foyer, her cold fingers slipping away quickly. O n t he
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roof, Roshan srood in his paja mas and smoked.
- I loved all che colo rs, you say. Your Aune frowns, puzzled.
Holi was so long ago. - I feel like the colors are still everywhere,
on me. You scrape under your fingernails, rug at yo ur hair. You
pull back the collar of your shire, searching for something chat
isn't there.
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Galvanized Steel, 1831
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Sheet Glass, 1952
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Fire Extinguisher, 1872
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The veil that brings a blush to the cheek, 1890
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ALL NIGHT T H E NIGHT

Lyn Lifshin

HA

L YN L1 F H I

B EEN

lightening with moths
white behind the walnuts

If a woman couldn't sleep
and came co chis window
in chis light her skin
would glow like bones
Clouds over the full moon
even with the wind
What would have been
nuts look like limes
on che white scones,
it sounds like some
one capping on a glass
coffin . It sounds
like someone tapping
from within the tree
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A T T H E E TATE SALE

Mira RosenthaJ

I am thinking of Bishop's ftshhou es
down by the sea with their peaked roofs and cleat
studded ga ngplanks when my eye notices
A yellow sign tacked to a stick of wood
chat poin ts me down acramento creet
and leads here, a middle-class neighborhood:
qua re patches of lawn, smaJI lots, closed shu tters,
ometimes a driveway of new laid concrete.
At the hou e of the deceased, red stone stairs
lead up to the door and yo u can waJ k right in
pa t a fa t man smiling from his seat
at a table, money box before him.
Through the kitchen you'll find the den downstairs,

all mile and eagerness and conceit.

And out the back there's more. Also upstairs.

In the kitchen every cupboard stands bare
fo r want of dishes, now tables replete
with stacks of plate , glasses and silverware.
Ac an open drawer, a young woman stands
head bent, hair mostly brown with one gray streak
han ging fo rward as she inspects the brand
on a silver serving spoon. H ow 'bout this?
ls this one antique? Her friend dismisses it
and she looks again, not wanting to miss
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a nything. A sta irwell leads co the d end ark, quiet, no o ne milling abo ut,
a paneled bar and blackness at o ne end,
at the o ther a d oor chat leads outside.
Between here and there, two male voices meet
in co nversatio n, as if meant to chide:
It's a shame. It's such a shame-th eir wo rds bear
knowledge that feeds on absence, b urns th rough it/ was her caretaker fo r 15 years.
And it's like th ey're reciting a script, just
wh at you would expect co hear, a receipt
fo r the d eceased, these voices, wh irling, hushed
in the teno r of self-absorbed traged y.
M aybe she's sc:11 here, crying to retreat
but unable, so soon, co fade away.
In the bathroom , a woman at the sink
inspects a bottle of Aspirin, the sleek
pills in her pal m each perfect and distinct.
She keeps it, as if chis commo n bo tcle
held renewal fo r the living, a unique
blessing co take fro m a ho use she will
o nly seep into once. In the tangle
of polyester cloches on the bed sheet
there's a loose crocheted vest of gray wool.
Ic's handmade. By the chai r a canvas
bag spills full o f yarn. This here is her seat.
If you were to sit down here in her place,
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your back would ache immediately, ache
and begin to radiate a dull heat
as if the chair were a back-breaking stake
co mark the dead in her ground. If you stay,
her life wrapped around you in the quiet,
you might feel her hand on your shoulder: stay.
Ir's how we expect the spirit to come in:
knitting needles, blue yarn, stitching, a place
drawn from a different life, taken home, scavenged
from the dead, a vest, a word, a ladder
co bring us further co the firmament
even if our hands grasp only matter.

80
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TH E OVERPASS OUTSIDE FORT WORTH

Fredrick Zydek

In chis place the Interstate and all its daughters
flay out into the universe like ribbons forming
a perfect bow over the gifts of the city. This
is the future written large-concrete and steel
given such elegant form they appear as brush
strokes on a canvas of modern art destined for
another century. We have urges to redirect our
journey to experience these flying buttresses
of the road, these sculptures chat look as if they
should grace a colony in outer space instead
of the outskirts of a city chat began as a fort on
the Texas plains. These ramps and cement hills
might as well be the most gracefully conceived
rollercoaster in the world. We determine we will
bring a camera on the return trip so these images
can be captured and taken home, prizes as dear
as our photographs of the Alamo, the hill country
outside Blanco, the antlers and strange stone you
found on the Hinton estate, and the sculpture of
the great lone scar in front of the Austin Museum .
In minutes we pass among and under these roads
that seem to lead to the stars. We wonder if those
who live here, long used to seeing these sure proofs
of the genius of the human spirit, chink of them as
nothing more than the streets chat lead to home.
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T HE T HREE M USKY T EARS, OR,
T HREE D ECADES AND REALMS OF ED ITORIAL
HAPPENSTANCE

Stephen Corey

O n 18 Jul y 2005 I celebrated my twenty-second anniversary
as a member of the editorial staff of The Georgi.a Review, a journal
o f arcs and letters fo unded acT he University of Georgia in 1947
an d publ ished there quarterly ever since. I have served, variously,
as assistant editor, associate editor, and acting editor. I have had a
hand in the putting togeth er of nearly ninety issues with a
cumulative page count of abo ut 20,000; co gee chose published
pages our staff had co make its way th rough roughly 15,000
essays, 50,000 shore stories, 200,000 poems, and a smatteringcall ic a few tho usand-of book reviews.
Wh at in che world did we think we were-are-doing? T he
learning curve is a lo ng o ne, and che answers at ics end lack che
solidi ty of a nice po t of gold.

I

Down a seldom-used back hal lway of the H arpur College
student center, there was a room. My newfound friend and fellow
senior Stephen Denker coo k me there after I'd said yes co his
invitation co help him edit the college's undergraduate literary
magazine, Clarendon. T he roo m appeared co be no more nor less
than an abandoned junio r administrative o ffice: a large metal
desk, a filin g cabinet, a couple of chairs, bare walls, and a large
uncurcai ned window looking out o n a concrete courtyard holding
the extruded mechanical guts of the building-lengths and curves
oflarge pipe, an air conditio ning unit, and so on. T he o nly sign
of past occupancy was an odd stack of papers o n cop of the
cabinet: man uscripts, lecters, fli ers, past issues of Clarendon, and,
most curious, a black and yellow wood cut print- apparently an
Corey prcsenred a version of this essay as a talk at Bingham con University in the
spring of 2005.
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original, since the paper was chin and unusually textured , quite
unlike anything my small-town upbrin ging had shown me in
my first two decades.*
T his was in the fal l of 1970. Across the previous four years I
had learn ed to be lonely-my girlfriend throughout high school
having long since left me; had learned I was a pacifist-having
applied for and received conscientious objeccor status at the height
of the Vietnam War; and had learned to call myself- though
not yet in public-a poet, o ne with twenty o r twenty-five
compositions co his credit. Helping to put out a magazine devoted
to literature certainly seemed like something a poet would do,
and something a soldier would nor-and, at some far-removed,
astonishingly silly emotional level, I probably saw doing chis work
as reve nge o n my old girlfrien d , who had failed to see what a
sensitive guy I was and would continue to be. (As the poet Peter
Meinke has written in The Night Train and the Golden Bird,
"Everythi ng we do is fo r our first loves/ whom we have lose
irrevocably I who have married insuran ce salesmen/ and moved
to Topeka/ and never chink of us at al l.")
Denker and I put together char school year's several issues of
Cla.rendon, reading ch rough however many poems showed up in
respon e co our posters, our ads in the school newspaper Pipe
Dream, and whatever annou ncem ents a few E nglish professors
may have made in their classes. I chink we probably received a
few dozen poems per semester-possibly a hundred-from which
we chose abo ut fifteen for each issue; because we were twen ty
years old and in charge, we made the usual novices' mistake of
printing our own work along with chat wh ich we had accepted
from other writers.
I've held o nto a coupl e of copies of Cla.rendon, and when I
glance at them every few years I am pleased co find that I chink
we probably made some right decisio ns-about ochers' poems,
of co urse-given what we muse h ave h ad as ch oices . An
administrator named R. A. Pawlikowski (we didn't limit ourselves
• The prinr is reproduced on the cover of chis issue; see note on co nrenrs page.
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to students) managed to teach us the value o f a mo re mature
view, as did such notable scho lar-poets as Arthur C lements and
W illiam V. Spanos, and the whimsical lyrics of a then-young
woman nam ed Joni Sed aca still sing nicely:
D id he wear orange
or did she
I chose his face fro m afa r fo r
he was a pretty man
and his face was a satisfied face
while I had no o ne, no
face fo r my own.
H e wore orange.
Bue it does not matter
T hings like that
do n't matter at al l.
T his was edi tors' school, this reading and choosing what we
li ked best at a given mo ment in o ur lives, with nobody else
anywhere nea r co say No or Yes. T here was no o ther course of
study in 1970, no r is there tod ay; one cannot earn a degree in
li terary editing at any school in the Un iced States.
Stephen D enker and I had great fu n fo r a few month s, with
o ur love of words and our li ttle senses of power and importance,
and then we went our separate ways. I have never seen o r heard
fro m him since. T he woodcut was sciII o n the cabinet at the end
of the year, unclaimed, and I reasoned that such mysterious beauty
o ught not co be wasted. Two cloaked and faceless figures, together
anti apart at o nce, sit hunched in a symbolic fo rest composed o f
wavering black and yellow vertical stripes. I placed the print
between two large pieces of cardboard and cook ic away; nobody
in the student center or anywhere else across the campus paid any
attenuo n.

II

I was no t then an editor- merely someone who had edi ted;
HARPUR
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yet the bug had entered the wood and was not d ead. Six full and
complicated years went by. I got married; took a m aster's d egree
in E nglish (also fro m H arpur C ollege, but it was now called the
State University of N ew York at Binghamton) with a small poetry
collection as thesis, something scarcely heard of in that place and
tim e; had two da ughters; return ed to my h o me town o f
Jamestown, N ew Yo rk, and did newspaper wo rk; moved south
with my fa mil y to enter the En glish PhD program at th e
U nivers ity o f Flo rid a -whi ch a t th a t tim e, like SU N Y
Binghamton, did no t have a creative writin g program as such.
T he bug was not d ead. UF visiting writers Stephen Spender
and Robert D ana were enough impressed by the poetic talent in
the Ga inesville area, both within and without th e university
community, that they d ecided to ho no r it with a self-published
anthology, A Local Muse, in the spring o f 1976. N ext to the
work o f graduate and undergraduate students, university faculty,
and assorted other Gainesville residents, Spender and Dan a placed
poe ms from past visiting writers -amo ng them J ohn C iardi ,
Richard Eberh art, Robert Fitzgerald, and John Frederick N ims.
T he booklet was tall- 6 ½ inches across and 12 inches highand had a pebbled burgund y cove r th at spo rted a win ged
armadillo.
T he fo llowing New Year's Eve, poet Ed ward Wilson and I
had had eno ugh to drink at a writer-fill ed party that we were
finall y able to recognize, alo ng about 1 a.m ., that A Local Muse
was such a damned great idea that, goddamn it, it ought to be
kept al ive. T he anthology ought to become a periodical! Spender
and D ana were lo ng gone back to E ngland and Iowa, so Ed and
I appo inted o urselves co-editors, right there o n the couch . After
all, we bo th had editorial experience-his similar to mine, down
I-75 at Eckerd College in Sc. Petersburg-we were both avid
readers of poetry, and we were bo th poets. What need of a degree
when o ne is self-ano inted ?
A Local Muse II came out in the spring of 1977, call and bright
green and featuring a Eustace T illy sendup in alligator guise.
Contributors included many of the previous year's locals, recent
https://orb.binghamton.edu/harpurpalate/vol5/iss1/1
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visito rs Maxi ne Kumin and M ichael M ott, and- no, we still
hadn't learned-Edward Wilson and Stephen Corey.
Ed moved on, and in 1978 poet Lola H askins joined me as
co-edi to r. Robert D ana asked chat we "return" the name A Local
Muse, since he was chinking of starting his own magazine under
ch at mo n iker. Inspi red by what we had just lose, Lola and I came
up wich The Devil's MiLLhopper, whose namesake was a huge and
ancient sinkhole on the outski rrs of Gainesville.
W e decided to pu blish twice a year and co go "natio nal." We
placed , as I recall, a single classified ad , in th e CCLM Newsletter
(ch ar's rhe Coord ina tin g Co un cil o f L iterary Magazines,
predecesso r of the Council o f Literary Magazines and Presses)and we quickly learned char the country was full of poets ready
co cake a ch ance o n submitting to a never- befo re-hea rd-of
magazine. Hundreds of poems came in, and the number grew
yea r b y year. S upp or ted a nnu a ll y by ni c ke l-a nd - dim e
co ntri butio ns fro m local patrons (including th e co-edito rs), and
one year by a smal l grant fro m CCLM, The Devil's MiLLhopper
actuall y cam e co have several dozen subscribers by the time I left
it in 1983.
When I d eparted fro m Florida in 1980 to cake a three-year
reaching job ac the U ni versity o f South Carolina, in Colu·mbia,
TDM wen t w ith me. I hand.led it o n my own fo r a yea r, t hen
rook on a Colum b ia poet and new fri end, Jim Peterso n, a.s my
assistant edi to r. T he submissio n numbers continued to rise, as
did the ove rall qual ity, and we also began to see som ethin g new:
poetry b oo ks with The Devil's M iLLhopper listed o n th eir
ackn owledgments pages alo ng w ith The American Poetry Review,
Pqetry, and so o n. We had graduall y injected o urselves into the
quiet system to which we had always mea nt and ho ped to
contribu te, consciously or not.
The Devil's M er
iffhopp survived beyond my seven-year tenure
for nearly fifteen mo re circuits of the sun, first under Jim Peterson
and then with its final editor, Stephen G ardner of Aiken, So uth
Carolina. When the magazine quietly succumbed in the late 1990s
co the usual maladies of shore fundin g, short staffing, and edito rial
Published by The Open Repository @ Binghamton (The ORB), 2005
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exhaustion, it had lived far longer than most of its brethren. Get
yourself into any room full of middle-aged poets and mention
che Mil/hopper, and even today you can be sure you'll raise a few
eyebrows and smiles.

III

Because my work at the University of South Carolina consisted
almost entirely of teaching freshman composition to mostly
indifferent special-needs students, my editing avocation came to
feel more and more central to my literary and emotional well
being. My little writi ng career was going tolerably well, despite
my not having much sense of how to conduct it: I had published
my first poem in 1976, the year after I moved to Florida, and in
1981 I won the Aedgling Water Mark Poets First Book Award
fo r a collection called The LastMagi,cian. I had also begun crying
to place reviews and essay-reviews, having early (1979) success
with The Virgi,nia Quarterly Review and with the journal that
had become my favorite as I read around in cl1e field-The Georgi.a
Review.
When a paid editorial position with GR was nationally posted
right aro und the time that my three-year con tract was running
out at USC, I barely dared hope chat such an attractive job couJd
come my way co replace all those days in front of freshman comp
classes, but still I eagerly applied. After all, my edicorial "education"
now span ned a dozen years, and my aesthetic affinities with The
Georgi.a Review seemed to be stacked ~1p at lease three deep: I
liked most of what I read in the journal's mix of several genres,
the editor Stanley W Lindberg had seen fit to publish several of
my reviews and a handful of my poems, and Lindberg had
recently commissioned me to edit and introduce a selection from
the correspondence of Wi lliam Carlos Willian1s and Richard
Eberhart, knowing that I knew Eberhart and his work from my
University of Florida days.
Despite the odds, employment hope can spring almost eternal.
I landed the assistant editorship of The Georgi.a Review, a fullhttps://orb.binghamton.edu/harpurpalate/vol5/iss1/1
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time paid position, and began wo rk in Jul y, 1983, after abo ut
six weeks o n the unemploym ent do le in South Carolina. The
Georgi.a Review was not mine to create in the senses that Clarendon
and The Devil's Mil/hopper had been; I would serve as screener
and advisor fo r Scan, who had come co GR six years earlier and
co mpl etely revamped it fro m what it h ad been unde r his
pred ecessor, John T. Irwin . Scan had hired me because he sensed
my literary tastes and interests were close enough co his that when
I read manuscripts I would not reject wo rks he wo uld wane the
chan ce co see himself And because his sense of our shared aesthetic
was accurate, I never had co feel that I was serving Sean's interests
and standards rather than my own: I simply fo llowed my nose
and ears ro the works chat most moved me, as I had d one in my
previo us editing positio ns, and I passed th ose alo ng for Sean's
consideratio n. As the years went by, Scan gave mo re and mo re
weight co my opinions and remarks, but at the deepest level chis
did not matter because what did matter was the constant, presenttense search for the new right wo rds. As long as I was pulling
fro m the paper piles those rare works that slammed my gut and
my head at che sa me time, I was acco mplishing what fel t mo re
and m ore like o ne of m y d es tined fun ctio ns in che world.
(Melodramati c, th is remark, bu t true.)
Editing so-called serious liceracu re-wricing t hat by intenti on
of style and thought cries co sec itself apart fro m al l previo us
effo rts -is a fo rm of spiritual occupation, as is the creatio n of
sa me. Abou t chis, fo r me, there is no d oubt. Arth ur Symo nds,
in his grimly stunning afterwo rd co his co mpact group of essays
en titled The Symbolist Movement in Literature (1899), argues
chat all the great human passio ns-for rel igio us ex perience, for
ro;n an cic and sexual human love, fo r arc-are born of the sam e
need , which is to coun ter and d eny t he face of mortal ity. Fo r
better and worse, a literary edi ror- like a literary writer- muse
bel ieve himself co be o n a mission fo r the arc of the w ri tten
wo rd, and it is chis sense o f mission chat keeps him going even
though he may have co count his journal's readers in th e dozens
or th hundreds, or perhaps in the several thousands if he is really
Published
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fo rtunate. (I'm quite sure the bookstores in Athens, Georgia,
alone sell mo re copies o f each new H arry Potter novel than The
Georgia Review sells copies worldwide.) If th e means to produce
the journal e)(isc, the edi to r- I should say this editor-will
continue to seek the wo rks to fill it.
T he most profound pleasure in che p rofessio n is easily noted ,
but only with the greatest difficul ty explained: it is co co me upon
chat o ne story o r poem amo ng many hundreds chat manages co
sing and ring with a self-generated and sustained autho ri ty, a
rightness chat infuses the work fro m beginning co end-or that,
if certain lapses intrude upo n it, the edi tor can advise the author
abo ut how co repair. To choose a single e)(am ple of such pleasure
o ut of twen ty-plus years at The Georgia Review is impossible, so
lee m e do so.
I had been with GR for less th an a year when I encountered a
story called "The G iccel" by an unpublished yo ung writer nan1ed
g
my first reading, I
M arjorie Sandor. Immediately upo n fini shin
marched into Sean's offi ce and insisted chat he listen to this
opening paragraph:
T here is a traditio n in our family chat o nce in a while a
dreamer is born: an innocent whose confused imagination
cannot keep up w ith the civilized world. T his person
wal ks around in a haze of drean1s, walki ng eventual ly
righ t in to the arms of the current executio ner, blind as
Isaac going up che mountain with his father. Nobod y
knows who started this story- my mother used to say it
was a second-race scholar out to impress the neighbors but apparently tl1ere are characteristics, traits peculiar co
this perso n, and two hundred years ago people knew a
catastro phe was o n the way if such a person came in to
th eir midst. O nce, when I was a little girl, I asked Papa
to name che traits. H e said he couldn't; they'd been lose.
All he knew was that this dreamer, befo re vanishin g,
always left behind a dreaming child, and that sometimes
he though t he was such a child .
UMMER 2005
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Scan went away with the manuscript that evening, and the next
day he agreed we should accept it. This m ay not have been the
quickest decisio n ever made at The Georgia Review, but certainly
ic ca me close. "The G iere!'' was subsequently selected for
reprinting in The Best American Short Stories, and it helped make
The Georgia Review a fin
st ali chat year in the Natio nal M agazine
Awa rds fi cti o n catego ry (along with The Atlantic, Esquire,
Mademoiselle, and Playboy). In o cher words, I wasn't simply
Aigh cy o r arb itrary when I heard the magical vo ice o f co ntrolled
inven tio n in Sandor's o penin g sentences and then through out
her tale. Such a voice, no other q uite like ic, cl ues us to its own
grasp on so me sec of circumstances we have not quite encountered
befo re, and begins immedi ately co persu ad e us chat chose
circumstances are worth our time and consideration-are, in face,
a portio n of our own lives.
A grim but am using side note about style: In lace 1973, under
t he actin g ed ito r Edwa rd K ri ckel, The Georgia Review was
"fo rtunate" enough to be able to fea ture the sho re story "Cannon!"
by Donald Barthel me, who was about as hoc a li terary property
as the re was on the market at th at time. Turned o ut, though , that
"Canno n!" had in cruch bee n sec off by an un known hoaxerone who also published "Donald Barthelme stories" around that
same time in at lease two other journ als, incl ud ing the same story
(i.e., " an no n!") in Carolina Quarterly. Dam ned few of us can
forge a gen uine scyle, but plenty of us ca n imi tate t he real th ing
becau e ic realnes is usual ly so pal pable.
I believe chat one key to The Georgi,a Review' growing success
during the pa t q uarter centu ry ha bee n o u r insistence upon the
equal im portance of the fo ur primary kinds of writing we feature:
essays, poems, reviews, and sho re stories. T he genero us fin ancial
upporc ofour home insti tutio n has given us, an1ong ocher things,
m ore pages to wo rk with than many com parable journals can
afford, which in turn al lows us to feature in each issue 30-50
pages of work fro m each of the afo rementioned genres. Readers
can cake in an entire issue, bu t they can also turn co just o ne o r
two areas and not feel sho rtchanged.
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Another key has been o ur commitment co the expertly written
general- interest essay, broadly defin ed . Reaching for in fo rmed
studi es in many disciplines, pre ferabl y with mo re than one
discipline couched upon in any given essay, we have cried co open
The Review co as many tho ughtful read ers as possible, though of
course we never seem co be able co reach anywhere near as many
as we are co nvinced wo uld consistently peruse o ur pages if we
could just gee oursel ves up under th eir noses.
When I began working with The Georgia Review there were
scarcely any compu ters (as th ey are now defin ed) co be seen, co
say nothin g o f no Internee. U p unti l a couple of years ago, our
pages were still sec in hot lead o n Linorype machines an d prin ted
letterpress. N ow we have in-house typesetting, are offset printed,
and o f course have a Web site and do all sores o f co mmunicating
via e- m ail. I h ave watch ed my children , a nd recentl y m y
gra ndchildren, and t hey give me firm fa ith chat books (and
therefore journals) are not about co disappea r, even though mo re
and mo re activity will cake place in on-line venues. We need th e
li teral to uch and feel and pressure o f printed works just as we
need the couch of ocher people; so me things can be automated
o nly so fa r before they cu rve back o n themselves and journey
into the territory th ey (and we) tho ught th ey had lefc behind.
T his is no Pollyannish talk, no Luddite avoidance. Imagine going
to a "poetry reading" and findin g that the vo ice you are expected
to listen co is o ne of th ose you gee when you are shunted into the
automated telepho ne answering sys tem of a large business.
Imagine allowing such a voice co read your child co sleep.
T hat woodcut I lifted from the Clarendon office is framed
and hung on a wall in my living room, j ust to o ne side of the
front door. I see it every time I walk out into the world. I do n't
know who those ghostly fi gures in the print might be, nor do I
have any idea about the identiry o f the artist who created this
work that is an unspoken but never-forgotten piece of my daily
life. However, I know that the work and the artist are important.
They help me to move along; they help me to know l won't stop
movmg.
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EDITOR OF D EATH

Stephen Corey
In chose earliest yea rs I chose the line
measuring the softest skin I knew, there
along the crease of her uppermost thigh,
at the edge of the pubic hair spreading
inward co chose ocher forms of softness.
Nexc I liked poems of further devotion,
love char knew !use bur peeped beyond its wall.
Also, soon, che songs of new life grabbed me:
babies in bloody emergence, toddlers
on che grass or beach, first wo rds on the ai r.
I saw where all of chis was going,
bur sci II J made my choices, my holdings,
cues, and perfeccings: "Drop this, polish that."
T here was no stopping my love fo r che arc
chat cold me what I loved, what never stopped.
Poems of fucking came co embarrass me,
bur only through chose few brief years
I pretended youth was gone, pretended aging.
I soughc our crysc and triste fo r oppo ing
pages, mirrors ofl overs and dying parents.
Pase fi fty, I tarted co chink- poor boycl}ac thought could buy back sex, banish fai lure,
run c. Elmo's fire up every masc ...
coo old now co believe I was older,
old enough co write the previous line.
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One thing equals one poem- then move on:
her astonishing ass, naked above me
as we climbed the ladder co the lo ft;
my fa ther in the room I never saw,
his last breaths at 3 a. m.- my birth tim e;
my first child ho me in her bassinet, lying
asleep since our trip fro m the hospitalher tininess so terri fying, the ten
fin gers o f her hands fin gers of my hands
curling, stretching, editing death away.
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L UCK B E A LADY

Kristie M. Beccs

Although we gasped and shook our heads when Jebediah Turner
ended up in jail for stealing his wife's severed foot, we all wondered
if we would do the same thing. Or more co the point: if anyone
would love us enough co steal back our body pares from County
General.
When his wife Edi ch testified chat the foot was hers, though
the hospital called it "medical waste," their lawyer argued that no
one cou ld be prosecuted for stealing something char legal ly
belonged co his wife. We all knew char Mr. Thaddeus J. Ebbers
Esq. hadn't made very compelling arguments ever since his wife
left him for a high school senior, but we complimented his silve r
tongue afte r Jebediah's acq uittal. More co mpelling than
T haddeus's grandstanding might have been Jebediah's arm down
around Edith's waist as she hobbled into che courthouse.

In his you ch, Jebediah Turner had broken both legs jumping
off of a barn, joined che Navy for fourteen days, and sworn never
co return co his hometown. We all hoped he would return, ready
co marry any of us and co bring his fiery laughter back. o ocher
black-haired boy before or after Jebediah had lit u up in quite
che same way. But when he did return, by his side was a woman
our age with the hair of a teenager: long, brown, and unrestrained.
A bit like Cher in sensible clothes.
Her name was Edith . We never did find out her last name,
since Jebediah kept calling her Mrs. Turner. Lacer Massie Rozinsky
let it slip down at the post office that "Mrs. Turner" wasn't yet
divorced from the man she left for Jebediah. Not thacJeb seemed
co give a groundhog's granny. He wound his arm around Edith
and would occasionally rest his chin on the cop of her shiny brown
hair. Ac least he hadn't come back with one of those call blond
94 by The Open Repository @ Binghamton (The ORB),HARPUR
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Amazon women. That would have been worse. The ankle we
could handle.
H e brought chis small woman he called "wife" back co meet
his parents, but ended up purchasing property. When Edith's foot
scarred throbbing they turned the truck onto a dire road and
climbed through pine trees co the overlook, looking over a porous
bowl of lush land, choked with viney vegetation and pocked
with rumbling holes from underground screams. Jebediah stared
in wonder while Edith's foot threatened co jump out of her shoe.
"We'll find our fortunes here," she said, wrapping her arms tighter
arou ndJebediah's waist. T hey bought the land the next morning
(Ronnie Rexrode had been crying co sell it off for seven years)
with the lottery m oney chat resulted from Edith's itch in a
Kentucky 7-11 , and posted a plywood sign on the Ponderosa
pine: "Turner's Point. " Edith pajnced the sign with red toenail
polish from her purse. T hey were ho me.

T he first perso n Edith opened up co was Massie Rozinsky,
who d rove up co Turner's Point every day co deliver mai l. T hose
of us on Massie's route lrnew she never kept a strict schedule or
cared about the calori es in proffered cups of hoc chocolate, and
Edith always had q ues tions about the m ail. Over several weeks,
Massie dropped bics of in formatio n as she wou nd through the
val ley.
Ever since she was just a girl, Edith had a gift. When Ed ith
was five years o ld, her moth er could not find the wedding ring
that she had flun g away from her in a fury. After sea rching the
entire house, the frayed woman threw herself across the couch
and sobbed.
"Edie, Edie, what have I done?! I lose ic. What I am goi ng co
do, baby?" Edith's mother cried. (When Massie Rozin ky cold the
sto ry she did the mother's voice in a drunken Elizabeth Taylor
kind of way.) Edi ch, her young, tangled-headed daughter, stood
by her side for almost an hou r before the woman paid attention.
SUMM ER
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"Mommy, my foot thinks the ring is in the disposal." Without
questioning her daughter's sources, the red-faced woman thrust
her hand into the potato and carrot scraps and came up with her
cubic zirconium sec in real gold. She squealed and hugged her
daughter; she even bent down and showered kisses on Edith's
small blue flip-flopped foot.
"You listen co your body, baby. It knows. le knows." Her
young mother wiped a bit of sludge off of her ring, screwed it
on, and splayed her fingers in front of chem. They both smiled.
Lifting the ringed hand, Edith's mother swept her thumb down
her daughter's cheekbone. "Yes, Edie, it knows," she repeated.
Ever since that day, Edith jumped foot first into her future. We
all knew about Jebediah and the lottery, so the minute anyone
saw Edith buying up something, even if it was just beef jerky, no
one could help but buy some coo. Just in case.

We came under the cover of casseroles, searching for secrets of
their coupledom as we glanced inside their cabin, and invited
Jebediah and Edi ch co various even cs. They started co accept. Ac
baby showers and barbecues, Edith filled us in. We listened
intently, but sometimes just co gather bits of evidence. The only
thing chat threw Edith off crack was her first husband. For fifteen
years Edith's foot went numb as she puttered around a clapboard
house, playing wife co a Tom Jenkins from Ohio-a distant cousin
co the Cass Jenkinses. He ended up turning co raxidermy (partially
in their kitchen) and ocher women.
' "Didn't your ankle cell you not co marry that man?" we asked.
" How could it lead you ro Jebediah and not warn yo u about the
wrong one.
"I th ought the face that my ankle was silent was my answer,"
Edith replied in her slightl y ras py voice (we imagined she had
spent her dissolute youth smoking several packs a day even though
she muse have quit).
When they necked on the porch, behind Tom's barn and in

,,,
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his car, Edith felt the same kind of itch she felt in her ankle,
except in other places. "I thought that was the message," she told
us. "M aybe the feeling I was supposed to get when I knew. After
that I never felt a thing in my foot. I thought m aybe because I
had reached my destination." Even though apparently, from what
Edith intimated in other conversations, those other currents barely
rippled once the hot flush of adolescence faded.

Edith didn't love talking abo ut Tom Jenkins, but we could
always press her at C hristmas parties to tell us abou t m eeting
Jebediah Turner in that parking lot. We would drag u p someone
who hadn't heard the story before, just as an excuse to get her to
tell it again.
"I couldn't find my car," she always began. "A blue Ford." We
all pictured a mall, a real one with mo re than just a Sears. In this
real-ma.ll parking lot, Edith wal ked in circles and could not
remember for the life of her where she parked that car. Edith
d ecided to close her eyes and spin around slowly, hoping to end
up pointing in the right directio n (this was where Ed ith's
impracticality lived up to her younger-girl hair and flowing skirts).
Spinning slowly as she co unted , Edith planned to cou nt to seven,
her favo rite number: the needles in her foot made her stop at
two. Like something asleep coming back to life, Edith's lucky
foot buzzed with a lunatic rhythm. She hadn't felt anything mo re
meaningful than an ingrown toenail in mo re than ten years.
And there he was.
When Edith opened her eyes, Jebediah Tu rner stood transfixed
in fro nt of her. We could all picture this mo ment; his green eyes
and C herokee color from his mother's side. T hat tilt of his head
that pokes his squarish jaw forward. The black tufts of hair
swirling away from his cowlick. Neither o ne really remembered
what kind of small talk they made (although we pressed them
for their first words) but Edith left the blue Ford in the parking
lot and never looked back. She wrote a poli te letter to Tom,
https://orb.binghamton.edu/harpurpalate/vol5/iss1/1
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celling him the general location of the car and asking would he
please sign the divorce papers. According to Massie Rozinsky,
who must have thanked her lucky stars for her new mail route,
Edith asked everyday about official documents arriving from
Ohio.
T hat jump out of the barn had busted Jebediah's left eardrum,
which eventually gave him an excuse to leave the Navy. He cold
Edith chat he had been hearing a ringing in his ea rs for close to a
year now, like the whine of a drill fo ur doors down. Earlier, he
cold his parents that the rin ging was caused by chem specifically
(right before he hightailed it co the Navy). All we knew was just
chat he always was listening to somethi ng else, crying to shrug it
off when we vied fo r his attention. T hat day in the parking lot
the whine had gotten louder as he walked closer co the small
woman turning with her shopping bags spinning out. When Edith
opened her eyes, Jebediah's ears stopped ringing abruptly.
"That ' hello' was the cleanest sound in the world," Jebediah
said co a bunch of us during Pionee r Days. W e sighed and smiled.

Edith's foot did not go d ead agai n. Anytime she was near
Jebediah her toes prickled; we often stared at her shoes and longed
for sandal weather, so we co uld see what chan ge Jeb wrought in
that fooc. The portentous whole-foot pin-and-needl e ache would
hit at key moments, like at the 7- 11 . As Jebediah waited in line
to pay for the ga at a stop alo ng the way, Edith grabbed sod as
from the cooler. When she stepped next to her husband in line,
,her foot made so much ruckus that it threw her off balance. She
thought at first chat her right foot and ankle revisited th e throes
of her new love, but then she realized that Jebediah's left hand
reseed on che lottery machine. "We have to buy a lo ttery ticket,
Jebediah," Edith said. H er husband ordered ten and when the
next day's numbers were posted they were one hundred thousand
dollars richer, minus tax.
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Three days lacer, Edith turned her ankle in a sinkhole in the
fertile porous valley beneath Turner's Point. As she left Jebediah
chat morning, she called, "Don't expect me co come walking
back un til I find more fort unes!" T hey both laughed and
exchanged one more kiss. Edith was letting the palpitation in her
foot and an kle lead in exploring the thirty-seven acres. Her ankle
turned as her foot slid into the underground scream and her head
hi e a sharp outgrowth of rock on the way down. She realized
chat she had been with Jebediah fo r thirty-seven perfect days and
smiled at her good fort une before her whole body was eclipsed
by the pin-and-needle sensation emanating from both her ankle
and the wound on her brow.
Busy putting a porch on their cabin, Jebediah didn't even worry
about his wife until nightfall. When Massie Rozinsky walked
their catalogues inside and asked afte r Edith , Jebediah just
shrugged. H e figured she was fo llowing her foot co che fa r reaches
of the thirty-seven acres, looking in every tree hollow fo r the
riches her body promised. W hen the day chickened into night,
Jebediah began co worry and pace the chirry-seven acres.
Noc until daylight helped him locate her small fo rm pressed
close co the grou nd did Jeb find her. When he saw her pale and
crumpled, with her foot twisted in a sinkhole, he cursed his faith.
Jebediah struggled with her body up the hill home, and drove co
Coun ty General with her head in his lap, her lucky ankle poking
out the truck window into the chick summertime air. A few of
us drove past and thought the show of affection while driving a
bit ostentatious, not knowing about the ankle of course.
In court, Jebediah cold everyone chat a high-pitched drone
like a swarm of bees filled his ears. With tears in his eyes, he cold
everyone that he thought she was already dead . Why should he
life her body into someone else's arms? For someone else to sanitize
and scrutinize? His Edith would not be delivered thus. No, even
against the newfangled laws chat wanted co keep you in order
even after death, Jebediah would bury his wife himself. We all
SUMMER 2005
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felt our eyes filling up as he described the plan of his despair. H e
would get che shovel and find a beautiful spot so she could rest
above the tips of the trees, sharp pine points made soft by the
distance, trembling and shaking with the wind, making the whole
val ley shimmer like a body of water.
Perhaps as a reward fo r his virtuous decision, Edith opened
her eyes befo re he turned around to find the shovel. "Baby my
head hu rcs," she said. Jebediah skidded over to the side of the
road and cradled his wife in a cloud of dust.
"lc's you r leg I'm worried about, Edie. You lost lots o f blood."
" M y leg doesn't hurt. I can't feel a thing."

,

Once they got co the hospital, we all knew what happened.
T he testimony at chis point could have been spoken by any o ne
of us sitting in that courtroom: she lose the foot, a nkle included.
When t he strai ght-backed Frances Rampling, R.N, with an
angry line cutting across her broad forehead , approached Jebediah's
plastic chair, he knew th e news had to be bad.
'Tm sorry Mr. Turner, but we couldn't save her leg," Frances
said shaking her head briskly. Several of us found ourselves shaking
o ur heads in tempo with the sto ry; Frances played herself on che
stand and shook her head more vigorously so as to show off the
new perm.
"Bue my wife-she's okay?" When Jebediah repeated his words
in court, the j udge stopped to mentio n that Edith Jenkins was
not legally his wife. Jebediah pretended not to hea r.
• "She should be fin e," Frances replied in her clipped 'Tm a
medical professional" cones. "We had to amputate below the left
knee. She's weak from the blood loss and may experi ence shadow
pains ... " Frances co ntinued to catalogue the medical specifics,
but al l Jebediah could do was smile.
"Mr. Turner? Sir?"
Frances's sharp voice penetrated his happy silent haze. She asked
again if he would like to see Edith, who would be waking up
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fro m the an esthesia any mo ment.
"Yes, yes of course. Bue I have a question ." Jebediah shook his
legs o ut of che small chair and cilced his head . Frances recalls the
head tile very clearly. When he stood up he realized chat he stood
a full foot caller than the severe nurse who had been the tyrannical
majo rette in his high school marching band.
"What did you do with it?" he asked .
"With what?"
"The foo t. T he leg. Did you th row it o ut already?"
"We have sophisticated and sani tary methods of disposalyou needn't worry about chat."
"N o, I'm wondering if we can keep ic."
"There's no chance fo r reattachment. I assure you the d octo rs
cried every available means co save the limb."
" Right, right. I realize they had co hack it. Bue can we have it?
T he leg?"
For a mo ment Frances Rampling's expression became entirely
unprofessional, with not just the fo rehead thin g but the full
wrinkle o f her beaky nose. She replicated that face when she was
on the stand. Although she had an orderly life, Frances had gotten
in to several cacfighcs in high school. All in volving a lo t o f
fingernail.
Perhaps Jebediah wanted co articul ate a few more wishes, o r
maybe thought he could keep the foo t pickled in a jar, like those
two-head ed babies in that Philadelphia oddity museum. When
both Thaddeus J. Ebbers and the prosecuting attorney asked him
co explain, he just said, "le belongs co Edith. I thought she would
wane it back." T he wet shine in his eyes produced sympathy in
the courtroom , but not fro m Frances Ram piing with her passion
for cleanliness and rules. Frances clicked her pointy tongue and
said the word "unsanitary" five times in three sentences.

Edith seemed smaller under the scrutiny of the hospital's harsh
lights. Jebediah had the foresight co buy his bride an orange soda.
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"Thank you darling," she said shyly. " Is it terribly ugly?" She
pulled back the crisp white sheet, uncovering a mess of bandages
where her left kn ee used co continue.
"You are lovely. Just lovely." Jebediah kissed as close co the
bandages as he dared . "Besides, your shoes will lase twice as long."
After a ll che emotional m o m ents, the whol e courtroom
cracked up at chis o ne, releasing the tensions and bated breach .
Wh en Jebediah finally drove Edith away, he had already been
released from County lockup on his own recognizance, and he
acted as if he didn't miss chat foot chat go t him arrested a bit.

T he real acq uittal came at the liquo r score, rwo months after
the "not guil ty" allowed Jebediah back co f'txing up the house fo r
his (future) bride. On chis Tuesday afternoo n, with heavy air chat
smelled like snow, Jeb brought a boccie of Ca nadian whiskey co
che counter, "for medicinal purposes." His eyes shone ~ ich his
old ly hum or, and his longer-than-ever hair flopped over his
forehead comically.
"So how's everychinggoing Jebediah ? H ow's Edith ?" Al Murray
asked while sliding the whiskey in to a brown paper bag. We waited
for Jebediah co calk, o utside of the official context. H e and Edith
had recreated co Turner's Point with only the occasional quick
grocery sweeps.
" Well, I know now that I didn't need that fooc," he said co Al
Murray, knowing full well chat three ocher peo ple were in the
sco re; plus Al M urray has a mouth the size of Seneca Caverns.
"Why's that?" Al asked for us all.
' "We had enough good luck for any rwo people I guess,"
Jebediah said, bringing back chat laughter chat so many of us feel
in t he base of our spines. And then, no thanks co Thaddeus J .
Ebbers Esq ., we forgave them both.
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Q UICKEN

Q UICK£

Kate Beles

H ow st rongly
you swing now,
my dangerous
danglingscar-

in your womb draped in red, closing-in
on collapsing tapestries offiligreed flesh.
And through this fisheye/skincaughc/gasping
sea of pain points
I remember chat
m ts

implies one could

carry

well.

(We miss so much
but we carry even mo re . . .)
o I listen for the shaky rebirth
of chis belly's heart bea t
scurcer co a stop
·while I'm powerless co keep
my lungs from fillin g ...
{breach breath breathe)
yours from falling ...
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Bue even as you go
0 tiny fishI inhale
each sharpened
nail with which you glitter.
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SITTURE

SUTURE

Francine Conley

Says, with all his mental aching,
his hands are loosening from
his arms, his wife from him,
and while he says chis he pares
the motel curtains with nervous fingers,
his eye on a vacant air mattress
floating in the pool's paradox-blue.
Secs the phone on his third
lover's doughy belly,
both naked as aces, dials up home
but there's no answer.
Mumbles something about fire cats,
hide-and-seek, the wish
behind the dream.
Wonders co himself if betrayal
oozes out of every pore,
flakes onto his shoulders each time
he scratches his head in disbelief.
Figures he's crying hard co tie
his shoes the way he learned,
but the loops, the double-knots,
he never got it.
Says, No one is answering.
Clenches the receiver like a piece of bread,
sweat in his palm making it hard
co lee go of the thing,
incessant ring like a trigger cocked,
his tongue wrapped in barbed wire.
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Asks, what to do, as a slow arc
of light rises up the window,
his lover's forehead, and the wall.
She scares back, a pup in training,
her impossible hair the beaded strings
hung over a doorway he might enter.
She lifts her arm
as if offering in place of answers
her hand, then pulls him down,
blinds and all, already casting
the rare burger she'll buy
on her way back co the bank.
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IDIOMS (II)

(II)

Francine Conley
I am cold that plates don't talk
nor do trees whimper the chatter
of tea cups.
I am told a father would never
wash his kid's mouth out with soap,
literally.
I am cold my form is flabby,
but I should review Plath
or my ex-husband's poems:
he has form down pat.
I am told the speakers in my poems
are maniacs-that my lines inch
problem-co-problem, that I look
inside tornadoes and ignore
che sharp shifts of everyday
life: a maple in ics first crux
of green; a window open
at the first blush of spring.
My problem is
I never went co Church.
I never met my mother.
My past is a portrait
without eyes. In fact,
I was born in a motel
named Marooned,
my tongue a lost button
shucked into the pocket
of a cleaning lady
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wh o too k me hom e
and sewed me in to
her daughter's unlucky
blo use. Serio usly, I m ean it,
literally. I was bo rn to be an echo
and seen fro m far away.
In my fin al portfolio
th e red pen says politely
ifl locate my authentic voice,
my poem s might find
th eir true fo rm , tense,
and make more sense.

P.S. I have promise.
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I N THE BLACK P OND, SWlMM ING

Rachel May

When the water falls across our naked bodies, we moan or
shriek or sigh o r stay silent-any of these things will do, because
it feels so good. Water on ski n. T he o lder kids come here co
make o ut, but we d on't. We only come for rhe sensation . Mom
says we should enjoy our bodies because one day we'll be old li ke
her, with sore knees and an aching back. She doesn't know we
come here. T his is sneaking out, in the nigh crime when the world
is sleeping. T here's a delicious feeling co night-creeping when the
whole world has gone to bed.
There are six of us -me and my three best girlfriends and two
boys whose names are Jacob and Rob. Lase year, Rob go t a leech
sruck on his penis, just like happens in chat movie, o nly in real
life his mother had co pull it off, and she called our mothers co
check us fo r them, coo.
No o ne li ves near che po nd. No one at all.
Down the road, th ere is a G irl Scout camp where I have gone
every summer bur w ill, finally, not go chis year because I am
older, and a mile away is Paulina C hepeski's house. She has ravenblack hair and dark eyes, and everyone says her mother is a witch.
When we swim, we splash and play and make fun of one
another. Sometim es, we'll rub arms with che boys o n purpose,
just co gee a taste of how it feels, testing. We swim all the way
o ut co the raft in the middl e of t he pond, and the water is cold,
and the moo n shines dow n on us, o r the scars, o r sometimes,
o nce a month when it is cloudy, nothing at all-a moonless night.
It's on these lase nights chat we cell ghost sto ries.
Everyone says th e ghost of the girl who drowned here lives in
che trees. H er nam e was Dara Singh , and she lived down the
srreet from m e in the blue ho use and hardly ever went outside.
Her father was sick o nce, a nd my mother brought them a
casserole. Mom went inside the ho use while I waited in the car.
When she came back out, she wouldn't say anything at all about
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what it was like inside.
"Normal," she said. "Just like our house."
But I didn't believe it. The little girl had blue eyes that stood
out against her dark skin , like she'd been marked for something
special in life, like she could see differently than the rest of us
with our plai n old matchy-matching skin and eyes. Mom said
then that she'd grow up to be a real beauty, and that her brothers
were all quite handsome, chat I might keep chat in mind for one
day down the road. "Ew," I'd said.
But three years after the little girl's father got sick and then
well again, and three years after Daniella's little sister was born,
the little blue-eyed girl drowned in this pond. She was only seven
th en, three years younger than me. They said she was on a
ventilator for two weeks, and then her family decided to lee her
go. Thar's how Mom said ic. " Lee her go."
The boys are daring me ro swim to the other side of the lake
now, saying, " Betcha can't."
I look back at chem, treading water. "What do you know?" I
say. "I've bee n on swim team all spring. Wanna race?"
T he boys say yeah, and off we go, across the lake, my three
girlfriends waiting on the raft, cheering for me. We can scream as
loud as we like here, and no one will hear; chat's the beauty of it.
We swim, my head in the black water, splashing, arms pushing,
f,fty yards, sixty, seventy-five, and I scare to run out of breath. I
raise my head o ut of the water to see where I am. There is the
shadow of trees ahead of m e. Noc far now, and the two boys
splashin g beside me, just behind. I am fast. T hey'll see. I put my
head back into th e water, and I swim, pushin g hard for proof of
what l can do, cold water shushin g all around my body, arms
, skimming my hips and then pushing back, pinkies up and out of
tl1e surface, hands thumb-side down at my ears. I fall into the
rhythm, breath coming easy as l turn my head every other stroke.
And then, ahead of me, underwater, I see a fish- its white
underside swaying. It rises up, out of the darkn ess of the depths,
body bending in and out, fins pedaling, eager, like a child. I follow
it all the way to the shore, and when we arrive, it bellies itself out
11 0
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of the water, onto the sand, and grows legs and walks into the
trees, white arm waving as it disappears. I stand there, water falling
away from my shoulders, rolling in great drops off my skin, and
I know who it is and am not afraid, because chis is not a ghost
story.
I can see her blue eyes now as if it is the night our car headlights
fell upon her white-shirted body, me and my mother driving
home, Dara alone in chat big blue house, the single yellow light
glowing upstairs. That night, all I could see of her face was the
divots and round, dark shadows of the hollows, the sharp-ed ged
brightness of her cheekbo nes, her forehead. Bue I could see her
eyes in my mind. It's the same now. Those blue eyes. T hey haunt
me. She is a shadow in the trees. She is in the periphery, always
o n the corners of my mind, even wh en I think I have forgotten .
To my memory, it does not matter chat I hardly knew her while
she was alive. She will always, always be standing, a white shape
in th e headlights, her blue eyes looking o ut at me, knowing
something I do not.
T he boys splash up beside me, wade to the sandy sho re, stand
and catch their breath , hands on their knees.
"H ow'd yo u gee here so fas t?" they say.
I keep watching the woods.
No one could hear them scream that day, how she muse have
called our as she splashed, how her brother muse have called as he
pulled her in to sho re, her lips already blue. It was April, coo cold
for everyone else to swim. T hey cook a different school bus and
got off here. T he driver was fired for letting them off without a
note, small recompense fo r a family aggrieved. I wo nder how it
is for him now, and mo re, fo r her brother.
When she was alive, I could cell she had a secret. le was in the
way she moved- her hands so full of grace they see med to fl oat
o n the air, the careful sec of her lips, the guarded blue eyes, the
way she would not run and laugh and play with us in t he
neighborhood after school (chose two years she went) but walked
home alone, in even, steady seeps that could no t have belo nged
to any normal six-year-old. She is playful in death, at least.
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One of che boys, Rob, seeps up beside me and couches my
shoulder, a cold shock. He has broad shoulders, and his black
hair sticks co his forehead in chick, straightened strands.
"Wake up," he says.
I do not know it, bur in two weeks I will kiss him, a sweet,
awkward first kiss chat will charge my whole body from my
heels up through my swim-strong calves, through my spine, co
my shoulders and my flushed cheeks.
I turn co him in the night, our skin still shedding drops from
the shimmering black pond, and I couch his face, run my fingers
down his fore head, his cheeks, over his two wet lips, just because
I can, just because it feels so good co couch each ocher in this life.
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Young Boy, San Geronimo
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Morning Sun, Peten
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Stray Dog, Salama
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Guitarista, Guatamala City
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(EXCERPTED FROM CHAPTER VI, PAs1rHAE's BULL,E,CRET

J UNE

1970)

William V. Spanos

Opposition unites. From what draws apart results the
most beautiful harmony. All things cake place by strife.
H eraclitus, Fragments
Strife is not a rife [Riss] as a m ere cleft is ripped open;
rather, ic is che intimacy with which opponents belong
co each ocher. This rife carri es th e oppo nents into the
prove nance of cheir unity by virtue of their co mmon
ground. le is a basic design, an oucline skecch, char draws
the basic features of the upsurgence of the clearing of
beings. This rift does nor lee che opponencs break apart;
ic brings what opposes measure and boundary into ics
common oucline.
Marcin H eidegger,
"The Origin of the Work of Arc"
My soul , your voyages have been your native land!
Niko Kazantzakis,
The Odyssey: A Modern Sequel, Bk.XVI

It would be inadequate to say that the richly diverse panoramic
scene screeching out before our eyes under the deep blue Cretan
sky was breathtaking. What we experienced was not simply a
matter of sight, but also and simultaneously of smell, of couch,
of sound, of taste-and of historical tim e. The air we breathed,
which down below was on the edge of being hoc and enervating,
was cool and refreshing, almost uncomfortably stimulating; the
mountainside smelled so strongly of wild herbs-thimari
(thyme), faskomilo (chamomile), vasilikos (basil), onganon
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(oregano)-that it seemed as if we were tasting its aroma; and
the surrounding silence up there at the center and (literally) top
of Crete spoke a disturbingly unknown language that,
nevertheless, resonated with familiarity. It was, I thought, this
surging, multidimensional and primal language- this dislocating
language of excess-that we deracinated moderns had forgotten
or, rather, repressed, in our frantic and murderous race to develop
a technological discourse positively capable of domesticating and
plundering the earth and that the awesome presence of Psiloriti
was trying to remind us of. As I was pondering over this silent
language, which I identified not with rational meaning but with
force-the kind of subterranean force, for example, that infused
Kazantzakis's language- I remembered my dream and Ioanna's
reference to Psilori ti as the omphalos of the omphalos of the world
and caught a faint glimpse of what she had really meant.
"So, Professor Spanos, what do you think of all this?" Ioanna
asked, breaking the silence as she extended her arms in a gesture
that seemed co be attempting co encompass the recalcitrantly
uncontainable panorama. "Was the drive up here worth all the
trouble?
As I nodded in affirmation, she added, "I don't think you can
understand Knossos and Phaiscos and Aghia Triada-1 mean I
don't think you can know th e Minoans-without making the
pilgrimage co the summit of Psiloriti. She alone knows their
secret."
Attuned by now co Ioanna's oracula.r lan guage, I replied, "I
think I got a hint of it standing here o n the lips of her mouth ."
"Perhaps, but you must enter her mouth willingly," she said
}Vith that estranging enigmatic smile- the meidiama-1 had by
then come co identify with the Kore. "And that, you'll get a
chance co do after we've driven around that last curve," pointing
co what appeared co be an opening on the terminal ridge of the
peakless mountain.
We cook one last look at the forbidding, but profoundly
attractive, ragged panorama before us; then, turning our backs co
its disconcerting lure, re-entered the car and proceeded with great
11 8
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anticipation and anxiety toward the opening in the mountainside,
though no t kn owing what to expect to find on the ocher side of
the ridge. Reaching our destinatio n, we mad e the last u-turn and
I spo ntaneo usly braked . T he vista was astonishing, anoth er
d efamiliarizing bo rder crossing. Down below, perhaps three o r
four hundred meters deep, a vase fertile oval-shaped plain, maybe
two kil o mete rs lo ng a nd half a kilo meter wide, surrounded
protectively by the craggy ridge of th e m o untain, spread o u t
before us like a gigantic green carpet interfused with yellow and
red fl owers. In vario us areas of the plai n, we saw, in miniature,
several shepherds, staffs in hand, tendin g their fl ocks of grazing
sheep and goats, and at each end of the lush plain, low ro und
hues made of scone piled on scone, which seemed to serve the
shep herds as sleeping quarters. T he contrast between the aweinspi ring scene to which we had been bearing witness fo r the last
ho ur and a half (it cook chat lo ng to drive u p the mountai n) and
chis o ne, which its faca de concealed from view, was at first
startling. Despite my better judgment, I couldn't, at that stunning
m om ent, resist recalling the most memorable movie of my
adolescence, Lost H orizon, which scarred Ro nald Colem an and
Louise Rainer, particularly chat wonderfully contrasting scene
when the weather-battered remnant led by Coleman, after the
ai rpl an e carrying them o ut of che political m aelstrom in C hina
has crashed so mewhere in the relentl essly ferocio us Himalayas,
discovers Shangri-l a, the Utopia, where human s never grow old
as long as they rem ai n witl1in its protective precincts. What at
first, in the process of our ascent of Psilorici, seemed co me a
yawnin g can nibalistic mo uth, now, at the end, underwe nt a
marvelous change into some rich, strange, and welcoming valley.
I looked at Joanna, and saw that she had been looking at me with
chat mysteriously knowing Minoan smile.
When the spell was broken, I drove slowly down the winding
d ecline, and then, fo llowing Joanna's directions, to the east end
of the plain and parked alongside o ne of th e stone huts, which,
Joanna informed us, was called a mandhra. T his, she said, was
not o nly her shepherd cousins' sleeping quarters, but also where
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they made the famous C retan goat cheese called misithra. One
of the shepherds, who was tending a flock of sheep not far from
the mandhra, had seen our maroon French station wagon drive
into the bowl, and, curious co learn who fro m th e o utside wo rld
had d ared co invad e their space, began co walk cowards us. A
young man , between 30 and 35 years old, he sported the handlebar
mustache th at seemed to be the obligatory fea ture of the C retan
peasantry and was wearing brown riding pants, black knee-high
boors, a black vest ove r a rough-textured white blouse, and a
black head-band with the tassels dangling, like small so undless
bells, from his fore head . H e exuded the aura of what I could
have called the heroic, but it was a heroism indissolubly associated
with the force of the barbaric, which is the paradoxical definition
I would give co the utterly untranslatable Greek word "pafikari,"
which G reeks always use co refer co exuberant and fearless young
men. Suddenly, he recognized Joanna and, registering surprise,
cam e running co greet her and to discover what had brought her
up here ''pera ap' ton cosmon" (beyo nd the world) so unexpectedly.
As they were talking animatedly, I was struck by his resemblance
co Joanna, buc also to the lithe young men in the Minoan frescoes:
their long shining b lack ha ir, lo ng delicate noses, supple athleti c
bodies, narrow waists, and, not lease, their dark and intensely
fl ashing almo nd-shaped eyes. T his resemblance may have been
wishful thinking, reflecting my perhaps illegitimate rejection of
the prevailing theory that the highly developed Minoans were
rendered extinct by one fo rm of cataclysm o r another. Not unlike
the prejudice which radically distinguishes ancient from modern
Greeks, chi preference for t he exotic ancient had allowed- or,
rather, compelled- H enry Miller, for exampl e, co measure and
highlight che exquisite cultural refin ement and joyous grace of
the Minoans he "encountered" at Knossos by invoking the sharply
contrasting culcural squalor and vulgari ty of che modern C retan
villagers, summed up in the western, particula rly American,
stereotype of the contemporary G reek male: " Walking back co
meet the bus [chat would take him from Knossos co H era.kl io n]
I stopped at a little village co get a drink. The contrast between
120
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past and present was tremendous. The men who gathered around
me cook on the appearance of uncouth savages. T hey were friendly
and hospitable, extraordinarily so , bur by comparison with rhe
Minoans they were like neglected do mesticated animals. . .. As I
sipped my glass of water, which had a strange caste, I listened co
one o f these glo rifi ed baboo ns reminisce about che glo rio us days
he spent in H erkim er N ew Yo rk. "
Wishful chinking o r nor, the uncanny resemblance between
these young contempo rary C retans and the Minoans depicted in
che frescoes made a strong impressio n on me, and it d eepened
rather than diminished as the day wo re o n. In putting it chis way,
I do no t wane co suggest char I was inadve rtently backing into a
racist position o n the questi on of the origins of the C retan people
and their culture. No m o re than in m y speculations abo ut the
natio nal identi ty of the modern G reeks, I was nor affirmin g the
unbroken biological continui ty o f the C retans. In registering chis
resemblan ce at the time, I was mindful of the cultural significance
o f che C retan Kazantzakis's proud affirmatio n char his ancestors
on his father's side were Arab. What I was intuiting, in o pposition
co the conventional view of the origins and "end" of the Minoans
(which is racist), was no r only chat certai n physical features of che
M inoans survived in and dominated the mixed bodily makeup
of the mod ern C retans. le was also, and mo re impo rtant, char
certain cultural traits, no r lease chose paradoxical physical a nd
verbal gestures char, from one perspective, seems ILke unnacuralaeschecic, even effete-refinement, bur, from another, a monstrous
natural ferocity, survived in and dominated the adulterated cul rural
identi ty o f the mod ern C retans. And, I tho ught, these ph ys ical
and cultur_al characteristi cs endured , d espite the C retans' long,
violent, and corrosive histo ry o f co nquest and piratical plunde r
by their M editerranean neighbo rs -D oria.ns, M ycenaeans, Arabs,
Turks, Venetian s, German s -because o f their abiding and fi erce
will co be free.
After this reunion, Ioanna, now glowing, introduced us co
her handsome co usin . She cold him in G reek char I was an
American, one of her teachers at the U niversity of Athens, whose
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parents had emigrated to the U nited Scates fro m T hessaly, and
chat I was bearing witness to (martirevz) the military dictatorship's
devas tati o n o f G reece and co Ameri ca's co mpli city in chat
destructive process. Interrupting Joanna, her cousin, whose name,
regretfully, I have forgotte n, took hold o f my hand and, smiling
approvingly, squeezed it firml y, and told her to cell me th at the
rule of the military jw1ta was as brutal as the Turkish occupation"Afti oi sintagmatarhi einai fovira skilia" (Those colonels are
ferocious dogs)-and chat the world outside of G reece needed
to know abo ut it. She co ld him that we had driven up to the
summit of Psilo riti because she wan ted co bring us to the womb
of Crete, the womb chat gave birch to Elias; that only up here in
the sacred place of the beginning, and not where the tourist buses
go, would we be able to learn no t onl y the secret o f Knossos, but
the mean ing o f C rete and G reece itself, in ocher wo rds, the
m eanin g of "eleftheria" (freed o m ). H er cousin no dded in
agreem ent, and as he was ruffiin g my son's lo ng black ha ir w ith
o ne hand and po inting th e shepherd 's crook he was holding in
the o cher in th e directio n of the ridge opposite to where we were
a in a G reek dialect chat was far mo re
standin g, he told Joann
C retan th an her's- he could neither understand nor speak
English- to make sure she showed us the cave where Rhea saved
Zeus fro m his murdero us fa ther, C hronos. H e then excused
himsel f, saying chat he had co gee back to his fl ock, but would
return lacer. Ioann a told him chat we had b rought food and wine
w ith us in the hope chat he and his b rother would join us befo re
our descent. H e replied th at it was a splendid idea, and strode

off.

About an hour lacer, after we had meandered through the lush
green pasturel and to the ocher end o f the bowl, all the time
listenin g to th e faint mes merizing contrapuntal tinkle of the
many-s ized goat bells and breaching the intoxicating chin air at
the top o f the wo rld, loann a, her staff in hand, suggested chat it
was time to make our pilgrimage to the cave where C retan-and
G reek- history began. Before beginning, we refreshed ourselves
at a watering trough fed by a mountain spring at the botto m of
122
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the crags of the ridge across the way from the mandhra. To me,
partly under the spell ofloanna's oracular presence-and following
the compelling example of the children, who, almost naturally,
would often enact the myth associated with the particular place
we visited in Greece-our drinking from the ice cold waters
pouring out of the ancient mountain's ribs into the containing
basin was like the ritual purification of a pilgrim drinking from
the Castalian Spring at the foot of Delphi in the Parnassus range
before mounting the sacred way and entering the sanctuary of
the Pythian oracle of Apollo. With Ioanna in the lead, a bouquet
of wild flowers she had picked in her hand, and me bringing up
the rear of the procession, we began the ascent up the rocky slope
of the ridge to the cave.
As we climbed, loanna told us that Cretans dispute the place
of Zeus's birth. Those who live in the villages surrounding the
Diktian mountain range (Lassithiotika) in the east claim he was
born in one of the caves of chat range, but those who live in the
villages surrounding the Idean range (Psiloritt) insist he was born
in the cave we were about to visit. She also added laconically chat
he could not possibly have been born in the Diktian range, because
it was in the east, and Zeus was the god who determined what
was East (anatoli) and what was West (dhitikos), morning and
evening (proi kai espera), youth and old age (neotis kai gerontia),
birth and death fghenesis kai thanatos). In response, I asked her if
that interpretation didn't make it sound as if Zeus was similar to
the God of Christianity rather than a pagan god. Before she could
answer, a piercing whist.le came echoing from the plain below to
interrupt our conversation . Turning, we saw two shepherds, the
one we had been talking with and another, similarly dressed in
the native manner, who turned out to be his younger brother,
walking hurriedly towards us across the plain. When they arrived,
the cousin we had met introduced us to the other, and told Ioanna
that they had decided to accompany us to the cave where Zeus
was born.
Ten minutes later, after a strenuous climb through rock and
prickly scrub and some unidentified Cretan flora that defied the
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scone out of which they seem ed co grow, we arrived at the huge
gaping mouth of a cave chat seemed co lead downward into the
earth's d ark bowels.
We stopped for a while co rest. T hen Ioanna turned co her
cousins and cold chem co lead the way. Following chem , we entered
and began o ur descent into the reddish throat in silence, o ur
footsteps echoing all around us as if, I imagined , they were che
muffled bellowing o f the wounded Minotaur. About fifty meters
fro m the mo uth, che dimming light turned into darkness. The
shepherds reached into their pane pockets and pulled out several
candles which they lie and handed co all of us. T he dancing
shadows thrown by che fli ckering candleli ght against the broken
contours of che wal ls, enhanced by che reverberatio n of o ur
movements, disintegrated the world illumined by the light of
day. We seemed co be entering ano ther, forgotten, primeval time
and reality, the vestiges of which we recognize only in our dreams.
I remembered Plato's allegory of the cave. Bue unlike Plato, I did
not identify che mo nstrous fli ckering shadows with the unreal,
"sepulchral" world, as he puts it in The Republic, into which
mankind had fal len from the ete rnal reality of che transcendent
realm of pure forms. To me, now deeply immersed in the sto ry
of C rete, the shadows were symbo lic of the inescapable reality of
mankind's o rigi nal, finite conditio n prior co its racionalizacio no r, beccer, co civilization- of being, the dreadful realm of the
uncanny, where men and women are never at ho me, bur also
where that primal estran gement becomes the conditio n for the
possibility of creative freedom. And then, in an associative leap
that, by this time, our sojourns in G reece had m ade virtually
inevitable, Persephone's abduction by Hades into the underworld
• Suddenly, the older brother exclaimed , "Ekei!" (There!),
pointing his gnarled shepherd's crook in the direction of a corridor
of the cave chat turned sharply to the right, "Ekei genithikai o
Zevs!" (That's where Zeus was bo rn!) In the dim light, we made
out a sort of niche in the ragged wall of the cave, the shelf of
which seemed co have been chiseled into the shape of an infant's
body. We all stood the re in the silence of awe. To me, it was an
124
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encounter with what I can only call the temporal sublime, a
movement that enlarged time's ho riwns beyond my mind's abili ty
to contain it, accompanied by the diminution of my sense of self
to the po int where it seemed no lo nger to exist . I had had
intimations of this awesome sense of time from the moment I
stepped on G reek soil. In fact, I had felt its dislocating force
d eeply a couple of months earlier when we entered the cave on
the island of Paros, where the ancients quarried the famous Parian
ma rble, examples of wh ich I had seen in the small museum at
E pidau rus, that, it was claimed, unlike the marble quarried on
the slope of Mount Penteli near Athens, was diaphanous. T he
intimations of this temporal sublime were so dislocati ng that I
was co mp elled by th e experi en ce eve ntually ro write two
antiphonal poems about the unnamable ambiguity it precipitated.
T he first one, "Paros I, Spring 1970 ," affi rms it against Plato:
H ad Plato,
who preferred
golden circles
to poetry
in that time,
really known
chat Parian marble
was won
by candlelight,
he might have
understood
the dark ravings
of his prodigal teacher
and we angels known
this great-thighed earth.
T he second, "Paros II, Spring 1970," answers this affi rmation:
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It's easy, my friend,
to scorn his longing
for angelic embraces
but loo k under
the embroidered fin ery
into that proliferating ditch
then lie down
with her stinking body
in your golden arms.
T hey quarried the marble
by candJelight
and it shown di aphanous
in the blazing sun.
H ere, however, in the bowels of Psilo riti, as the fli ckering
candles we were holding before us ignited the ancient labyrinthine
past in ro aweso mely present life, I cam e no t o nly ro accept the
absence of a principle o f presence- a center- in being and the
al ienatio n from civilizatio n as we know it that this absence entails,
but also to affi rm its positive potentialities, not least the absolute,
whi ch is ro say, terrible, freed om they enable.
As I was meditating o n these matters in the volati le darkness
of the cave, Ioanna asked the older brother to narrate the story
aSS<?ciated with the sacred place to which he was pointing for
th eir foreign guests (oi xenoi mas), telling him that she would
translate his G reek words into E nglish. At first, he d emurred ,
• saying that she was the educated one in the fami ly and thus knew
the story fa r better than he did. But in the end, after she had
convinced him that his inhabitation o f the summit o f Psiloriti
m ad e him a m o re trustworthy authority than mere boo ks
conferred on her, Joanna prevailed. I cannot, of course, remember
exactly what this young C retan shepherd cold us about Zeus that
Published
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unforgettable afternoon in the Zeus's cave. But I do remember
vividly the occasion, the gist of the story, and, not lease, the time
fram e in which it was narrated, all of which Ioanna, knowingly,
made every effort co preserve in her translation.

We-by which I m ean in chis case not only I, Peggy, and
Ioanna, but also the children, Maria, Stephania and Aristideslistened co this uneducated, simple shepherd's tale in silent rapture,
as ifhe were an ancient bard, a T hal es or a Homer, recalling first
things co an audience who inhabited a lacer banalized world. And
when he had fini shed , and the echoing of his lase words were
finally absorbed by the d ark interior, a resonant silence fell over
us. le spoke co me about familiar elemental things, but, as before
at Knossos, it was in a foreign tongue which, like the Minoan
scripts called Linear A and Linear B, I could not translate in the
sophis ti ca ted la ng uage I h ad at m y di sposal. As I was
contemplating what I cook co be this impasse, Ioan na turn ed
away from the cave wall she had been scaring at and, ho lding the
candle with both hands before her, said co us half seriously and
half in jest, "T here! T he oracle has spoken." W e all turned our
gaze cowards her and laughed, but my laughter was defensive. In
that silent dark, fli ckering with spectral shadows, Ioanna and her
shepherd co usin underwent a metamorphosis befo re my eyes.
For a n instant she beca m e Rh ea-or was it D e m eter o r
Persephone?-in che form of the bare-breasted Minoan goddess
holding snakes in both her upraised hands, and he, her pries t.
As we were ascending out of the dark belly of the cave into
the bright light of day, the sto ry we had heard echo ing in my
head and feeling somehow "chosen," I couldn't help recalling for
a second time Father Mapple's version of the Biblical story of
Jonah and the whale, which H erman Melville turns upside down
in Moby-Dick: "'God ca m e upon him in the whale, and
swallowed him down to living gulfs of doom, and with swift
slancings core him along 'into the midst of the seas,' where the
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eddying depths sucked him ten thousand fathoms down, and
'weeds were wrapped about his head ,' and all the watery world of
woe bowled over him. Yee even then, God heard the engulphed,
repenting prophet when he cried. Then God spake unto the fish;
and from che shuddering cold and blackness of ch~ sea, the whale
ca me breechin g up cowards che warm and pleasant sun, and all
th e delights of air and earth; and 'vomited out Jonah upo n the
dry land;' when the word of the Lord came a second time; and
J onah, bruised and beaten-his ears, like two sea-shells, still
multitudinously murmuring of the ocean-Jonah did the
Almighty's bidding. And what was chat, shipmates? To preach
the Truth co the face of Falsehood! T hat was ic!"'
When we had climbed co the mouth of the cave, Ioanna's
cousi ns cold us that they had co return co their flock, but hoped
chat we would rem ain on the mountain until lacer in the d ay
when they could come back co the mandhra co visit with us
until it was time co d escend. We thanked them warmly and
replied that we did intend co explore the summit of Psilorici a
while longer and then, before departing, to have a picnic, co which
we in viced chem. About two hours lacer, after we had circled the
bowl on foot-it was now aro und four or fi ve in the afternoonwe return ed ro the mandhra co prepare a country-style supper.
We laid two colorful C retan woolen blankets we had bought in
a village near Aghia Triada o n the lush green grass, brought o ut
th e picnic basket brimming with peasant bread, sausages, cold
cues, feta cheese, cucumbers, lettuce, to matoes, and the yellow
melons G reeks call piponi, and sent the children to bring back
the seve ral bottles of homemad e C retan wine and soft drinks,
•
which, o n o ur arrival, we had submerged in the watering trough
o n the far side of th e mandhra co cool. Shortly after, the two
cousins returned co partake of the festive co mmunal meal. To
di e fare we had brought, the shepherds contributed the fresh and
exquisitely delicious anthotiro th ey were then making. T his, the
younger brother noted with pride, was the goat cheese th e
guardian shepherds fed the young stripling Zeus " in chat time"
(s'afton ton kairon).
H ARPUR
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After we had seated ourselves cross-legged in a circle around
the square blankets, I poured wine into everyo ne's paper cup,
and, raising mine, proposed a coast, which loanna translated into
G reek, co our hospitable hoses: " May Zeus, the thunderer, guard
his guardians and their beautiful and sacred earth until the end of
time." And th e o lder brother reciprocated in G reek: '"stous
Amerikanoi episkeptis mas, ghia kai hara," and, as he t raced a wide
circle with his outstretched hand ho lding the cup of wine, added ,
"Pothoumai o Zevs na sas harisi haris 'sto onoma tou PsiLoriti" (To
our American guests, health and joy; m ay Zeus grant you grace
in the name o f Psilo rici). I have tho ugh t chat beautiful but
untranslatable ancient G reek word-ha
ver ris--e since, having felt
chat, corning fro m chis particular C retan coaster's mo uth, it was
the grea test o f all possible gifrs.
As we ace and drank, we conversed exuberantly about many
things, t hanks, in part, co the win e and the chin intoxicating air
of chat altitude-and co Ioanna's abilities as a translator. O ur
hoses talked about their lives as shepherds, the C retan earth, the
military di ctato rship, America, and, surprisingly, their poets. We,
in turn , talked abo ut o ur lives as academi cs, the America earth,
American democracy, Am erica's role in G reece and the rest of the
world, Athens, and, mo re specifically, about the Rica PipinopouJou
affai r, which had absorbed so much of o ur time, tho ught, and
energies that year. What filtered through co me in the process of
o ur co nversatio n was no t simpl y a sense o f th ese C reta ns'
contemporaneity-their radical politics, their hatred of the G reek
cally
bent on building,
colonels and the police scare they were fanati
and their disappointment in the United Scates' policies concerning
G reece and Cyprus -but also and simultaneously a sense of their
Ja nus-like an tiqui ty. le was, o n o ne side, t heir fi erce love of the
austere and ungiving C retan ea rth, their reso nant elem ental
language, their unencumbered attunernenc, coo, co an unspoken
"something" d eeper even th an t heir C retan o r G reek na tio nali ty
and O rthodox C hristian reli gion, a "something" chat rendered
the words they spoke and their bodil y gestures primal and poetic.
O n the ocher side, it was a narrowness of horizo n chat manifested
https://orb.binghamton.edu/harpurpalate/vol5/iss1/1
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itself as a ferocious barbarism latent with violence. Both
Kazantzakis's wonderfully live Zorba and the cruel vi llagers who
stone the widow; both the Minoan acrobat and the charging
bull; both man and beast: Minotaur.
After we had drunk several glasses of wine and the vestiges of
the inhibiting distance between two entirely different ways of
life had melted away, th e younger brother, who had said very
little thus far, spontaneously began to sing a beautiful Cretan
fo lk so ng about his village, Anoghia-something having to do
with its resistance to the Turkish occupation. Ioanna and his older
brother joined in, and soon the three were dancing in a circle,
their arms on each other's shoulders and their feet tracing an
intricate pattern of forward and backward movement, which, it
seem ed to m e, was ve ry different from-som ehow more
sophisticated and elegan t than-the simple patterns of the various
dances of th e mcUnland, ar lease those, like rhe tsamiko and the
sirto, with which I was familiar. Eventuall y, the d ancers invited
us ro join their airy circular chain. We were reluctant at first, bur
after studying the co mplex steps intently for a whi le, we-the
xenoi-rashly succumbed to the temptation to levitate with o ur
C retan hoses. The conseq uence, however, was far different from
our hope. Our self-conscious, arhythmic stumbling, which held
up the forward motion of the chain, reintroduced th e gravity
which their bodies seemed to defy. Bue our American ungainliness,
certainly the result of our al ienation from the earth and the sky,
fire and water-the very elements invoked by most demotic C retan
songs-was nor entirely disastrous, since it was received by our
hoses with amused d elight.
T hese good spirits and the laughter reverberating across the
' green plain must have been contagious, since ir wasn't long before
several other shepherds, quire young and quire o ld, having heard
the co mmotion we were making in our corner of rhe bowl- no
doubt unusual on rhe remote reaches of Psiloriti-came to
participate in these pastoral festivities. They sang about love and
life and death, about exile from the homeland (the xeniti.a), about
the Turkish occupation, about their mountains, their flowers,
HARPUR P AL.ATE
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their animals, and their birds. Having seen and admired the fresco
of the partridges fro m what Arthur Evans, no do ubt mistakenly,
called the "caravanserai" (a rest house with baths) at Knossos, I
was especially struck by the repeated references in their songs to
the partridge (perdika), which invariably was a metapho r for both
the sought-after, hard to domesti cate, or deeply loved girl (kore),
and, especially in the mirologhia (the songs of lamentation over
the dead), the soul chat had departed from the dead body. D espite
my awareness of the unlikeliness of chis identification, I couldn't
help feeling that these M inoan partridges were the ancestors of
the ubiqui to us partridges in th e folk songs the C retan shepherds
were singing, an other instan ce, to me, of the uncanny continui ty
between the M inoans and the modern C retans.

Ac a certain po int in the festivities o n Psilo rici, o ne of the
newcomers, a midd le-aged man whose darkly bronzed weatherbeaten, bea rded face and burley body made him look mo re like
the M inota ur than a man, began, to o ur am azement, to sing the
Erotocritos, the beauti ful long dramatic poe m in fifteen syllable
couplets abo ut the love affai r between Erotocri tos and Arechusa,
which the seventeenth-century C retan poet, Vincento Cournaros
modeled o n the sto ry of Ro meo and Juliet. I kn ew of this poem
only from che numero us portraits of the two lovers by the great
itinerant G reek primiti ve pai ncer T heophilos. (Noc incidental ly,
the partridge is also a prominent mo tif in his pai ntings.) But we
were even mo re am azed when one after another of chis m otley
company picked up the verses where the previous singer left off
until they had gotten through a large po rtio n of this poem. Where
in the U nited States, I tho ught, or in Eu rope fo r that matter, was
this fusion of fo lk, song, and space, this elemental communal
co mportment towards the earth and its rhythms any lo nger
possible? Even in rural G reece, as I had co me to realize earlier in
the spring, when we had accompanied my mother on her first
visit to her native village since her childhood, the kind of
https://orb.binghamton.edu/harpurpalate/vol5/iss1/1
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familiarity with the music and poetry of one's hom e region co
which we were privileged co bear witness that afternoon was
gradually but discinccly fading from che people's memory in the
face of official Greece's rush co become modernized.
T hey drank C retan wine, they cold C retan stories, they sang
C retan songs, they danced C retan dances, a nd we foreigners,
unequivocally welcomed, joined chem there at che summit of
che Cretan world in the neighborhood of the birth of the protean
Zeus and the labyrinthine Olympian dispensation. le was, for us,
certainly an example of the fiLoxenia chat came so naturally co the
C retans, but co put it chat way is not adequate, at lease for me.
What I was experiencing that afternoon was more than something
natu ral; it was a natural event that transformed itself into the
mythical. Or, co cry co be more precise, it was an experi ence in
which the self's awareness of its ultimate alienation from being
and chus its compulsio n co bend the primal errancy of being to
its own will grad ually metamo rphosed into an awareness that
the self's alienation from being is precisely what constitutes its
oneness with being. Once again, though now in a more intense
way than before, we had magically become a comm uni ty of
olicudes singing and dancing around the edge of the abyss:
Keeping time,
Keeping the rhythm in the d ancing
As in th eir living in the living seasons
T he time of the seaso ns and the co nstellations
The time of milking and the time of harvest
The time of the co upling of man and woman
, And that of bea cs. Feet rising and falling.
Eating and drinking. Dung and death.
What mo re could tourists ask for? Bue when the sun bega n co
fal l cowards t he west, a nd we realized chat, like it or not, it was
time for us co descend to th e lower world, we were given
something mo re. As we were clearing away the rem ains of our
communal supper and packing them into the back of the Peugeot,
132
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the older brother began to recite what we cook to be a poem
until we realized chat what he was "reciting" was about us and
our visit to Psiloriti and therefore, chat he was improvising. It
was in fact a mantinadha, the fifteen syllable rhymed couplet
basic co traditional Cretan prosody, whether of the communally
composed folk songs we heard that afternoon or the consciously
composed Erotokritos, that, I had been cold back in Athens, Cretans
were famous for making up spontaneously. As soon as he had
finished his verse, the younger brother responded by offering
another that continued the inaugural motif. And this antiphonal
improvisation went on until virtually everyone of the shepherds
had made one up.
U nfortunately, I can't recall any of the verses they improvised
chat extraordinary afternoon. They all had to do with the honor
these lowly shepherds felt and the great pleasure they and the
mountain Psiloriti cook from our visit, the desolation they wouJd
feel at our departure, and the anticipation of our redemptive return
in some future time. And chis in a simple and unselfconscious
lan guage that reflected the vast scope and depth of time with
which the natural surroundings, the historical context, the talk,
and the conditions of che occasion resonated. Which is to say, it
was a language that endowed chis event with an unforgettable
mythic aura. eedJess co say, we were both astounded and thriUed
by this utterly unexpected gesture chat made us feel as if we, like
che shepherds and their sheep and goats, were organic and larger
than life pares of chis astonishing mountain. I remember now,
even after the lapse of thirty yea rs, turning co Ioanna, looking
into her amused eyes, and aying, "N ow I understand what you
meant when you cold me this morning chat Psiloriti was a sacred
. ,,
mounta.111 .
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WHAT W E KEEP

Sean Thomas Dougherty

G ray-blue rain fa r from your fingers tap tapping the letters of
your name. In the blue hills above the graveyard we found at the
edge of the woods, th e firefli es we chased through the trees,
drinking rum- were we singing or laughing when we fell soaked
into the shadows o f the grass? T he chair in the corner o f the bar
in Budapest, Pinsburgh, Kalamazoo-in the old cities in the old
places where we leaned against the wall, in the smoky haze o f bar
smoke and breath, in the roo ms at the top of the twisting stairs
where we slept and fucked in the lullaby of the radi ator's hiss.
What we keep is small change in a child 's palm. Wh at we keep is
o ur tongues clucked in our cheeks. I sip glasses of ha rsh gold,
mash my teeth, my hand reaching for th at dress you wo re, like a
fac tory girl on a Friday after she's quit o n the last d ay of summ er.
What keeps us from worms is this tough, rough-handed kiss. To
swing against slag, the purple hills o f mid-autumn o utside the
city of bridges and blue sun, the distant tintinnabulation of church
bells, blur of twilight, candles lit by widows in the windows of
o ld fa rm ho uses. Falling into the full grapevines along the lake,
the fields our hands furrowed . In the cluttered cupboards where
we keep what comes. Someo ne turns out the kitchen light, walks
th ro ugh th e roo ms we o nce rented, walks away fro m the
unraveling rai n. T he dime-thin dust o n the windowsills where
with fin gers we traced o ur names.
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TRYI NG TO

MAKE A L ONG

MATT ZAMBITO

STORY SHO RT

M att Zambito

Ee cetera, forever. Then a hullabaloo, a whoosh!

into your single cell, & a cleaving, an exponential
reaching of a neck & hands, of eyes & a mind fresh
as a honeyd ew, wee music, a wail, a name. Suck milk

& shit leftovers every-when. Words arri ve co a tongue,

unpack suitcases slowly. T hirteen years picking up fear.
C hurch here & there. C heck the time. T he zoo, city, one
lovely explosion of the hea rt after ano ther. Cash, cras h, beer,
blah, blah somethin g, & blah. Too much o f the cube. Lubed sex.
A recurring dream o f raspberries. Find th e one & other. Floss mo re.
Gee mugged fo r coo many fo rty hours & gee a new job. Finally examine
the blah. Pray co stay sa ne. Buy a hom e, save fo r later. Ancibio cics galo re
almost fa il o nce, twice. Kidney sco nes, retire, inspi re grandkids. Pa in killers
in bed . Maybe a lase chance co choose-one way o r anoth er -which fo rever,
etc.
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D AY AT C ONEY ISLAND,

Sean Prentiss

1999

T he wooden roller coaster serpents
and shudders in lace morning.
T he old cracks rattle Bones
and m e until our necks and backs kink.
She kneads my muscles loose,
and still I kn ow
I shouldn't be in love
with the Cyclone or her for the pains
they've caused over the years.
Bue they're the oldest:
T he Cyclone began in '27.
Bones and I first fell
in love in ' 89.
We seep over diapers
and food cartons
co enter the mid-d ay sale water
of her home, where the Ease bleeds
into Lower New Yo rk Bay.
We join throngs oflovers
bathing in polluted
waters. Bones Aoacs
on her back
as my hand steadi es
frqm underneath. H er small breasts
and bent knees femur
slight above the waves.
Kosher hoc dog vend ors
ca mp o n th e boa rdwalk.
I pay $2.7 5. T he white-ca pped
cook congs o ne from the grill and hands
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A D AY AT CONEY I

LANO,

1999

it to Bo nes. She lathers
her side in ketchup
mine in spicy mustard.
Dinner. She holds the meal
and we takes bites from either end.
Above ground, the F-Train journeys
from Stillwell Ave. to her Park Slo pe brownstone.
We shudder past nighttime
fields of G reenwood Cem etery.
Wi th cigarette-stained fingertips, Bo nes
draws co nstellatio ns across
rows of m arbl e.
I rest my head
o n her slender shoulder
and inhale coaster exhaust,
knishes, sesame seeds, and ho tdogs
all scented with sea.
As the car rattl es
me to sleep, fro m her neck
I to ngue the day.
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SHARON M OLLERUS

W AlTI NG IN T H E W AlTI NG R OOM

Sharon Mollerus

T hey walked in while I was readin g a six-month
old copy o f People. Somebody has anorexia;
a 3 5-year-old pop scar marri ed again . No one
subscribes; we just read the m angled copies in
waiting rooms, the staples falling out, pages
ripped; it makes us feel better. There's a
cheery gas fire o n with fake logs, and the decor is
pasceled winter scenes hanging from papered wal ls.
She was an old wom an shore of breach, but
not coo hampered in the volume o f her voice.
"I w ish I could just di e and gee it over with," she
yelled. H er nice neighbo r brought her in, a lady
with an eno rmous purse who can't be any younger.
"H ow lo ng you been feeling this way?" the triage
nurse asks. "For years." She's been caking nitroglycerin for her hea rt; her fri ends share it. "Bue it's
expired," she's cold. "Yo u can cell when it doesn't
tingle anymo re under your tongue. W ho's your
d octo r?" "D octo rs kill you," she said . "That's why
I do n't have o ne. T hey stuck a needle in my mo ther,
and she di ed right th en. I saw it all." She gives over
her hand co have her pulse taken.
T he o ld guy in the bright blue vest at the volunteer
d esk shrugs. His shoulders are hunched as he
slowly gets up and circles the roo m , turnin g o n
the lights. It's stormin g outside, long wires of
lightning, hard cracks of thunder, brought down
like a hammer o n cement. All the flower a rrangements
are in silk; the drooping scar-like white flowers fall
over the receptio n desk.
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I wait for my son to finish his visit, then I'll wheel
him to the car. At his house I'll help him into
the hospital bed that's set up in their living room.
I'll stay until his wife comes home from work
and back from picking up their little girl from
daycare; the child's too young to understand that
her father, on the other hand, doesn't want to die.
I hand the old magazine off co che old woman's
nice neighbor.
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J O HN H EN RY'S H EADLAMP

Josh Weil
An excerpt from the novel Swimming Season
When I cry to recall my father in chose years before I turned
nine, I mainly see him leaving and returning. As far back as I can
remember, he went on business trips-Philadelphia, Baltimore,
sometimes all the way out to Minneapolis or even C hicago. H e
wouldn't cell me he was going until he was already at the door
holding his carry-on bag and alligator skin briefcase, but I'd know
as soon he sac down to breakfast.
From rhe top of the stairs that led to my bedroom, I'd crouch
behind the dieffenbachia plane's broad leaves and watch him. A
paper napkin tucked in his collar to protect his tie, he would
absently scrape a teaspoon inside the shell of a soft boiled egg
while he read che Eagle. Mom would sic next to him, her face
already made up despite her bathrobe and slippers, tracing her
fin gers over the veins o n the back of his hand. When he finished
earin g, he would rise, walk behind Mom, and lee his hands drift
from her shoulders down the whole length of her arms until his
fingers had enveloped hers. He'd kiss the nape of her neck. She'd
close her eyes. When she stood, Dad wouJd wrap his arms around
her waist and rest his chin on the cop of her head, and they would
gaze together out at the grey slate patio and che red begonias in
wee, dark soil, the oriental maple with its burgundy leaves almost
sci! I.
• T hen I'd hear the car moaning up the driveway, and whoever
was picking D ad up would honk a couple times. Dad would
uncouch his chest from Mom's back and walk to the front door,
shoes clacking away the quiet. T hat was my cue. I'd hurl myself
down the stai rs and land in his hug.
H e was never gone for more than a couple days, but he always
returned with che fanfare of a homecoming, as if he'd been
140
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caravanning across the Sahara instead o f just fi ghting traffic in
Trenton. And he always brought me gifts, o ld- looking things he
claimed had belo nged co fa mous men: Billy the Kid's boots, AJ
Capone's wristwatch, the nose-ring fro m Paul Bunyan's ox.
When he left Schipler Architects co make a go o f it o n his
own, it didn't mean much co m e except chat he cook mo re
business trips. Bue it was wo rse for Mom. H e scarred go ing on
weekends, and, before long, he was leaving almost every o cher
Friday. I'd come ho me o n the bus, and M o m would be wai ting
fo r me by the mailboxes, crying coo hard co look happy, talking
in a high, excited vo ice chat wasn't quite hers. She'd cake my
hand as we walked up the driveway, and, if she was already missing
him badl y eno ugh, she'd swing our arm s as if crying co work up
enough momentum co skip. T hose weekends were the o nly times
she lee me caste wine. She'd pour herself a glass at dinner and give
me sips. Afterwards, we'd push the coffee cable aside in the living
room, draw the curtains open over D ad 's picture wind ow, turn
the fl oodligh ts on. She'd pu t o n a fo lk music record-Serbian ,
Turkish, Israeli- cake my hands, her fin ge rs still damp fro m the
dishwater, and spin me around the roo m, teaching me the seeps.
Everyo ne muse have a fault line in th eir childhood , a year or
summer o r mo ment when face reaches into a pathless landscape
and nudges chem in a directio n for the first time. For me, it was
a T hursday night wh en I was nine. T he lase time D ad had co me
home he'd brought me John H enry's headlamp, and I was outside,
creeping around with ic scrapped co my head , an arrow no tched
in the sering of my bow, crying co find roads so I could shoot
chem. When I heard my parents yelling, I clicked off the lamp.
T he light fro m their bedroom window felt like high beams o n
me. I cro uched down, wishing I hadn't bee n sneaking around in
the woods. I wouldn't have heard chem ; they wouldn't have
been fighting. T heir vo ices were compressed into shards as they
came through the window.
"I run a business. Sweetheart. Lilly. What do you wane? Me
co go back co the-"

"No.»
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"They wouldn't cake me."
"I don't want you to go back to the fucking firm."

"Lil."

"I wane you co stop going on chose trips."
''I've always had to go on trips. How am I going to run a-"
"Who does business on the weekend? All che time on the
weekend, Harold? Who?"
"My clients."
"What do they do chat I can't?"
For a moment, Dad didn't answer. Then he said, "Who?"
"Oh, fuck you."
"I don't know who you're talking about."
"Fuck you, Harold."
They were quiet. My legs hurt from crouching but I didn't
wane to move. le seemed like if I broke the silence I might stare
chem again.
When Dad spoke, he sounded as ifhe were going co cry. "Jesus,"
he said. "Jesus, you're the most perfect woman I've ever known."
I don't know what passed between them above my head and
behind chat wall, but when Mom finally said, "Tell me," she
sounded almost sick with fear. 'Tell me chis once the whole
goddamn truth."
"Lilly," Dad's voice was just breach. 'Tm nor."
"We'll gee through ic," she said.
"L'U
I y ... "
"Tell me the-"
"I am not cheating on you, Lilly. I am doing business. Making
a go of this. On my own. You know I'm .. . you know I've never
been the little guy. But I am now. And I have to go co the clients.
They won't come to me. I have to. Do you see that? Lilly? The
•
one thing I can do that the Schipler Brothers won't do is go there
and meet chem whenever and wherever they want. And
sometimes- sometimes that means weekends. Okay? Lil?"
In the silence chat followed, I tried not to breathe.
"What do I have to say here?" Dad's voice was so low I could
hardly hear it. "What do you want me to do?"
142
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Mom's voice wasn't franti c; it wasn't even angry; it was strong.
"I want you co cake Seth with you," she said.

Dad's Cadil lac was cream-colored, sparked with glinting
chrome. The seats were real leather and the steering wheel was
wrapped in the scuff; the whole car smelled of it. When we'd gee
in, Dad would slip on his driving gloves and ease his sungl asses
over his eyes as if they were an F- 16 pilot's helmet. He'd scare
flicki ng imagi nary switches on the sun-visor. "Firing engine
number o ne," h e'd say. I'd make the engine firing noise. We'd
hold our hands co our m o uths and say "C leared for cake-off" or
"Lee's rip" or "Roger that" before givi ng Mom the thumbs-up
signal through the windshield and rocketing off down the
dri veway.
On that first crip our, Dad pulled into an auto score's lot
befo re we had gone even cwency minutes. H e parked by a wall of
stacked tires, left me sitting in the ca r, a nd ran into the score.
When he came back our, he was grinnin g. H e tossed me a paper
bag and pulled out onto the road agai n . H e'd bought me a pair
ofl eather driving gloves.
"Seth-o," he said , " H ow about you cake the wheel?"
I climbed o n his lap. H e cold me co grab just below his hands,
and I gripped the wheel eight, scari ng straight ahead, my eyes
strained with concentration. Every time a car zipped by, my whole
bod y clenched. Dad eased off the gas a little. I could feel the
muscle in his thigh move und er me. H e spoke like a racecar
announcer, his breath on my cheek, his cologne strong. Gradually,
I relaxed , sank against his chest, and just drove. Everything that
had seemed terrifyingly fast-signs blurring by, oncoming cars,
sudden curves-slowed. We drifted by, almost seemed to glide.
T he next morning, D ad dropped me off at what he called
"the daycare center" but was really just an old Asian lady's house.
I sci II remember the smell of chat place: day-old fish cooked in
oil, a greasiness to the air so strong it seemed to bog down the
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o ld lady's sentences as much as her accent did. As soon as D ad
left, she put her fish-smelling h ands on my shoulders and cold
me I'd have co help her watch the o cher kids. There were four of
chem , no t o ne over six years old. After five ho urs squeezed on a
plastic-covered couch watching TV shows meant for kids half
my age and sucking in greasy fish smell (even the peanut butter
and jelly sandwiches were steeped in it) while the old lady whirred
away on a sewing machine, I hated chat place and I hated her.
T hat aftern oo n, D ad seemed tired when he picked me up.
We went swimming in the ho tel's indoor pool but he just sac o n
the side with his legs dangling, checking his watch when he
thought I was n't looking. Back in the roo m , he asked if I'd be
okay if he went out fo r a couple ho urs, just co see so me friends.
I threw a fie. Eventuall y, he gave in and left me in the roo m while
he went down co th e lobby co make a pho ne call. I remember
wo ndering why he couldn't use th e phone by the bed .
le was pretty much the same o n Sunday, but chat evening
when he picked me up fro m the Asi an lady's he was humming. I
asked him how wo rk had gone. "G reat," he said, "Superbo, great."
H e was grinning a round at everything and I didn't wa ne co ruin
ch at, so I cold him that my day h ad been great coo. O n the way
ho me from Pi ttsburgh, he lee me drive again, but it was night
and scarier with the lights coming at us, and I didn't like it so
much. Plus, he smelled stran ge up close. His hands smelled kind
of ro tten . When we stopped at a diner, I cold him we'd better
was h o ur hands. H e looked at me qui zzically, but he foll owed
me into the bathroom. While we were d rying our fingers under
the ho c air I leaned over and sniffed his and cold him they didn't
stink anymo re. H e jerked his hands away and w iped them hard
o~ his panes. " D o n't you eve r do that again," he said. "Ever."

When I got home fro m school on Mo nday, Mo m was waiting
fo r me at the bo ttom o f the driveway. The kids I was sitting with
laughed at me and shouted that I had co have my M o m walk me
144
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home and one of them asked if she was going co hold my hand
coo. I cold him, "Screw you, penis breach." Bue when I got off
the bus I walked right past Mom and growled, "You always have
co do chat."
She said she just wanted co walk with me a little, chat she'd
missed me all weekend. Red and yellow and brown leaves had
fallen over the driveway, wee and shiny from the rain. I kicked at
chem as we walked.
"How was the trip?" Mom asked after a while.
"Good," I said.
"You had fun ?"
"Sure."
She see med co want co talk and not co wane co talk at the
same time. Finally, she said, "Well, aren't you going co cell me
what you did ?"
"We went co Pittsburgh and stayed at a hotel and watched
chis movie .. ."
"What movie?"
"You wou ldn't have liked it."
"Oh. What else?"
"l don't know. We had C hinese food. "
"Well that's o ne ni ght," she said. She seemed relieved.
"The next day I had co stay at this crappy lady's crappy house
while Dad went co his meeting."
She didn't seem co hear about the crappy lady's place. " Did he
look nice?" she asked. " Did he have his briefcase?"
I looked at her like she was crazy. "Course he had his briefcase."
She was quiet the rest of the way until we were almost at the
house and then she stopped walking. l kept going. After a few
seconds, she called co me. I scopped and turned and said, "What
now, Mom?" but, as soon as I said it, I was sorry. She looked
sca red. She walked quickly up co me and squatted down so she
could look me ri ght in the face . She put her hands o n my
shoulders. T hey were shaking.
"I have co ask you something, Seth," she said. "Okay? le doesn't
mean anything."
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I nodded, as ifl knew what chat was supposed co mean.
She cook a deep breach. "Did you see anything strange, I mean,
did Dad do anything strange, ace strange in any way chat you
noti ced , I mean did it seem like he was really going co chose
meetings?"
All I kn ew was chat nothing had seemed very normal about
the whol e trip at all. I didn't know if he was go ing co chose
meetings; I hadn't even considered until then chat maybe he wasn't.
Standing there on the driveway with her, I almost cold Mom
abo ut the night he'd gotten mad because he couldn't be with his
friends, and th e way he'd gone co the lobby co use che pho ne, and
how D ad had smelled weird in the car after he'd picked me up,
but I could cell chat if I said any o f chat she was going co cry.
"D ad was n't strange," I said. "H e was just D ad ."
"H e didn't go o ut at night witho ut you?"
"No. We goc C hinese food."
"Yo u didn't see any women with him?"
"N o," I said and I was so glad co be able co cell the truth chat
I said, "I didn't see him with an ybody at all the whole rime. H e
just went co wo rk and picked me up and he was tired from work
and said it was a good m eeting and we went out co dinn er and
chen came ho me."
She was smiling at me and she didn't look like she was go ing
co cry anymo re. She cook my hands. "Didn't you have an y fun at
all?"
I felt weird standing there ho lding Mom's hands. "Well, D ad
lee me sic o n his lap and drive." As soo n as I'd said it, I wished I'd
kept my mo uth shut. Bue she just laughed and said, 'That idiot."
She stood up. "Your father's an idiot, Sech, but I love him."
• Lacer chat night, D ad coo k m y driving gloves away. H e said
he and Mom had decided I shouldn't drive. H e smiled. "N o c for
another seven years." I learned right then and there what happened
when I cold M o m about o ur trips.
T har's about how it went for the next three months- maybe
five trips in all. D ad wo uld find so mebody co cake care of me
during the day while he went o ff co meetings and then we'd eat
146
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dinner and come home and watch a movie on the TV at night.
We never went anywhere fun. We never went to Denver or New
Orleans or even Detroit. We just went to Philadelphia and
Baltimore and Trenton-places a couple hours away. But on the
fifth trip, when Dad cold me we were going back to Pittsburgh,
I thought of the crappy Asian lady and the babies and cold him
no way.
"What do you mean, no way?" he said. We were a half-hour
outside of Reading. "We're going co Pittsburgh. I've got meetings
in Piccsburgh."
"I hate chat place."
"What's to hate about Piccsburgh?"
"I hate that Asian lady and her shitty place and all the babies I
have to stay with. I'm way coo old for chat."
We were passing a section of fast food joints and shopping
malls, and I watched the signs zip by agai nst the grey sky. Dad
still didn't say an ything, so I said, "And she's mean ."
"She is?" Dad said .
"She yells al l the tim e. She has to finish her sewing."
"Okay," Dad said . "Nrighc, then." H e turned a sharp right,
and we pulled into a Roy Rogers parking lot. "Lee's get something
co eat."
I wasn't hungry but I got a strawberry milkshake and a large
fries because Dad usually doesn't like fast food and I knew this
was goi ng to be my o nly chance for a while. T he place was mostly
empty, and we sat at a cable by the window. Dad brushed the
crumbs off with a napkin. He looked at me while I ate my fries.
T hen he reached into his and ate one. We watched the traffic go
by o n the highway.
"Tell you what," he said suddenly, "maybe we can work chis
whole thing o ut a little better than we've been doing. What do
you think?"
I thought there were a lot of ways it could be better. "Sure," I
sa.id. T he fries were good .
"You remember how you cold Mom about driving on my
lap?"
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"Yeah," I said.
"And she- and we couldn't do it an ymore?"
"She's afraid I'll gee hurt," I said.
"Sure," D ad said. "O f course she is. Bue it's safe, we know
chat, right?"
I was scarring to chink he was going co lee me drive again .
"Totally," I said .
"Right," he said . "So, che po int is, there are so me things, like
driving the Caddy, that a re perfectl y okay if Mo m doesn't know
about chem but aren't okay if she does. See?"
"Can I drive the Caddy again?" I said.
D ad unwrapped his fish sa ndwich and cook a bite. "M aybe,"
he said.
"Now?"
"Maybe."
"Cool."

"An d maybe you do n't have to stay with Mrs. Tong."
I just ace my fri es and watched D ad and didn't say anything. 1
didn't wane to screw this up.
"T his is che thing," D ad said. "I know yo u're not a baby. I
know you're a mature kid. Heck, you're mo re mature than I am
sometimes." H e was excited abo ut so mething, I co uld cell, and I
was glad because that meant there was a better chance th at chis
plan, w hatever he was thinking, was go ing to stick. "D o you
think," he said, "chat wh en I have to go co my meetings I could
give you some m oney, and lee you out at the mall, o r d owntown
fo r the day-or maybe even some evenings-and we'd arran ge a
meeting place and time and I could just pick you up?"
"Definitely," l said.
"Yo u co uld play at the arcade, see a movie, gee something to
eat, hang o ut. "
"Sure," I said. "Yeah." I could not believe how lucky I was.
M y parents never lee me hang out at the mall o r go to the movies
alone. I'd go ne fro m being baby-sac by that crappy Asian lady to
chis.
"Okay," Dad said. "Okay, then. We'll do chat."
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"O kay," I said.
"But M om can't know abou t it."
"Sure." I had al ready fi gu red that part out.
"I mean it."
"I know, Dad."
''.About any of it." I stopped sucking on the straw o f my
milkshake because Dad 's tone had shifted and he had pu t down
his fish sa ndwi ch . H e was looking righ t at me in the eyes now.
"Seth," he said, 'T m very serio us abo u t this. She has to thin k
th at things are just like they've been up u ntil now. D o you
understand? Because if not, this isn't going to work and we'll just
have to sti ck with things the way they are."
"I won't tell her anything."
''I'm very serio us about this," Dad said. H e watched m e fo r a
second. T hen he nodded as if he had made his mind up. H e
unwrapped his straw and stabbed it thro ugh the lid o n his
milkshake.
"You can tell her about the meetings and the daycare and scuff,"
he said.
"I know," I said. "Just nothing di fferent."
Dad looked at me fo r a while, then reached across the table
and ruffled my hair. "You're a good kid, Seth," he said . "I wish to
God you didn't have to deal with this. Someday you'll understand.
You're one hell of a good kid ."
I patted my hair back into place.
"Yo u're a good D ad ," I said, because it seem ed wrong not to
say anyth ing.
We sat there, me in my parachute pan ts and green Philadelph ia
Eagles sweatshirt and D ad in his grey suit, sipping our milkshakes
and watching al l the different kinds of people who came into
Roy Rogers, and it was strange to me, all of a sudden, that there
they were buying food and sitting d own and eating it all around
m e, and I didn't know o ne thing abo ut any of them.
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THE LAST SAMURAI

David Thornbrugh

One evening while watching TV in Japan,
I saw an ad scarring Tashiro Mifune,
the great actor of Shichi Nin No Samurai,

Sanjuro, Yojimbo,

o ne of the reasons I fell in love with Japanese culture,
one of the reasons I came co Japan
and stayed seven years.
Tashiro was behind the wheel
of a vintage 1930s American roadster,
maybe a Dusen burg or Sturz Bearcar,
all hood and chrom e exhaust pipes roaring down a country road.
Lights of a city behind beneath a starry sky.
Cu rled around Tashiro like a blonde anaconda
was a beautiful younggaijin woman
nibbling his stoic ear.
Jump to view of the woman's undulant buttocks
in clinging gown seen from below climbing carpeted stairs,
falling in slo-mo, rolling on bed,
breasts surging under right gown,
soft focus on smile rubbing agai nst bedspread.
Fade our.
C uc to Mifune, still in car, sm oking,
close up of very sm ug smile.
He says: " N ece mi cai. "
Roughly, "I want ro sleep, bur won't be able to."
Tashiro Mifune, the unstoppable swordsman,
the gi;eacesr actor of his generation,
sold m attresses o n TV.
H ARPUR PALATE
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V ERBAL N ARCOTIC

Kevin M . G ould

Illegal is all the rage lately.
Rage is mostly illegal, coo.

How can a brand name signify love?
How can a cluster ofletters & sounds
signify anything?

Yeah.
If I were Jesus, I wo uld've asked
for a crown that was:
a) greater in size
b) made of something softer than tho rns.
O r, if they couldn't do chat, I would've asked
chat they put the crown
o n cop of- not underneathmy Starter baseball cap.
A sign of the rimes.
T hat way, everything wou ld've been
just fin ethe punishment as mea ningless
as the words char caused it.
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B EASTS OF EDEN

Jennifer Spiegel
Picture me. I have flaming red hair and a kick-ass body. A
body that says, "Beg me." O nce, when I was living in Manhattan,
I was walking down the street, eating some frozen yogurt really
smothered in hoc fudge (just because I could) and this guy passed
me on the sidewalk and said, "Man, you're so gorgeous-I don't
know what to say." O kay, he was a guy off the street. Still, I
remember him.
Ki ller red hair and a kick-ass body. My kick-ass body, however,
is fa tally flawed.
I have a man gled arm. It's grotesque, discolored, an anomaly,
something to make you reconsider. All of your previous fantasies
contested. T his monstrosity hangs from my left shoulder, nonfun ctional, mannequin-like; I think of it as raw meat, chewedup hide left over from a rabid dog's midnight snack. A different
color than the rest of my body (the red-wound color seen on
most TV hospital dramas), the curves and crevices are smooch
now, having healed in a twisted tree trunk fas hion. le moves at
my volition, bur I keep it still; I keep it silenced and ~ecrecive.
I don't mean to dwell on the details. I just can't help ic.
My first dace after the man gled arm (another secret: farming
accident or unexpected encounter involving a sliding glass door
and an apologetic little brother?) is with this guy I originally gave
the once-over to in my diva days. I gave him the once-over and
said, "Noc go nna happen." I thought, "Girlie shoes." I added,
"Can't carry a tune."
We met in church (that's how I know he can't carry a tune).
I've always liked the juxtaposition of my alarming good looks
with the House of God. T he tension between outer and inner
beauty gets me. T he Bible is filled with juxtaposition: a crow n of
thorns, a serpent in a garden.
I never spoke to him before the mangled arm. We lived in
Upstate N ew York, I was twenty-eight, and I went co church
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because I was rai sed co do chat. I even left town for about six
months to teach a cooking class on a cruise ship. H e didn't miss
me and I didn't miss him, ei ther.
l specialize in Thai. I'm a bona fid e chef. I used to be able co
cook anything-hummus, Ethi opian, curry, shri mp in garlic
sauce. Now, I stay away from the kitchen (wo rking as a high
school librarian). I hate the sight o f blenders, food processors,
and mi crowave ovens. A ll of chem are blood y neo n signs
announcing my inad equacies as a redhead with a kick-ass body
who cooks.

The boys, all of them six teen (I look to see if they shave yet, if
they have hair on their chests), cry co name their new band. We're
in the library at the high school they attend and at which I work.
I'm anonymous behind my d esk, ink pad and pencils nea rby.

Diddle-dragon, Dead Beat Dad, For Crying Out Loud, Losing
Sleep, Gonzo.

These are so me of their suggestions.
" Bue none of us is a father! " Sixteen-Year-Old Boy # 1 says.
"Our parents are all still married , except for Jason's and your
dad pay child support, right?" Sixteen-Year-Old Boy #2 says.
They turn co the Garden of Eden in the Bible. I listen, curious
abo ut their exegesis.
"Adam names che animals," says Sixteen-Yea r-Old Boy #3 .
"Why hippopotamus? Or toucan?" asks ixceen Year O ld Boy

#4.

"In ord er co name something, you have co know it," #3
declares: shadow o n his lip.
"That explains why your mother named you Richard," #2
interjects. "Yo u're a dick."
T hus ends the exegesis.
Richard and his friends check out two books: Of Mice and
Men and Paradise Lost. "Required," one of them cells me. Just in
case I assume they're reading for pleasure.
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T his m angled arm happened after the cru ise, when I was
twenty-three. I hid away fo r a long, lo ng time at my paren ts'
place. I practiced using o nly my right arm. I experimented with
lo ng sleeves.
When I'm on the verge of emerging from my shell, I target
-ftve.
D avid. It's deliberate and preconceived. Now, I'm twency
"le seems sore of clinical," my friend M eredith says. M eredith
loves the Bronces. Love is so mething like a punch in che gut, a
smack in the face. le hits you. le never arrives or cakes the bus or
sics aroun d and waits.
"Look, Meredith, all my previous en tanglem ents were based
o n washboard scomachs and warm fuzzies. T hey're gone-every
single o ne of chem ."
"Why David?" she asks. "Why not so meone who can at lease
car ry a tune?"
"T here are a number o f reaso ns," I say. M eredith, who daces a
ski instructor, gees up co make more coffee. W e're in her kitchen
and she knows how I feel abo ut kitchens. I tend co watch her
with envy as she does th ings with both hands. I'm co ntinually
amazed at how two o f everything is taken for granted. One hand
lifts the coffee pot; the ocher slides the cup over. "H e has a childa daughter-from a fai led marriage."
" H e muse have been eleve n when he was married."
"Just ouc of hi gh school," I say. "le lasted less tha n a yea r."
"Sho uld we be sorry?"
"I'm noc. "
Meredith cries co add two and two cogether. "H e's a single
father. That's why you're pursuing him?"
"Ic's a little more complicated than that," I say. 'This daughter
has many implicati ons. le means baggage."
"You're a liccle pachecic," M eredith says.
"D esperate times call for d esperate measures."
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I once pictured first loves and white weddings and herb gardens
and strawberry patches. Everything would be new, new, new.
Mr. Right would hold my hand during labor. My face would be
red and there'd be no kids fro m first m arriages and all limbs
would be whole.
I have to reconsider what I want.
Before lo ng, my clinical crush actually d oes becom e an
unreasonable infa tuatio n; this makes me feel no rmal. It happens
before I can even say, "I have a mangled arm." Which is always
the first thing I need to say. Don't get too close.
fucked up.
I think of clever ways to approach David.
'Tm no t the ideal in womanhood, but I give a mea n blowjob."
T hat won't do. We m et in church.
'T m great with kids."
H e'll think I'm a user.
''Are those new shoes?"
Suggests I have a foot fetish.
"Middle C-one, rwo, three, go!"
I need to hide my mean streak.
"Good preaching tod ay."
T hat's good. Appeal to his rel igio us co nvictio ns.
O ne mo rning, my roommate an d I are in o ur tiny backyard ,
which co nsists of a couple square feet of grass and fern alo ng
with three po ts of fl owers. We're watering stuff M iles says, "I
invited David over fo r dinner on Friday. He's looki ng at my
computer. Can yo u be ho m e?''
"Yeah," I say. I'm the master of o ne-han ded plan t watering. I
loo k ove r at M iles, m y co mpu te r-ownin g, church -going
roommate. H e's one of those guys people always want to fix up
with single fri ends. Any day now, he'll become seriously involved
with someo ne's single friend, and leave me empty-handed. T here
may be a pun in there.

Im
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"Oh, he's bringing his kid." M y roo mmate steps over the hose
and fiddl es with so mething near the faucet. "Aie you getting
enough water pressure?"

I was seeing someone when the mangled arm hit me the way
M eredith would have love strike. I was seeing this guy who so rt
o f epi to mized th e ca ndi es-a nd - fl owers kind o f gu y. T he
relatio nship, tho ugh full o flyricism , was no thing. I clung co the
rose bouquets and boxes of chocolates-just to experience them,
just to taste the flippancy of the casual. In o ur m o nths together,
my life seemed like a blurry mesh o f dinners for cwo, full moons
and shooting scars, three-day weekends in small towns, and sex
during thunderstorms.
H e left me immediately after the mangled arm- citing other
.
.
mco nvern
ences.
O ne day, prio r to tragedy, we were sitting by th e pool in his
backyard, our legs dangling over the edge. "I'd go ne over to the
neighbor's to help him move a couch," he said, telling me a story.
"I took the dog."
"And?" I asked, kickin g my leg (which seemed o h-so- much
lo nger back th en) to send a spray o f water o ut of the pool.
"While I was inside with the guy, the dog must have cornered
the cat. Apparently, the dog attacked the cat and killed him. I
do n't know exactly."
"What did you d o?" My leg froze in the air.
"When I cam e o ut of the ho use, I looked around for Fred and
] ,called him several times. ' Fred! Fred!' I shouted. Fred came
fl ying out o f the bushes. His mo uth was all blood y and, when I
looked around, I saw a dead cat nea rby."
I was speechless, ho rrified.
"Fred and I fled ," he said.
"Yo u didn't say anything?" I felt mildly-o nl y mild/yindignant.
"N o. It was better chis way."
156
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I was way too far gone in girlfriend-haze to protest. Now,
though, the image of him, the dog with the bloody mouth, and
the dead cat nearby haunts me. I keep picturing him fleeing,
silently and secretly, saying, ft was better this way. ft was better
this way. It was better.

When I put on make-up, I stand very close to the mirror. For
the first few months, I gave up on it completely, thinking: Why
not look like shit?Then, I thought: This is it. I have no choice.
I used to switch hands when I put mascara on each eye. Right
hand for the right eye, left hand for the left eye. Now my right
hand does it all. I twist it around, like a snake being charmed.
Every vessel of liquid or color is picked up and put down. One
thing at a time. I never juggle bottles or vials from one hand to
the other.
When I wake up, my first thought is this: Oh, my arm. It's
mangled.
I put my belt through the loops conscientiously. I zip my
pants carefully. The left extremity is a prop by which I hang
things, pull things, suspend them too. If I have to go to the
bathroom quickly, I'm screwed. I must plan ahead, allowing for
time with belt buckle and zipper.
I rip dozens of pairs of nylons.
I file the nails on one hand only. Like a duffel bag or a dirty
towel, I thrust my right hand into my mother's palm at Sunday
dinners at her place. A nail fi le clasped between my fingers.
When I go to the movies, I carry the drink or the popcornnot both. When I eat cl1e popcorn, the other hand is lifeless in
my lap like the paper napkin covering my purse, all salty, all
wrinkled.
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I go co Meredith's apartment for hot-tubbing. We drink wine
coolers. My toes are polished. There are six of us in the tub.
Everyone tries not co stare at my arm. I pretend not to care.
Again, I have co think, This is it. I have no choice.
Here I am, able to sit without fat rolls appearing on my
stomach. I'm witty. I'm educated. I used to be a lot of fun at
parties. None of that matters anymore.
I sit in the bubbles, si pping my wine cooler, and being very
quiet. I whisper over co Meredith, "I think I'm being boiled alive."

•

Friday night arrives. Miles cooks. I work on the cleavage. lfl
seem body-obsessed, it's because I am. I'm afraid no one knows
its real importance. Moralizers and fat people often lament
society's obsession with the body and decry its cultural importance.
But th ey don't know. They don't. Body is significant. One must
use what one has. You gotta work it. We don't have hips for
nothing. Immediately after the advent of the mangled arm, I
knew I could never allow myself the luxury of a fat ass. What
would people think?
Miles makes stir fry like a good single man. David arrives,
daughter in cow. Her name is Rebecca and she's seven.
Rebecca. She's a lircle nymph, she's angel food cake, she's stars
aro und distant planers. Fantasy incarnate. Here is a pretty liccle
girl, done with things like potty training and bad m anners. She
even knows how co swim. Short, ski nny, cute, with pigtails.
It didn't really hie me rill a few days after the mangled arm. I
was scill in che hospital when I real ized: "Oh my God . I may
ne:er have children." Suddenly, I had a maternal instinct. Suddenly,
I had this goal. All I wanted was that which I had previously
scorned: a white picket fence, a man equipped with a love of
prime time television and Tom C lancy novels, and a baby with
diaper rash.
Rebecca says things li ke no thank you and yes please. She's been
coached on the arm. H er eyes avoid intersecting with any raw or
158
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exposed meat. She d oesn't want co couch it. She sics co my right.
I sic across from David. I check him out. Once upon a time,
we would have been considered physically incompatible. I'd be
considered a better-looking woman than he is a man. M y mangled
arm evens things out.
D avid is neither attractive nor unattractive. H e's exceptionally
no rmal. Wispy brown hair, not terribly piercing green eyes. Broad
shoulders. Inoffensive. I tend co be drawn co slashes across cheeks
and birthmarks like moo ns on upper lips. H e, tho ugh, has che
face o f a weath erman; it cells me it'll be sunny on Friday with a
chance fo r showers on Mo nday. In between, a mystery. T here is
som ething com fo rtable about che reliabili ty o f regulari ty.
Miles fiddl es with che wo k in th e kitchen, muttering thin gs
like "wa ter chestnuts" and "chopped mush rooms." H e never asks
my advice, fo r which I'm thankful. D avid and I discuss education
and managed health ca re, while Rebecca leans into him on the
couch.
"Rebecca goes co a pri vate school," D avid says, having cold
m e all abo ut his HMO.
"Which o ne?" I ask. "I probably tried co gee a job th ere."
"Rosewood. H ow are you liking this librarian thing?"
"I like books." I scare at D avid and Rebecca. David speaks
in ro my eyes. Rebecca's eyes travel and ho p, like insects couching
down on peanut butter and jelly at picnics. She looks at my arm,
looks ar the coffee cable, looks ar her d ad 's knee.
"Is that why you changed careers? Yo u liked books?" D avid
asks.
H e doesn't think abo ut rhe questio n, reaJly. I do n't feel like
explaining. "Yes, I like books. 'Yo u can't judge a boo k by its cover.'
T har's something about books."
D avid surprises me then. " I agree, bur sometimes it's the name
chat makes me judge. I've heard ir's good-great, even- butl
can't gee past rhe rid e: The Catcher in the Rye. It's d1e name. I'm
instantly bored . I'd never pick up Gone with the Wind. I might,
however, read The Sun A lso Rises."
I chink o f Ed en. Animals in the garden: the emphasis on the
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naming, not their beastliness.
I chink about chis man and his child. I'm absorbed by the
image. I chink abo ut how D avid and I are still kids ourselves. H e
can still eat whatever he wanes, and I can still walk around without
a bra. Bue while I was play-accing unrequited love, he was changing
shitty diapers. When I was wearing bandannas o n overnight hikes
in South American rainfo rests, he cried very hard to gee peaches
and sweet po tatoes into a wet, little mouth . When I made the
rounds at poetry readings in coffee houses wea ring go-go boots,
he worked two jobs. I am mesmerized by these truths.
H e picks her up fro m school every day. D emands chat she
buckle her seat belt and cake t he lollipo p out o f her m outh . H e
brushes her hair. Pucs in barrettes. Tells her to stay still and keep
her gum in h er m o uth. H e teaches her abo ut vowels and
conso nants. Spells "d-a-d " and "w-o-w" fo r her. As she plodded
e-c- c-a" and its pho netic ups and downs, I sac o n
th rough "r-e-bsome man's bed and smoked po t. I leaned back o n pillows and
cushio ns and 1said, "M y head is spinning."
"T hen sic up," the man with whom I was smo king pot said.

After dinner, we talk. Rebecca sits next co me, so willing co be
kind to strangers. She doesn't lean into me, but she shares m y
chair. "I saw your cats," she says.
"T hey're not really mine. T hey belong co Miles. "
"Let 's go c_nn d ti1em. "
I cake her by the hand and we head into the bedrooms.
I gee on the floor, peering under beds fo r cats who have no
d esire co be held. "They're not here," I cell her. I look at the
disappoi nted child. I've ruined her day at the beach, rained o n
her wedding, m angled her arm. "We'll ch eck again in fifteen
minutes, okay?"
Sitting across from D avid, I twist my ankle in perfect circles.
T he light from above the dining room table skids over the smooth
skin fro m my kn ee to my ankle. In absurd internal tho ught, I
160
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think how my mangled arm must be envio us of my long legs. I
try to will David to give them a look. H e doesn't.
"I think it's time to check again," Rebecca says.
" We have five minutes," I say. "We don't want to make them
crazy."
"I think I can get them , though. "
She follows me into my room and checks out the d ecor. I still
have scuffed animals on my bed and pictures on the wall of people
I never speak co. This room is a relic.
"Nice room," she says. Who the heLL taught her to say things

like that?

"Thank you. " A child with whom I ca n converse.
I grab the bra dangling from a chair in my room. I figure I can
throw it onto the fl oor and lure Sm udge and C rackle Pants out
from under the bed. T his bra is hitting che ground.
T h rowing it under the bed and dragging it our slowly as ifl
were fishing, I ceU her, "Smudge and C rackle Pants aren't budging."
"We'll give them another five minutes," she says, in frustratio n.
T he kid is obsessed.
T his goes on all night. Smudge makes a brief appearance, back
claws extended , no t parti cul arly d esirous o f a ny li ttle g irl's
attentio n. David doesn't check o ut my legs even once.

Rebecca pees in her pan ts at the end of the evening.
I guess she was having such a good time chat she forgot to
excuse herself and go to the bathroo m. le happens. I've do ne it.
Afcerwacds, she heads into che toilet for an ungodl y amount
of time.
" Where's Rebecca?" David asks.
"In the bathroo m ," I cell him.
When she's gone for over fifteen minutes, I head d own the
hall, wondering if she's taken it upo n herself to retri eve Smudge
and Crackle Panes. I see the light on under the bathroom door
and return to the living room.
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I only figure the whole thing out after they've left. Clues like
her refusal to sit down after she returns from the bathroom, a
trickle ofliquid running from under her dress to her sandal, and
the strong, pungent smell of urine are sure giveaways. Miles knows,
too, but we don't discuss it.
I adm ire her. I admire her deeply for the way she disappears
into the bathroom, wanting to handle it quietly and privately. I
respect this. Already, she understands the privacy of mourning
and loss. She knows discretion. Only later will she tell David and
then the two of them will handl e it gracefully, betwee n
th emselves. He will tell her to get in the shower. He wi ll get her
new panties. Rebecca doesn't cry or say, "Dad, could yo u come
here?" She thinks, "I have peed in my pants," and she moves on.
When David and Rebecca leave, Rebecca says, "Thank you
for having us over."
This blows me away.
Miles se nds them off with warm chocolate-chip cookies he
got in a wrapped-up tube at the store. He opened it, sliced it, and
baked it. This is his specialty. We each have ours.

David calls me, and I'm shy on the phone. ''Aie you free this
weekend?" he asks.
I neve r fantasi zed about being so m eo ne's stepmother. I
envisioned lengthy trips to the Islands. Which islands, I wasn't
sure. We'd spend months and months abroad, drinking cocktails
with umbrellas in them, dancing to local bands, and snorkeling
in ctear water fill ed with fluorescent fish. Getting home in time
for his joint-custody weekends wouldn't be an issue. I never
wanted to tell a man to bring his daughter along on dates. I never
• wanted to suggest miniature golf or animated movies about
barnyard animals, Greek myths, or old wives' tales. I didn't want
to be confined to living in one state. I wanted to paint the town
red and I wanted to do it with both hands.
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I think about the rules for our first date. No walks in the
woods. I need a certain level of comfort to tread on difficult
terrain, just in case I need to suddenly grab onto some bark or
drop co my knees on some acorns, pine cones, or a patch of
thorns. Dinner must be a one-utensil-only event. A fork and a
knife must not be required. Forks. Just forks. Salads are always
good. Steak is very, very bad. No dancing. I hate the thought of
a lifeless limb dangling in the breeze, Madonna singing in the
background. Ugh. No horseback-riding. And absolutely no sex.
I don't do sex. Such vulnerability horrifies me, makes me more
mangled than I already am. Salad and a movie. He'll carry the
popcorn.

He picks me up at eight.
"Do you wanna know why I asked you out?" he says over
pizza-a slightly treacherous meal, depending on the company,
pizza temperature, napkin avai lability, and chosen toppings.
"Why?"
"Because Rebecca cold me you used your dirty bra co lure the
cats out from under che bed."
"le wasn't dirty. It was clean. I could have worn ic again."
"Even better. That's a fine thing co do."
We ear a lot of pizza. We see a movie. We go co a coffeeho use.
He orders an eclair and two cups of decaf "Tell me about you r
arm, Kara," he says. This throws me for a loop.
"What do you want to know?" I ask, cautiously.
David bites into his eclair and wipes yellow sugar from his
mouth. The naturalness of this ace tells me where Rebecca got
her naturalness in the presence of strangers. "What are the
emotional consequences of having had this thing happen to you?
What really happened to you?"
No one asks that. There is always conjecture, silence, false
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modesty. No one ever asks anythin g close to What the hell
happened?
"The emotional consequences," I begin. I stop. "I spend a lot
of time aski ng 'Why me?"' I set my spoon down next to coffee
cup. "If I hear one more person say, 'Whatever doesn't kill you
makes you stronger,' I may have a near-death experience."
"What else do people say?"
C igarette smoke, coffee beans, chess boards, folk guitar, scary
hair, and off-kilter fads fill the room. It's dark and black and
purple like a bruise and sweet like cheesecake and bitter like
espresso and sad like a love song and melodramatic like a college
relationship. The coffeehouse has a name: T he C heshire Cat.
"They tell me I need to be strong. Stronger tha n this." I put a
finger in my mouth, like I'm trying to gag myself "They suggest
that strength can overcome anything." I sip my cooled coffee. "I
hate that. Do you think I ever wanted to be strong enough to
overcome this? I was n't so miserable working on cruises in the
Bahamas. It wasn't a bad life."
"I may be about to say something trite," David says.
"T hat could be dangero us. M aybe you shouldn't."
"I think you should name it. Right now. "
"What are you talking about?" I ask, possibly insulted.
"Put it on the table, so I ca n see it in the light. M aybe we can
name it after so meone."
" No." I am insulted.
"Come o n. I swear, I won't couch, taunt, or tease."
T he table is a d ark oak. Rings from saucers stain its surface.
We've brushed away cookie crumbs and cupcake papers.
H e wants to see my arm, put it o n display. T his goes agai nst
the gfain . l t isn't a once-in-a-lifetime Monet a rt exhibit. Nor are
there any stirrups, like at a gynecologist's office. T his isn't a medical
, exam, a possible remedy. H e wants to draw attentio n to that
which I'm quiet abo ut.
[ do n't exactly hoist it o nto the table, but l shi ft a little, so he
might better see the appendage.
"What wou ld be a good name for it?" he asks.
164
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"I don't know. I've only named pets and a few scuffed animals."
"You gotta nam e it," he says.
"Some things do n't have names, D avid. T hey don't need them ,"
I say. "T here's The Artist Formerly Known As Prince, you know."
D avid leans closer co my dead limb. "People name stillbo rn
babies. T hey name male genitalia and old cars. Books have tides.
Books are your favo rite."
"This is no beloved car."
"N o r is it a stillbo rn baby. It's just a reali ty."
"I hate it."
"You choose," he says. "Marsha Brady o r Farrah Fawcett."
I stop and consider, suddenly wanting to play. "M arsha Brady."
I pause. "What kind o f name is th at?"
"We once loved M arsha, didn't we? Now, her absence d oesn't
kill us."
'T m not the same without my arm."
" D on't be silly."
"What ifl had chosen Farrah?" I ask.
"We al l had those posters, remember? Gone now." H e smiles.
"You lost the teenage boy demographic." H e pauses. 'T hat's all."

In bed that night, l think abo ut names. I am Kara. I live with
Miles. l had d inner with David. His daughter is named Rebecca.
M iles has cwo cats, Smudge and Crackle Pants. T here are hippos
and toucans.
I think of Rebecca peeing in her pan ts and quietly handling it.
T here are lions and grizzly bears, caterpillars and salamanders.
My arm is named Marsha Brady. Maybe when I d ress up, I'll call
it Farrah.
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ONE INTO

Two

Elizabeth Rees

Noah .. . What are you doing?

one of the two-year-old twins crackles
over the baby monitor. A few beats later,
her brother: Talia ... What happened?

T hey lie five feet apart
in identical cribs. After months
of bobbing head co coe,
five feet apart muse feel vast.

What are you doing, Talia?

Every so often, a yawn, yet
they push away sleep as if
ic were a washcloth. Noah? Talia says.
T hen, stillness rich as snow.
oah flies over che white-sloped hill
into che bottom of sleep, always first
co squeeze into a corner.
Talia Stans co sing rhymes
in sounds instead of words.
Like a magician, she knows
how co m ake herself disappear.
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THE W OMEN IN

Anis Shivani

MYH

AN1

SHIVANI

OUSEHOLD

T hey showed me how to tie silken scarves over my head.
They cried on Friday nights, after the ill muezzi n's beat.
I heard them through shuttered windows, as I threw sto nes
in the garden. T he heat, the buzzing flies, the moldering
m oo n, it hurt to plan existence beyond the duration
o f the next lesson . Language was passage to euph emism .
I used to say, for instance, when asking for a kiss or hug:
What more did the prince discover about C inderella
when he had do ne with the meal? A cra mp, an ache,
a sudden gripe in the bo nes, they thought of as punishment
d eserved , from almigh ty Allah whose busi ness it was
to be on the watch. I o nly begged to be one of th em .
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Robert Vivian

T.R. Rose had hands chat were colored different than the rest
of his body, more like pink erasers chat had rubbed out all his
skin. T he pink looked like the insides of a fish or shells you find
at the bottom of the ocean chat had come at so deep a price chat
there was no way co gee back what the pink had cost him, a
hundred thousand dollars in insurance money alone for the rest
of his smoldering life. H e cook drugs co keep the pain away, but
ic had a strange way of fu cking up his mind, the pain the o nly
thing h e wanted co co mmunicate co ocher people, washing
through him back and forth in waves of shifting dread. He spent
his ni ghts down at Spinner's celling anyone who would listen
how he got burned and maimed holding o n co Daisy Hayes as
she burned up in her ca r.
They'd been drinkin g all night and were having an argument
when she cook a cum coo fast and rolled her jeep out near Canyon
Gate. Rose managed co crawl out though blood poured from his
broken nose. Daisy H ayes was c rammed between the ground
and her sea t with a broken colla rbo ne, but otherwise she was
okay because she started co cuss him out even then. Rose said o ne
of her ci ts was hanging out like a wedge of quivering Jell-0 a few
inches above the gro und. They sac there for a second in silence
and then picked up the fight where they left off when che jeep
ca ught on fire. T hey weren't aware o f it at first but slowly che
jeep kept getting ho tter and hotter and then they smelled the
smoke. T hat's when she scarred begging him co gee her ouc of
there, buc the besc T.R. Rose co uld do was co ho ld o n co her
throughout che fire until she curled up like a giant moth. Did ic
cake long? Someo ne wou ld always ask, buc Rose just shook his
head and said he didn't know. Couldn't remember, couldn't be
sure. H e was h azy about certain details. And though no one cam e
ri ght o uc and said ic, you know t hey wanted co ask, Why didn't
yo u try co put out che fire instead ? Bue Rose insisted the only
168
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thing he could do was not lee go of her, even when she began co
burn, and then he'd hold up his pink hands co prove it.
You could cell not leering go was the best thing he had ever
done, the lase few minutes of Daisy's melting face scorched in his
mind forever. He described her burning up with such love and
tenderness chat it cook on a life of its own, circling the streetlights
outside Spinner's in halos full of gold. First her lips popped from
the heat and then it was like her cheekbo nes were made of paper
for how fast they went up in flames, her nose dissolvi ng in front
of him co leave a gaping hole like a brand new mouth. He starred
co cell her how much he loved her, how sorry he was chat she had
co die in an ago nizing fireball while his own hands fried. H e
shouted apologies and regrets and cried co whisper sweet nothings
in the wasp socket of her raging ear chat nothing would ever
separate them agai n, the fire had made chem one as the smoke of
her flesh and bones filled up his lungs. You wondered if he wasn't
making certain pares of it up co cover himself somehow, things
chat kept coming back co convince him chat was the way ic had
co be. H e had chose pink hands co back him up, and chey cold
cl1eir own story, like two small trophies from a spaced-out planet,
something he brought back from another wo rld called Pain and
uffering chat became his pride and joy.
I felt her ago ny, he'd say by way of explanation, lamming his
see-ch ro ugh fi con che cable, I was right down there in the fire
with her. His hands didn't lie, cescifying every day of his life co
what he had been th rough, the morphine pills he cook and the
way tho e hands revolved around his head like sparks from a
campfire. Being next co omeone who roasted co death was about
the only thing Rose could talk about anymore, cl1e fire chat crept
up her spine and the fire chat devoured her long blond hair. He
muse have been strong co hold o n co her like he did, with the
judgment of iron in them as her eyes exploded from the heat.
T hat's when Rose started co call himself a burned up hero for che
way he endu red the furnace of chose flames. And it was good co
hear him say it somehow and believe it with all his heart because
of what it meant for the rest of us, the ones without health
UMMER 2005
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insurance and the ones laid off from work, the ones strung out
on mech and the ones chat couldn't keep their jobs. We needed a
burned up hero and he provided us one with his pink hands,
which were just about che only bright spot in the dim, smoky
light as you kept wondering if you would have been like him
and held on co the bitter end, no matter how bad the heat waves
got or the flam es chat lashed you back and forth like hoc chains.
You didn't gee tired o f the story and could almost smell her
burning flesh mixed with cheap perfume and booze, enough co
make you sick and keep you enthralled for days. Because what
gives a m an the courage co ho ld o n co a burning woman or any
burning thing at all but hero ism chat d on't know boundaries,
like the hard bare truth exposed for the rest of the world co see?
Sometimes it go t co che point where Rose cold his story co no
one in particular just co hear himself talk, the rest of the bar
packed and bustling while he went on with his brimstone
monologue, his blistered hands maki ng gestu res like semaphores
o n ai rcraft carriers waving in the planes. H e'd talk ho ur after hour
and the whole story was right there in the afterglow of his
fingertips, the way they cook out after you like buds from a
glowing tree. H e held chem up like pieces of raw meat, like they
sho uld have belonged co a different person almost o r a dimesco re manikin because they were a hundred shades brighter than
any skin should be. He lathered chem up with baby oil and ocher
kinds of o intments so they glistened like somethi ng slightly
obscene, open-heart surgery o r naked lobsters, something chat
came out of the depths of a frothing ocean.
After awhile it reached a point where you almost wanted co
be burned yourself, co see if yo u could stand the heat or if you
could only cake so much before you yanked your hands away.
The only ocher guy I knew who had been burned like Rose did it
co himself after his wife had left him. His name was Rodriguez
and he went down into the basement and branded his chest with
a pair of pliers he heated with a blowto rch . H e wanted co
commemorate her leaving him so he'd never forget cl1e pain. But
even he didn't keep at it the way T.R. Rose did. With a pool cue
170
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in his pink hands under the blinking lights of a neon Bud Light
sign, he went over every gruesome part in loving detail, and though
you'd heard it all befo re, you always came away with tingles up
and d own your spine and feeling in the presence o f G od's own
judgment. T hen you'd want to touch those pink hands and maybe
test chem o ut with you r mo uth, see what they casted like and if
they really were like skin or some other false plastic chat kept th e
water fro m coming in.
After a few drinks, T. R. set himself up to be the butt of a lot
o f jokes, how he co uld go hunting witho ut reflective clothing as
lo ng as he held his hands out in front of him, how they glowed
in the dark and how the ladies came to pi ry him and wanted
those burned up hands all over their luscio us bodies because you
knew th ey had to be soft and sensitive, sm ooch as glass. H e had
a peacock's eye fo r fire and no matter how painful it was to keep
holding o n to Daisy H ayes, he did it for her and he did it fo r us
and everyone else across America, all these burned up heroes
coming o ut o f the woodwo rk and spreading themselves across
the co ntinent, feeding the flames o f imaginatio n in a patriotic
fervor chat neve r quit. W e were al l burned up heroes one way or
ano ther because someone was always on fire and singing their sad
songs, cauterizing their wounds che best way they knew how. H e
never lie anything o n fire on purpose, but he had to admit he
liked burning liccle plastic Army men when he was a kid, m aybe
the odd grasshopper o r two, and o nce even a live rabbit that he
regretted afterward . H e had to learn abo ut fire by playing with
ic, to see how much pain it caused so he could build up some
respect. H e had no way of knowing chat it would lead all the
way to Daisy H ayes.
Som etimes his ha nds turn ed a slighter shade of purple, like
th ey were pissed off o r fuming abo ut something. Then T. R.'d
make one o f his hands talk by holding it up in fro nt of him. H e
became a o ne- ma n p uppet show, and his hand would talk abo ut
rage and disappo intment and the first time it had sex in the back
o f a car, no thing it wo uldn't talk abo ut, nothing it wouldn't say.
If he got really drunk, he'd make his hand say something like,
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I'm just a burned up hero. Ca n't you see chat? T he best thing
about it is the afterglow, the way you remembered her face burning
as the love of your life. You held on because yo u had to. You held
on a nd almost passed out from the pain but then th ere was a
clarity like nothing you had ever seen on earth, her soul rising up
from her body with the roar of F- 14s in yo ur ears. You saw how
the pain was killing her and then how it finished the job in waves
of grooving fire chat moved through pockets of air as close and
intimate as a baby breaching. Then your name was written up
there and burned into che rafters with all the rest who've been
burned up over che years and yo u say to yourself, Noc just my
hands, Lord, but my whole body. Bue H e chooses only co cake
the flesh off yo ur hands. So hush now, Daisy. Don't cell them
anything more about the fire. You're the burning Buddhist monk
of my soul, excep t chat you're an Am erica n girl, Daisy, just a
burned up hero like me.
Then his pink hand would dry up and he wo uldn't make it
talk no more. H e'd put his head down on the cable, his pink
hands out in front of him like a giant pair of mo ist, red lips. H e
was done talking about it for the night. Bue you couldn't get rid
of what he had said, how his hand talked about the state of th e
country and the state of God's own mercy. His pink hands would
sic th ere on the cable and start to glow like embers from a bonfire
as we went away one by one, fi ghtin g, fucking, and weep ing o ur
hearts o ut until the place di ed d own and he was the last one to
leave, sitting there in the corner by the pool cable, him and th e
ghost of Daisy H ayes trading secrets in the dark about holding
o n to each ocher in the flames as the rest of us scattered woebegone
and restless into the night, never knowing which one of us wou ld
be burned up nex t, wh ich o ne of us was abo ut to go d own in a
heap of flame no amount of rain and thunder could ever put
o u t.
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CONTRIBUTORS

Kate Beles grew up in O lympia and Vashon Island, Washington.
She has just completed an MA in English at Western Washington
University, where she writes, teaches, and serves as a poetry editor
for The Bellingham Review. T his fall she will enter the MFA
program at Virg inia Commonwealth University. She h as
published in jeopardy Magazine, Inside Kung Fu, and Touchstone.
Kristie M . Beets teaches literature co high school students in
Colorado and has had stories published in Washington Square,
The North Dakota Qµarterfy, and Pangolin Papers. She is working
on a novel about the suspicious death of a man who was dating
three women with the sa me nam e.
Francine Conley is the author o f a chapbook of poems, How
Dumb the Stars (Parallel Press, 2000). She has written, produced
and performed her own plays since 199 1, including the current,
Lost & Found. A Ph.D. in French and T hea tre from University
ofWisconsin-M adison, Wisco nsin, she teaches all things French
at the College of Sc. Catherine in Sc. Paul, MN.
Stephen Corey has published ten poetry collections, most recencly

All These Lands You Call One Country (White Pine Press, 2003)
and Greatest Hits, 1980-2000 (Pudding H ouse Publications,

2000). His poems and essays have appeared widely in such
periodicals as Poetry, Poets and Writers, Shenandoah, and Yellow
Silk. H e has also edited three literary collectio ns in as man y genres,
the latest being (with Warren lesinger) a book of es ays, Spreading
the Word: Editors on Poetry (The Bench Press, 200 l). Co rey is
associate editor of The Georgi.a Review, with which he has worked
since 1983. H e earned rwo of his three English d egrees at
Binghamton University, in its H arpur College days-BA 197 1,
MA 1974.
ean T homas Dougherty is the author of seven full -length books
of prose and poems including Nightshift Belonging to Lorca
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(Mammoth Books, 2004) the forthcoming Your ¼ice After Desnos
(Boa Editions) and the critical book Maria Mazziotti Gillan
(Guernica Editions, 2005). His awards include a 2004 PA
Council for the Arts Fellowship in Poetry. H e teaches all three
genres in the BFA Program for Creative Writing at Penn State,
Erie.
Jose Fernando Flores was born in G uatemala C ity. H e currently
lives and works in Long Beach, California as a technology
consultant. In 2004, he received a California Council for the
Humanities grant for teaching photography to immigrant youth
in Santa Ana, CA. His photography has appeared in Faultline.
Kevin M. Gould is a linguistics major at the University of Illinois,
in Urbana. Major influences include William Carlos Williams,
Mark Strand, and Federico Ga rda Lorca. A doctorate in
something concerning human language is his goal, for now.
Kate Leary lives with her husband in Somerville, Massachuserrs
and works at the New England journal ofMedicine. She has an
MFA from the Un iversity ofAriwna. During her time in Tucson,
she was a fiction edito r for Sonora Review. This is her second
published story-the first was in Night Train.
Lyn Lifshin's recent prizewinning book (Paterson Poetry Award)
Before It's Light was published winter 1999-2000 by Black
parrow Press, fo llowing their publication of Cold Comfort in
1997. Another Woman Who Looks Like Me will be published by
Black Sparrow-David Godine in 2005. Texas Review Press will
pt1blish her book about a beautiful, tragic racehorse: The Licorice

Daughter: My Year With Ruffian.

Shivan i Manghnani was born and raised in H onolulu, Hawai'i.
She holds an MFA in fiction from Columbia U niversity and
lives in New York C ity, where she is completing a collection of
short stories.
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Rachel M ay grew up in Massachuseccs and New York and now
lives in Missoula, Montana. She recently graduated from T he
U niversity of M ontana's MFA program in C reative Writing and
has sto ries forthcoming in Night Train. T his story is an excerpt
from a novella.
Alliso n Miller earned her M FA from the University of C alifornia,
Irvine where she was a Jacob Javits fellow. In 2004, she received
a California Coun cil for the Huma nities grant for reaching
photography to immigrant youth in Santa An a, CA. H er poet ry
has appeared in The Ear and Sycamore Review, and she has received
two Academy of American Poets Prizes.
Sharon Mollerus is an English instructor at T he College of Sc.
Scholasrica in Duluth, Minnesota. She has poetry and fiction
published o r forthcoming in Ruah, The H omestead Review,
Lullwater Review, Talking River Review and The Hurricane Review,
am ong other venues. H er favorite d ays a re spent writing at the
cabin o n the Canadian sho re of Lake Superior, and the best
moments are spent with her grandchildren.
Sean Prentiss is a mountain biker and backpacker who lives in
northern Idaho, where he writes and teaches. H e was recently
awarded hono rable mentio n by the Atlantic Monthly's Student
Writers' Co ntest 2004 in Nonfiction and has had his work
published in AIM, Talking River Review, North Dakota Quarterly
and other literary journals.
Elizabeth Rees's poetry has appeared in Partisan Review, Agni,
New England Review, North American Review, and K enyon
Review, among others. Her first chapbook, Balancing China, won
Sow's Ear Review's national contest in 1998. A second chapbook,
Hard Characters, was published in 2002 by March Street Press.
Jack Ridl's collection Broken Symmetry will be published by
Wayne State University Press. H e is co-author with Peter Schakel
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of Approaching Literature in the 21st Century (Bedford/St.
Martin's Press). Ridl lives along Lake Michigan with his wife
Julie, writer of The Skinny Daily Post.
Mira Rosenthal is a poet, translator, and editor ofLyric. Her poems
have appeared or are forthcoming in Ploughshares, The American
Poetry Review, Seneca Review, The Beloit Poetry journal, and
elsewhere. In 2003-04, she was a Fulbright Fellow in Poland.
Recently, she selected and edited a special issue of Lyric on new
Polish poetry in translation. She holds an MFA from the
University of Houston and will be a Ph.D. student in Comparative
litera ture at Indiana University in the fall.
Anis Shivan i's poetry appears recently or is forthcoming in the
Iowa Review, the Times Literary Supplement, Barrow Street,

MARGIE, CrossConnect, LUNA, Good Foot, Borderlands, Wasafin,
the Yawbusha Review, and elsewhere. His poems have been finalists
in the 2004 Crab Orchard Review, Hunger Mountain, St. Louis
Poetry Center, and Writers at Work competitio ns, and in the
2005 Bright Hill Press ch apb ook competiti o n. His sto ry
collectio n, The Abscess ofthe World, will be published in 2006 by
Toby Press.

J o hn Sm elcer is the autho r of over two d oze n books. His
nonfiction books include In the Shadows ofMountains, The Raven
and the Totem, A Cycle ofMyths, and The Day That Cries Forever.
His poetry books incl ude Changing Seasons, Riversongs, Songs.from
an Outcast, Without Reservation (winner of the 2004 Western
Writers ofAmerica Award for Poetry and Binghamton University's
1004 Milton Kessler Prize for Poetry), and Loonsong. His novel,
The Trap, forthcoming from H enry H olt, received the 2004 James
Jo nes Prize for a First Novel.
William V. Spanos is Distinguished Professor of English at
SUNY- Bingham ton. H e was th e fo unding editor of boundary 2:
an international journal ofliterature and culture and the autho r
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of a number of books on postmodern theory and literature,
including The End ofEducation: Toward Posthumanism; Heidegger

and Criticism: Retrieving the Cultural Politics ofDestruction; The
Errant Art of Moby-Dick: The Canon, the Cold War, and the
Struggle for American Studies; and America's Shadow: An Anatomy
ofEmpire. H e has recently co mpleted a book on the literature of

che Vietnam, and is working on a second book on Herman
Melville, which focuses on che fi ctio n following Moby-Dick.
The piece included here is excerpted from his memoir, Persephone's

Pomegranate: Fragment ofa Greek-American's journey in the Rift
forthcoming from Nefelis, Athens, Greece.

Jennifer Spiegel has an MA in Policies from New York University,
and an MFA in C reative Writing (Fiction) from Arizona Scace.
H er work has appeared or is forthcoming in anthologies and
journals including Image, you are here, Controlled Burn, Frostproof
Review, New York Stories, Nimrod, The Seattle Review, and Fresh
Boiled Peanuts. She's hoping co see her novel, Love Slave, in print.
" Beasts of Eden" is pare of an unpublished collection called The

Freak Chronicles.

Nancy T hompson currencly lives in Porcland, Oregon, and teaches
creative writing in Vermont. She is a former editor at Salmon
Poetry, and has received several grants and awards for her work.
H er collection Killing the Buddha is scheduled for publication
next year.
David Thornbrugh is an American poet now living in Poland,
getting some distance from Rome and absorbing "Old European"
values, sights, experiences. He wasn't there in time co attend
Milosz's funeral, but has begun an open mic venue in a local
English-langu age bookstore.
G rant Tracey edits North American Review and has two collections
of stories from Pocol Press: Parallel Lines and the Hockey Universe
(2003) and Playing Mac and Other Scenes (forthco ming 2006).
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He's also an amateur actor, recently appearing as Elwood P. Dowd
in the Cedar Falls Community production of Harvey.
Robert Vivian is the author of Co/,d Snap As Yearning. His first
novel, The Mover Of Bones, will be forthcoming in the fall of
2006 from the University of Nebraska Press. Over twenty of his
plays have been produced in NYC. He curren tly teaches writing
at Alma College in Michigan.
Jos h Weil ho lds an MFA from the creative writing program at
Columbia University. H e has published fiction in Carve Magazine
and been a finalise in The Pi race's Alley William Faulkner Novella
Co mpetition , and in ch e Raymond Ca rver Shore Story
Competition. One of his screenplays was a runner-up for the
2003 Sundance Writer's Lab, and a stage play was produced in
Edinburgh, Scocland. H e made a film chat won Best Shore and
Best Accor at the C hicago Alternati ve Film Festival. Weil has
co mpleted rwo novels: Swimming Season and River Horse.
M ace Zambito, original ly from Ransomville, New York, currently
lives in Columbus, Ohio. New poems appear in Antietam Review,
LIT, Crab Orchard Review, ACM, and Poetry International. H e is
the drummer for Cropchecker.
Fredri c k Zyd ek has authored eight collections of p oetr y.
T'Kopechuck: the Buckley Poems is fo rthcoming from Wi nthrop
Press. Formerly a professo r at the University of Nebraska and
lacer at cl1e College of Saine Mary, he is now a gentleman fa rmer.
Mose recencly he accepted th e pose as editor for Lone Willow
P~ess.
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f RJENDS OF HAR.ruR PAl.ATE
As a nonprofit organiza tion, we are grateful to the following
individuals for their support and invite others to help us publish
the best of established and emerging voices:

B ENEFACTOR

Susan C lark-Johnson
FRJ ENDS

Janet Louise Lowery
Jeannine M . Boehme

We would also like to thank our generous sponsors at
Binghamton University:
President Lois DeFleur
Vice President Rodger Summers
Dean Jean -Pierre Mileur
Associate Dean Norah H en ry
Professor Susan Strehle
and the English Department
P rofessor Maria Mazziotti Gi llan
and the C reative Writing Program
Graduate Student Organization
Graduate English Organization
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SUBMISSION G U IDELINES
We have no resrrictions on subject m atter
o r fo rm. Quire simply, send us your
highest-quality fiction and poetry. Read
through our guidelines before sending
your work. Almost every literary magazine
already says chis, bur it bears repeating:
look at a copy o f o ur publication co gee
an idea of what kind o f writing is being
published. Do an ho nest (perhaps even
ruthless) assessment of your work co see
ifir's indeed read y co be submitted .

.....,.,.M.r,,........... 1t4.... 0..-,M111Lpa..w"'-..,.~Goh.MMt..-.. .-t ....

Please N ore: H arpur Palace does nor
accept submissions via e-mail.

Fiction: 250 to 8,000 words, one submission per author; mail co Fictio n Erurors.
Poetry: 3-5 poems, no mo re than 10 pages coral per submissio n; mail to Poetry
Editors. Paym ent: 2 conrriburor's copies per author. Reading periods: We accept
submissio ns year-ro und. T he deadline for the W inter issue is October 15, and
fo r Summer is M arch 15. Send co:

Harpur Palate
English D epartment
Binghamto n U niversity
P. 0 . Box 6000
Bingha m ton, NY 13902-6000

end a copy of your manuscript, a cover letter, and a business-sized self-addressed
scamped envelope. Manuscripts without ASEs will be discarded unread. Copies
of manuscripts will no r be returned. irnultaneous submissio ns are acceptable as
long as you lee us know in your cover letter that you are simultaneously submitting;
also, if your work is accepted elsewhere, please let us know immediately. Due to
the number o f submissio ns we receive, we canno t respo nd to questio ns abo ut
whether yo ur wo rk has been read . Our respo nse time is approx imately 4 to 8
months.
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Subscribe to Harpur Palate
Pase concribucors have included Lee K. Abbott, Marvin Bell, Jaimee Wriscon
Colbcrc, Jim Daniels, Lydia Davis, Scan Thomas Dougherty, B. H. Fairchild,
Sascha Feinstein, John Poch, Jack Rid], Ruch Scone, Virgil Suarez, and Ryan
G. Van C leave.

Order Form:
_ _ $ 16/1 yr.
(I nsci cu cions add $4;
outside U.S. add $6)

_ _ $30/2 yrs.
(lnscicucions add $8;
o utside U.S. add $ 12)

Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Address_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Ciry/Scace_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Z ip_ _ _ _ _ _ _ Country_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Enclosed check payable co Harp11r Palate in the amount of$_ _ _ __
C harge Visa/Mastercard #_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Expires_ _ _ _ __
end co:

Harpur Palate Sub criptio ns
English Department
Binghamcon U niversity
P.O. Box 6000
Bingham con, New York 13902
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AREA

OF STUDY

Poetry, fi ction, creative
non-fiction, memoir,
children's literature
FACULTY

Ruth tone, ProfessQr Emerita
J aimee Wriston Colbert
Maria Mazziocci Gillan
Thomas Glave
Leslie H eywood
John Vernon

MA/PHD

LITERATURE
AND
CREATIVE
WRITING

ASSOCIATE FACULTY

Liz Rosenberg
Lisa Yun

PAST VISITING WRITERS

Diana Abu-Jaber
Marvin Bell
Marilyn Chin
Mark Doty
Marie Howe
Li-Young Lee
Carole Maso
Molly Peacock
Henry Taylor
Quincy Troupe
Helena Maria Vi ramonces
Tobias Wolff

Maria Mazziocci Gillan

Direccor, Crearive Writing Prog ram
Bing ham con Center for Writers
Binghamton University
PO Box 6000
Binghamton , NY 13902-6000

BINGHAMTON

l ' :--; I \ ' E R S I T Y

State University of New York

For information visit our webpage: english.binghamcon.edu/cwpro.
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Silent Voices

a creative mosaic of fiction
Featuring the stories of
Chuck Rosenthal (Never
Let Me Go, My Mistress
Humanity) , Louis
Domaratius (Gadji,
Writing the Book of
Ester), Tamar Love (Plan
a Fabulous Party in No
Time) , Edward Belfar,
Raffi Kevorkian, Tim
Macy, Sheila LambOnton, Elizabeth
Orndorff, Jason Siegel,
and Short Story Contest
Winner Michelle Mellon.
Appearing June 2005.
Price: $14.99 (including
shipping and handling).
Make checks to Ex
Machina Press, LLC.
To order. Contact Peter
A. Balaskas (Editor) at
Exmach inapab@aol.com,
or mail your
request at Silent Voices,
c/o Peter A. Balaskas, PO
Box 11180 Glendale, CA
91226.
For more information,
our website is
www.exmachinapress.
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Writing By Degrees
Binghamto n University's graduate creati ve
writing co nference is now in ics ninth year.
Once a n on-campus event of mainly local
co ll eges and uni ve rs it ies, Writ in g By
D egrees has expa nd ed co a n off-ca mpu s
venu e (the fa bulo usly resto red Decke r
Arcsand ulcural encernea rdownrown
Bin g ha m to n ) a n d h os es pa ne l w it h
w nce r from all over che g lo be. Recent
guest read e rs have included
Lee K. Abbott, Lydia Davi ,
B.H. Fa irc hild , asc h a
Fein s t e in , M. Eve l ina
a la ng, John Poch , a nd
e il he pard .

Pho tos by Catherine Dent

Th i year's co n ference wi ll
be he ld on eptember 22,
23, and 24. We a re proud
co welcome poec Jud ith Harri , c reative
nonfi ction w riter Michael cein berg, and
fict ion writer e na Jeter a lund a o ur
keynote peakers. Pa ne l w il l include
cop ic
u h a c reat ive non-fict io n /
me moir creative writing pedagogy, poetry
a nd pro e, a nd the bu ine s of literary
journals, a well as exceptional readin gs
of g rad uate fi ctio n , n on-fic t ion, an d
poetry.

For more dera il , please see o ur webs ite at:
h ttp://writingbyd egrees.bi ngham con.ed u
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Kare Beles
Kristie M. Betts
Francine Conley
Stephen Corey
Sean Thomas Dougherty
Kevin M . Gould
Kate Leary
Lyn Lifshin
Shivan i Manghnani
Rachel May
Sharo n Mollerus
ean Prentiss
Elizabeth Rees
Jack Ridl
Mira Rosenthal
Anis hivani
John melcer
William V. panos
Jennife r piegel
ancyThompson
David Thornbrugh
Grant Tracey
Rob

rt Vivian

Josh Weil
1

Matt Zambito
Fredrick Zydek

$10 . 00
ISBN 0-9749107-2-4
51000>

Photography by
1

Jo e Fernando Flores & Allison Miller
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